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ABSTRACT 

This thesis describes the details used to model a post-flashover fire compartment as a 

well-stirred reactor. In particular, it examines the two foremost important variables 

that dictate post-flashover fire behaviour inside the fire compartment. These two 

variables are: (1) the mass flow rate of air into the compartment via the vent opening 

and (2) the fuel mass loss rate inside the compartment. 

The vent flow analysis shows that the orifice analogy typically used to describe 

compartment vent flow is restricted to small wall opening applications. For large wall 

openings, such as a window occupying one whole wall, the flow rate is dictated by the 

plume entrainment with a flow rate -60% of the flow rate estimated from the orifice 

theory. 

A series of fire experiments using a reduced-scale compartment were conducted to 

study the vent flow behaviour in a compartment with a horizontal roof opening and a 

vertical wall opening. Based on the analytical and experimental studies, it is shown 

that in the case where the roof vent opening is not excessively large and a wall 

opening having a small downstand, the neutral-plane exists below the soffit of the 

wall opening giving outflow and inflow through the wall opening and outflow through 

the roof opening. In such a case, the flows through these openings can be adequately 

described using an extended form of the vent flow formulation that includes the roof 

vent opening. The area of the roof vent and the depth of the downstand between the 

ceiling and the soffit of the wall opening are found to be significant in determining the 

extra air inflow induced due to the existence of the roof vent opening. 

The cellulosic and pool fuels each have different burning behaviour inside a 

compartment. However, compartment fire temperatures and fuel mass loss rates, from 

both fuel types, are strongly dependent on the available fuel surface area to ventilation 

opening ratio and the fuel surface to enclosure area ratio. In the case of thermoplastic 
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pool fires, the ratio between the heat of combustion of air for the fuel and the heat of 

gasification of the fuel is also found to be influential on the resulting fires. 

A post-flashover fire computer program, CFIRE, has been developed that incorporates 

these findings. The simulation studies performed using the CFIRE computer program 

show that the fire time-temperature histories of wood fires are highly dependent on 

the remaining fuel surface area over time. In the case of thin wood, a shorter and 

hotter fire is expected as it has greater surface area than thick wood, even with the 

same fuel load. The study also shows that for small ventilation opening, a pool fire 

inside a fire compartment is less severe than a wood fire because the thermoplastic 

fuel is easily vaporised under the radiation feedback from the hot surrounding 

environment and discharged outside the compartment. In the case of large openings, 

pool fires are more likely to produce a hotter fire in the compartment than wood fires 

because wood fuel would not have sufficient fuel surface area to achieve ventilation 

controlled burning. 

By comparing these simulated fires with the Eurocode parametric fires, the Eurocode 

parametric fires do not provide realistic decay rate. With the modified parametric 

fires, these fires are conservative as they provide envelopes for the simulated fire 

curves. However, these parametric fires do not clearly describe the fire behaviour of 

realistic furnishing inside the fire compartment. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 GENERAL 

A fire that is confined in a room or an enclosure within a building is generally 

regarded as a "compartment fire". For a fire burning inside a compartment with no 

intervention, provided there is sufficient amount of fuel and ventilation, the fire can 

grow from a localised fire to a fully involved fire. The transition from localised 

burning to full room involvement is referred to as "flashover". Therefore the course of 

the compartment frre is generally divided into pre-flashover and post-flashover 

periods. The pre-flashover period generally consists of fire growth and is important 

for life safety. In the post-flashover period, the concern is on the structural fire 

performance under high thermal load, mainly for the purpose of property protection. 

The post-flashover fire is the main focus of this thesis. 

Traditionally, the fire performance of building materials and structural elements is 

determined using the full size fire resistance test with standard fires such as IS0-834 

(ISO, 1975) or ASTM E-119 (ASTM, 1988). Although useful when used in a grading 

system, standard fires are poor for representing real fires that could develop in a 

particular building (Franssen, 1999). Therefore, for structural fire design purposes, it 

is important to know the behaviour of the post-flashover fires that are likely to be 

encountered in the design building. Knowing about the fires will allow the selection 

of appropriate proprietary listed structural elements or assemblies for meeting the 

performance requirements. Moreover, the performance of a critical structural element 

in a particular building can be assessed accordingly using appropriate calculations 

(Buchanan, 2001 ). 
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1.2 BACKGROUND 

Many compartment fire experiments have been conducted throughout the world. In 

early fire tests, wood cribs were frequently used as the fire source, for their 

repeatability and low costs. Occasionally cellulosic furniture items and combustible 

walls were used. For wood fires, quantitative variables that influence the severity of 

the expected fire were identified, notably the fuel load (Ingberg, 1928), ventilation 

(Kawagoe and Sekine, 1963), and the thermal properties of the compartment 

(Magnusson and Thelandersson, 1970). Geometry of the fuel, such as the fuel surface 

area and thickness, was also noted to affect the fire time-temperature history 

(Tsuchiya and Sumi, 1971). 

Magnusson and Thelandersson derived a set of design fires largely based on wood 

crib fires. Their design fires are categorised using the fuel load, the ventilation and the 

enclosing wall properties. The exposed surface area of the fuel is not considered. The 

Magnusson and Thelandersson time-temperature curves appear to have the most 

significant influence in structural fire design worldwide as their design fires are 

widely used and form the basis of the Eurocode parametric fires. 

However, wood cribs are seldom found inside real occupancies. Fuel loads inside 

typical residential and commercial occupancies are likely to include wooden furniture 

items such as bookshelves, desks, tables and chairs, which have vastly different 

geometries compared to wood cribs. Other realistic fuels could include thermoplastic 

materials such as mattresses and upholstered furniture that are likely to bum as pool 

fires. In the case of pool-like burning fuel, various studies have been done (Bullen and 

Thomas, 1978; Babrauskas and Wickstrom, 1979), and have shown that the pool fire 

has markedly different burning behaviour compared to woods burning inside a post

flashover compartment. Pettersson (1996), in his evaluation of the parametric time

temperature curves, indicated the importance of correct input data for the real fuel 

loads where these fuels could lead to substantially different fires inside the 

compartment than those given by the parametric design fires. 
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Apart from the limitation on fuel types, all the previous post-flashover fire studies 

neglect the possibility of roof vent openings. To the author's knowledge, most of the 

post-flashover fire experiments conducted around the world used a single vertical 

door or window vent as opening, and the extra ventilation effect provided by a roof 

vent opening has not been extensively studied. In New Zealand, for structural fire 

design, the New Zealand Building Code, C3/AS1 (BIA, 1992) provides the structural 

fire resistance ratings (in minutes) required in compartments with a given fire load 

and vertical vent opening size and horizontal roof vent area. These fire resistance 

ratings are derived from the Eurocode time equivalence formula (EC1, 1994). 

However, the origin of the Eurocode formula is not clearly stated. It is understood that 

the Eurocode formula is derived from the results of analysis using the MRFC (Multi

Room-Fire-Code) computer programme by Schneider et al (1990), but details have 

not been published. 

There are other aspects that could affect the resulting post-flashover fires inside 

compartments, such as wind effects, cross flow and progressive burning behaviour of 

fuels inside a deep compartment. However, not much study has been done on these 

aspects. 

The aforementioned scenanos represent genume scenanos encountered in real 

buildings. Therefore, there is a need to broaden post-flashover fire studies to include 

these effects. This thesis focuses on studying the effects of different fuel types and the 

effects of ventilation openings including roof vent opening under still air condition. It 

is hoped that the improve understanding gained from the studies could provide a 

platform for studying scenarios such as the wind effects and the burning behaviour of 

fuel inside a deep compartment in the future. 
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1.3 RESEARCH FOCUS AND SCOPE 

The objective of this research is to develop an improved post-flashover fire model that 

could model the post-flashover fire caused by realistic fuel types and ventilation 

effects with the presence of a roof vent opening. 

This thesis focuses on studying the compartment ventilation and the burning 

behaviour of fuel inside a compartment during a post-flashover fire. The studies are 

largely restricted to analytical studies and modelling. In the case of a roof vent 

opening, a series of reduced-scale post-flashover compartment fire experiments were 

performed. The scenario investigated was restricted to a compartment with a 

horizontal roof opening and a vertical door opening. The unique case of a 

compartment having only a roof vent opening and no wall opening was not 

considered. 

All the analytical studies performed in this thesis are based on the single zone 

compartment fire theory as described in Chapter 2. 

1.4 THESIS OVERVIEW 

Chapter 2 presents a background description of the single zone compartment fire 

theory used for modelling post-flashover fires. A review of the historical development 

of the post-flashover fire models is presented. Three important aspects in the single 

zone compartment fire theory, namely the vent flow, the combustion and the fuel 

mass loss rate are identified and discussed. 

Chapter 3 presents the mathematical vent flow equations that describe the gas flow 

induced through a wall opening by a fully developed fire inside a flashed-over 

compartment. An analysis based on the line-plume entrainment is performed to 

investigate the suitability of applying these vent flow equations at a large opening that 
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comprises of an entire wall. The study provides an improved understanding of the 

vent flow behaviour at large vent openings. 

Chapter 4 outlines the treatments that have been used to estimate the effective heat of 

combustion for the burning fuel under different ventilation conditions. The results 

from these different treatments are compared and their application in the well-stirred 

post-flashover compartment fire model is discussed. 

Chapter 5 reviews a selection of pool models that have been used to describe the mass 

loss rate of pool fires inside a compartment. Two environmental variables that affect 

the mass loss rate of a pool fire are identified, namely the vitiation effect and the 

radiation effect. For a pool burning inside a post-flashover compartment, its mass loss 

rate is dominated by radiative thermal feedback from the surrounding hot 

environment. Experimental compartment pool fire data were used to study the mass 

loss rate of the pool. 

Chapter 6 describes the burning mechanisms of wood. A dimensional analysis is 

performed to identify the influential parameters that affect the mass loss rate during 

the fully developed period. The models for describing the mass loss rate of wood 

during different burning regimes are presented and discussed. A method to describe 

the burning of wooden furniture is postulated. 

Chapter 7 outlines the possible flow scenarios that could arise from a post-flashover 

compartment having both vertical and horizontal vent openings. An extended vent 

flow model that includes the horizontal roof vent opening is presented. The unstable 

phenomenon ofbi-directional flow across the roof vent opening is briefly discussed. 

Chapter 8 presents an outline of the fire experiments that were conducted as part of 

this thesis. A reduced scale compartment with two adjustable vent openings, a door 

vent and a circular roof vent, using a heptane pool as the fire source, was used to 

study the ventilation effects by the roof vents. Eleven roof vents and door vents size

combinations were tested. Details of the experimental layout, instrumentation and 

data reduction methods are presented. 
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Chapter 9 reports on the experimental observations made during the Door 1 

experimental series. The experimental results from this particular test series are 

presented and analysed. A simplified vent flow equation for a compartment having 

both horizontal and vertical vent openings is deduced. 

Chapter 10 describes the experimental observations for the Door 2 and Door 3 

experimental series. An unexpected pulsing phenomenon was observed during these 

test series. This phenomenon is analysed qualitatively and focuses on identifying the 

possible triggering and sustaining mechanisms that result in the pulsing. The results of 

these experiments are not used in the development of the proposed CFIRE post

flashover fire model, but are included here for reference purposes. 

Chapter 11 describes the single zone fire model-CFIRE that has been developed 

utilising the results from the analysis performed in the previous chapters. Verification 

of the model is performed by comparing the simulated results with the experimental 

results. 

Chapter 12 presents the simulated fire time-temperature curves inside a compartment 

with different types of fuel at different ventilation openings using the CFIRE 

computer program. A steady-state analysis is also performed. The studies highlight 

the importance of identifying the types of fuel involved, whether the fuel is wood or 

thermoplastic/liquid pool, and the respective fuel surface area. It is shown that fuel 

with different physical and burning characteristics result in very different fires in 

terms of the temperature and duration, even with the same total amount of fuel load. 

Chapter 13 concludes the thesis and summarises the major findings. 

Recommendations for future research on the area of post-flashover fires studies are 

given. 
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Chapter 2 BACKGROUND 

This chapter presents a background description of the single zone compartment fire 

theory used for modelling post-flashover fires. A review of the historical development 

of post-flashover fire models is presented. Three important aspects in the single zone 

compartment fire theory, namely the vent flow, the combustion and the fuel mass loss 

rate are identified and discussed. 

2.1 POST-FLASHOVER FIRES 

For an uncontrolled fire inside a compartment, provided there is sufficient fuel and 

ventilation, the fire inside the compartment can grow from localised burning to full

room involvement. This is the stage where an intense amount of heat is released due 

to the ignition and burning of the available fuels, resulting in very hot gas 

temperatures inside the compartment After this transition, the fire enters the post

flashover phase that consists of a fully developed stage and a decay stage. For 

structural fire design purposes, the fully developed stage is very important as it 

represents the state ofultimate burning where all the fuels available are involved to a 

maximum extent, with the fuel supply rate, and hence the heat release rate, subject to 

fuel or ventilation limitation. 

The fuel supply rate is often reported as the fuel mass loss rate, which is the change in 

mass of the burning fuel over time measured using a load scale. It describes the 

release of the fuel vapour from the bulk fuel as a result of thermal feedback from the 

flame on top of the fuel, as well as the radiation from the surrounding hot 

environment. Although closely related, the fuel mass loss rate should not be confused 

with the burning rate, where the latter describes the amount of fuel that reacts with the 

oxygen per unit time. Multiplying the burning rate by the heat of combustion of the 
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fuel gives the fire heat release rate, which is the driving force that determines the gas 

temperature inside the compartment. For a compartment fire, the fuel mass loss rate 

could exceed the maximum burning rate restricted by the available ventilation. The 

excess unburned fuel is burned outside the compartment and is seen as an external 

flame burning outside the vent opening. 

In a post-flashover fire, the temperature inside the compartment is very hot. To 

describe the thermal behaviour inside the compartment, the entire compartment is 

treated as a single control volume filled with hot gases having a uniform temperature. 

The temperature inside the compartment is evaluated by balancing the heat and mass 

that cross the control surfaces of the control volume, i.e. the compartment space. The 

heat release rate inside the compartment as a result of an infinitely fast reaction 

between the fuel vapour released and the entering air, is responsible for the elevated 

gas temperature inside the compartment. These are the classical treatments applied in 

the single zone compartment fire theory. In the section to follow, the application of 

the single zone compartment fire theory to post-flashover fire modelling is described. 

2.2 SINGLE ZONE MODEL .. THEORY AND APPLICATION 

A single rectangular compartment with a single rectangular wall opening represents a 

classic case for studying the post-flashover compartment fires. The opening acts as 

the main connection between the fire within the enclosure and the outside ambient 

atmosphere. Typical assumptions made in a single zone model include: 

• The gas temperature inside the compartment is uniform; 

• The gas flows in and out of the compartment via the window opening are 

driven by hydrostatic pressure differences between the inside fire environment 

and the outside ambient air; 

• The reaction between the fuel vapour released and entering air is infinitely 

fast; 

• The fire environment is quasi-steady. 
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In the single zone treatment, the entire compartment is regarded as a single control 

volume. Conservation of energy means that the energy going into the control volume 

will be equal to the energy going out, such that the heat released by the fire, QFJRE, 

equals the sum of the heat loss from the convective gas flow, flr, the radiative losses 

via the opening, QR, the convective and radiative heat loss to the enclosing 

boundaries, flw, the heat feedback vaporising the excess fuel, QFB, and the heat 

stored in the gas volume, QG, as shown in Equation (2.1 ). 

(2.1) 

The rate of change of energy stored in the gas volume, QG, which is associated with 

the change in the fire gas temperature, Tg, has in general been neglected in most of the 

models, as its contribution towards the fire temperature is relatively small compared 

to other heat loss terms (Kawagoe, 1967). Following Kawagoe's conclusion, for 

engineering purposes, this heating term is dropped from the heat balance equation in 

Equation (2.1). This leads to the quasi-steady assumption such that the fire 

environment is assumed to be steady for each successive small time interval over the 

entire fire duration. 

Continuing to invoke the quasi-steady assumption, the mass in and out of the control 

volume also has to be balanced with the rate of change of mass in the gas volume 

term being dropped. The mass balance equation is given in Equation (2.2), where m;n 

and rhout are the mass flow rate of outside ambient air into the compartment and mass 

flow rate of inside hot gases out of the compartment via the vent opening respectively; 

1n P is the fuel mass loss rate inside the compartment. 

(2.2) 

These are the two principal equations for the single zone model. The expression for 

each term in both the-energy and the mass balance equations is described as follows. 
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2.2.1 Ventilation 

The environments inside and outside the compartment are considered at rest with 

unifonn temperatures, and the hydrostatic pressure in each environment varies 

linearly with height. The flow across the vent opening is driven by the difference 

between the two pressure distributions due to temperature difference. There will be a 

point of zero pressure difference within the vent opening, known as the neutral-plane. 

By knowing the pressure differences across the vent opening, Bernoulli's equation 

can be applied to obtain the velocity distribution from J2M I p . Since the pressure 

difference, and hence the velocity, varies with height, the mass flow in and out of the 

opening is obtained by integrating the velocity profile along the opening height from 

the neutral plane, multiplied by the discharge coefficient, Ca, the respective density 

(ambient air density po or hot gas density pg) and the vent width, Wv. These vent flow 

expressions can be found in the literature (Babrauskas and Williamson, 1978; 

Drysdale, 1985) and are given below as Equation (2.3) and Equation (2.4). 5 and Hs 

denote the heights from the floor to the sill and the soffit of the opening respectively. 

The neutral plane height, Zn, is solved by applying the mass balance equation 

(Equation (2.2)). Details of the derivation for these vent flow equations will be given 

in Chapter 3. 

Outflow: 

m~, =%·Cd ·W, · P, · 2g(~: -1 }(H, -z,f> 
(2.3) 

Inflow: 

m,, = ~ -c" -w, · p,. 2~1 ;:}(z, o)y, 
(2.4) 

The density of the fire gases can be estimated using the ideal gas law, 

P=pRT 
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where Pis the pressure (Pa), R is the specific gas constant for air (287 J kg-1 K 1
), pis 

the density (kg/m3
) and Tis the temperature (K). For compartment fire application, 

the atmospheric pressure changes very slightly with height. By using an atmospheric 

pressure of 101.3k:Pa, the gas density can be estimated as 

p=353/T (inKelvin) (2.5) 

2.2.2 Fire heat release rate 

The fire heat release rate within the fire compartment, QFIRE , is the cause for the 

elevated compartment temperature. The heat release rate from the fire inside the 

compartment depends on the mass loss rate of the fuel and the air inflow rate into the 

compartment. When the burning fuel is releasing pyrolysates greater than the amount 

that could be burned with the available ventilation, the fire environment inside the 

compartment will be fuel~rich and the heat release from the fire will be ventilation 

limited. If there is more air available than needed to bum all the pyrolysates released, 

the fire will be fuel~lean and the heat release will be fuel limited. The status of the fire 

inside the compartment can be described using the equivalence ratio, <I>, defined as 

(2.6) 

where r is the stoichiometric air to fuel mass ratio of the burning fuel. 

The heat release rate for each fire condition can be described as: 

For <I>< I (fuel-lean): 

(2.7) 
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For <I>> 1 (fuel-rich): 

. m 1 
Q -b x__!!!_x Ah -b x-xm· x Ah 

fire - p r Ll c,nel - p cp p Ll c,net 
(2.8) 

The combustion reaction inside the compartment is assumed to be infinitely fast with 

the net calorific value of the fuel being Ahc,net· The factor bp ( <1.0), is used to account 

for mixing inefficiency. This factor is difficult to quantify and generally has a value 

ranging between 0.5 and 0.9 (Babrauskas, 1981). 

2.2.3 Convective heat loss 

The convective heat loss in the gases flowing out of the compartment window, QL, is 

calculated as the product of the mass outflow rate and the enthalpy gained by the gas 

species due to the increase in temperature. This is shown in Equation (2.9) where Yi is 

the species mass fraction per unit mass of the mass outflow and hi is the enthalpy 

gained by each species due to the temperature increase. 

(2.9) 

By definition, under constant pressure and ideal gas behaviour, the change of enthalpy 

for each species is given by Equation (2.1 0) where cpi is the specific heat of individual 

gas species. The gas species can be estimated from the chemical equilibrium equation 

and the temperature dependence of specific heat for each species can be found in a 

thermodynamics text such as Van Wylen et al (1994). 

(2.10) 

The evaluation of the convective heat loss rate term can be simplified by using the 

average specific heat of the hot gases, cp, taken approximately 1.15 k:J/kg-K (Janssens, 

1992), such that 
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(2.11} 

where To is the reference temperature taken as the ambient temperature. 

2.2.4 Radiative heat loss 

The term, QR, is the heat loss from the inside fire gases to the outside ambient 

environment by radiation through the vent opening. The radiation heat flux from the 

vent opening is represented as a blackbody at temperature Tg with the expression 

given in Equation (2.12), 

(2.12) 

where Av is the vent opening area, cr is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Tg is the gas 

temperature and To is taken as the temperature of the outside ambient air. 

2.2.5 Wall heat loss 

The compartment consists of solid boundaries such as walls and ceiling. Unless these 

boundaries are adiabatic, heat will be transferred and absorbed across these solids, 

These solid boundaries, simply referred here as "walls", are generally treated as 

homogeneous solids with constant thermal properties. The heat transfer across the 

wall is considered to be one-dimensional. The expression for transient conduction 

through the wall (with no heat generation) is given by Equation (2.13), where <pis the 

thermal diffusivity: 

= 
(2.13) 

rp Bt 

The convective and radiative heat transfer on both the inner and the outer wall 

surfaces are accounted for; such that the boundary conditions for each side of the wall 

are given in Equations (2.14) and (2.15). 
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Fire side: 

(2.14) 

Ambient side: 

(2.15) 

where k is the thermal conductivity of the wall material, hfire and hamb are the 

convective heat transfer coefficients on the fire side and the ambient side of the wall 

respectively, Twt and T;vo are the wall surface temperatures on the fire side and 

ambient side respectively, and &res is the resultant emissivity between the wall inner 

surfaces and the fire gases. It is estimated using Equation (2.16) with &g and &w being 

the emissivity of fire gases and the emissivity of wall surfaces respectively. 

&res =(-1 + 1 -~J-1 
Eg &w 

(2.16) 

The convective heat transfer coefficient depends on the flow condition, whether the 

flow is freely induced or forced, over the surface, as well as their temperature 

difference. For post-flashover compartment fire application, the convection heat 

transfer from the hot gases to the enclosing walls is assumed to take place under free

convection. However, the application of the available correlations for convective heat 

transfer coefficient under specific flow conditions is restrictive due to complication 

arising from the large-scale turbulence where plumes, jets, boundaries and openings 

interact (Babrauskas and Williamson, 1975). In COMPF2, Babrauskas (1979) applied 

the expression of convective heat transfer coefficient as a function of temperature 

difference between the wall surfaces and the surrounding gases, with the convective 

heat transfer at the fire side (5.0x(LJ.T)113
) approximately 2.7 times larger than at the 

ambient side (1.87x(LJT) 113
). Typical values for gaseous convective heat transfer 

coefficients under free convection conditions are between 2-25W/m2-K (Incropera 
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and DeWitt, 2001). Kawagoe and Sekine (1963) uses a value of23W/m2-K at the fire 

side as an input value for their post-flashover fire calculations. The typical convective 

heat transfer coefficient for the fire side, hftre, is therefore taken in the order of 

25W/m2K and 1 OW/m2K for the ambient side, hamb· The heat transfer across the wall 

is calculated using the finite difference method, solving for the wall temperature as 

the fire progresses. 

The heat loss to the walls with a total area of A1 , is solved using Equation (2.17). 

(2.17) 

2.2.6 Feedback term 

This is the heat required to vaporise the unburned fuel. The feedback term, QFB, is 

evaluated as 

(2.18) 

where Lg is the heat of gasification. The bracketed term refers to the fuel that has not 

been burned. By definition, the energy feedback required to vaporise the liquid or 

solid fuel has been included in the value of net heat of combustion, f:.hc,net· Therefore, 

the feedback term is to account for fuel that has been released but is not participating 

in the combustion. 

2.2.7 Evaluation of the fire temperature 

The fire gas temperature history inside the compartment is calculated by solving the 

energy balance equation (Equation (2.1 )) at successive time interval, f:.t. At time zero, 

the wall surface temperature is at ambient temperature; a fire gas temperature is 

guessed and used to calculate the air inflow rate, the fire heat release rate and the 

other heat loss terms. These terms are substituted into Equation (2.1 ). If the sum of the 

heat loss terms does not equate to the fire heat release rate, a new gas temperature is 
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tried until the equation is satisfied. The fire gas temperature is assumed to stay 

constant for the time interval, !1t. During this time interval, the enclosing wall will be 

heated by this temperature and the new wall surface temperature is calculated using 

Equation (2.13) with boundary conditions given in Equations (2.14) and (2.15). This 

new wall surface temperature will then be used to solve for the fire gas temperature at 

the next time interval. The calculation process continues and eventually gives the fire 

gas time-temperature history inside the compartment. This is summarised in Figure 

2.1 below. 

Figure 2.1 

TIME 

,:l.t 

Calculation processes for wall surface temperature and fire 

temperature. 

2.3 DEVELOPMENTS IN POST -FLASHOVER FIRE MODELS 

Kawagoe and Sekine (1963) were the first to apply single zone compartment fire 

theory to describe post-flashover compartment fires. Their model represents the first 

mathematical post-flashover fire model in the world. Initially using hand calculations 

and graphical methods to solve for the fire gas temperature, the model was later coded 

as a computer program (Kawaoge, 1967). Subsequently, computational post-flashover 

fire models based on the single zone compartment fire theory were developed. These 
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fire models include: Magnusson and Thelandersson (1970) in Sweden, Tsuchiya and 

Sumi (1971) in Canada, the COMPF model by Babrauskas and Williamson (1978 and 

1979) and later the COMPF2 model by Babrauskas (1979) in the United States, and 

more recently the National Research Council of Canada (NRCC) fire model by 

Takeda and Yung (1992) in Canada and the OZONE model by Cadorin and Franssen 

(1999) in Belgium. There are other post-flashover fire models developed using the 

same approach as reviewed by Harmathy and Mehaffey (1983) and Wade (1995). 

However, the first four models in particular, represent the important evolution of 

knowledge and concept in post-flashover fire modelling. Other single zone post

flashover fire models could generally be regarded as variants to the above four 

models. 

In the previous section, the core equations used for modelling the post-flashover 

compartment fire are presented. Three major aspects that strongly affect the heat loss 

terms and hence the evaluated fire gas temperature are identified, that include the vent 

flow, the combustion, and most important of all, the fuel mass loss rate. These are the 

three major aspects that have been the subject of focus in the modelling during the 

history of the post-flashover fire models development. The treatments on these 

aspects by various researchers are presented in the following sections. 

2.3.1 Vent flows 

Vent flow is an important aspect in post-flashover fire modelling. It determines the 

amount of air available for combustion to take place inside the compartment and also 

the convective heat loss via the outgoing hot gases. Kawagoe (1958) was the first to 

model the flow across the vent opening using the orifice analogy, where the vent 

opening is treated like an orifice at the reservoir, with the hydrostatic pressure 

difference between the hot and cold quiescent environments converting to a velocity 

head driving the flow across the orifice. Bernoulli equation is used to relate the 

pressure difference to the flow velocity across the vent opening. A discharge 

coefficient of 0.68 is typically used to account for the non-idealistic flow 

characteristics that exist in the real flow situations, but have been ignored in 

theoretical flow considerations. 
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This treatment has been applied in almost all of the single zone fire models. However, 

the above treatments seem to be applicable only for small vent openings. In the case 

of very large openings, such as a full frontal wall opening, Babrauskas and 

Williamson (1978) found that the above treatment could grossly over-estimate the 

flow rate unless the discharge coefficient is reduced by half. However, with regard to 

vent opening size, no guidelines are available as to when the orifice analogy can be 

adequately applied to describe compartment vent flows. 

Other ventilation scenarios could exist, such as a compartment with roof openings. 

The presence of the roof opening allows hot gases to exit through the roof opening 

and increases the air flowing through the wall opening. Very limited study has been 

performed with regard to this scenario. From the literature, the closest experimental 

study on this subject was that reported by Thomas et al (1963). There is also a 

nomogram developed by Magnusson and Thelandersson (1970) to account for the 

additional ventilation caused by the presence of the roof opening. However, their 

approach has not been experimentally validated. 

Theoretical or analytical study with regard to the wind effects on the compartment 

ventilation is limited. Buchanan (200 1) noted that for a compartment with two 

opposite wall openings, there is another potential flow scenario known as cross 

ventilation that could occur, especially when there is a wind blowing. No research has 

been done on this type of scenario. 

2.3.2 Combustion 

From the single zone compartment fire theory, the compartment is regarded as a well

stirred reactor with infinitely fast reaction between fuel and air. It is noted that the 

actual fire heat release rate is likely to be less than the maximum potential heat that 

can be released under stoichiometric conditions. This is due to inefficient mixing that 

results in the generation of incomplete combustion products. Kawagoe and Sekine 

(1963) used a value of 1 0.8MJ/kg as the effective heat of combustion for wood. This 

value is low compared with the net heat of combustion for typical dry wood which 

has a value of approximately 18.7MJ/kg (see Table lC from Babrauskas (1992b)). 

According to Kawagoe and Sekine (1963), this lower heat of combustion is to account 
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for the degree of incomplete combustion, estimated from analysing the composition of 

combustion gases notably the carbon monoxide, during Kawagoe's (1958) fire 

experiments. 

Tsuchiya and Sumi (1971) suggested that during the post-flashover fire, unstable 

combustion products might dissociate towards · the reactants under the high 

temperature environment. They considered the "water-gas" reaction as the possible 

dissociation reaction illustrated below. 

The production of CO and Hz is explicitly calculated via a chemical reaction equation. 

The production of the incomplete combustion products lowers the net heat of 

combustion of the burning fuel. The effective heat of combustion is calculated 

according to the amount of CO and Hz produced. 

The COMPF2 model by Babrauskas (1979) does not include the "water-gas" reaction 

for modelling the combustion reaction. Instead, a mixing efficiency factor, bp, is 

introduced to account for the incomplete combustion. The fire heat release rate inside 

the compartment is evaluated as the lower of the fuel-limiting heat release rate 

( bP · rhP · Ahc,ner) and the ventilation-limiting heat release rate ( bP · rhair • Ahc,net jr ). The 

mixing efficiency factor, bp, could be interpreted as the maximum fraction of fuel 

involved in complete burning in the case of fuel-limited fire or the maximum fraction 

of air involved in complete burning in the case of ventilation-limited fire. 

Other models such as OZONE do not explicitly account for any incomplete 

combustion and the heat of combustion for air is taken as 3000kJ/kg regardless of fuel 

types. 
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2.3.3 Fuel mass loss rate 

Fuel mass loss rate modelling is the most important aspect in post-flashover 

compartment fire modelling. It strongly dictates the fire heat release rate, hence the 

temperature inside the compartment. 

One of the most significant contributions by Kawagoe and his co-workers has been 

the mass loss rate correlation for wood crib fires, developed from their fire tests. 

Kawagoe and Sekine (1963) showed that the fuel mass loss rate, rhP, could be 

correlated with the vent parameter Av fJi: where Av is the area of the vertical 

window or door opening (m2
) and Ev is the height of the opening (m). The mass loss 

rate correlation is given in Equation (2.19). This mass loss rate is shown to coincide 

with the stoichiometric mass loss rate of wood as a result of gas phase reaction inside 

a compartment (Drysdale, 1985). 

rhp,Kawagoe = 5.5 X~ fJi: 
0.09x~Jii: 

(kg /min) 

(kg /sec) 

or (2.19) 

In their fire modelling, Kawagoe and Sekine assumed that the mass loss rate of the 

burning fuel follows the correlation (Equation (2.19)) until all the fuels are exhausted. 

The decay phase was not explicitly treated and was assumed to be linear. Based upon 

their experimental experience, they suggested that for fire duration less than 60 

minutes, the decay rate is 1 0°C per minute; for longer duration, 7°C per minute is 

used. 

Magnusson and Thelandersson (1970) realised that the fuel mass loss rate, mP, used 

by Kawagoe and Sekine in Equation (2.19) was in fact the maximum rate that 

occurred during the ventilation controlled burning regime. During the decay phase, 

the fuel mass loss rate inside the enclosure will be fuel surface controlled. Sensing 

this inadequacy, Magnusson and Thelandersson introduced a modification factor, a, 

during the evaluation of the mass loss rate of fuel and hence the heat release rate 

QFIRE. This is shown in Equation (2.20) where 0~ a(t) ~ 1. 
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(kg/sec) (2.20) 

The a(t) is a piecewise linear function which is found by matching the model fire gas 

temperature output, Tg(t) to experimental measurements for a very large number of 

fire tests. A set of piecewise linear functions a(t) was found for different fuel loads. 

Magnusson and Thelandersson defined their fire duration for the flame phase, i.e. the 

fully developed phase, as 

(min) 
(2.21) 

where M is the fire load based on wood per total enclosure area (kg/m2
), At is the total 

area of the bounding surfaces in the enclosure (m2
), Av Jii: is the vent parameter of 

the vent opening, 11hc,eff is the effective heat of combustion of wood fuel taken as 

10.8MJ/kg and /J..hc,net is the net heat of combustion for wood fuel taken as 18.8MJ/kg. 

Magnusson and Thelandersson (1970 and 1974) assumed that all the fuels are released 

within the enclosure and excess unburned pyrolysates leaving the enclosure are 

negligible. Hence after the flame phase, w, the rest of the energy would be gradually 

released during the decay phase. Since they used a calorific value of 10.8MJ/kg for 

wood during the fully developed period instead of 18.8MJ/kg, this means that 57% of 

fuel energy is released during the flame phase defined by OJ, while the remaining 43% 

is released during the decay period. This has resulted in an extremely long decay 

period. 

Unlike Kawagoe and Sekine who assumed constant ventilation controlled mass loss 

rate for the entire fuel load, Tsuchiya and Sumi (1971) realised that during the post

flashover period, the burning regime could switch from ventilation controlled to fuel 

surface controlled depending on the amount of fuel surface left during the fire. They 

used two mass loss rate expressions, one for each burning regime. The smaller of the 

two is regarded as the dominant rate and used in the fire temperature calculation. 
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The mass loss rate expression for ventilation controlled burning regime is represented 

by the stoichiometric fuel rate for the given ventilation; for wood, its expression is 

approximately the Kawagoe correlation (Equation (2.19)). For the fuel surface 

controlled burning regime, the burning is described by using a constant regression rate 

on the available fuel surfaces. Tsuchiya and Sumi applied Odeen's (1963) equation to 

track the changes of the fuel surfaces during the fire process, hence the mass loss rate 

history. This equation describes the changes of the surface area for simple geometrical 

shapes that include plane, stick, cylinder, cube or sphere for a given regression rate. 

The initial amount of fuel mass, the geometrical shape, the characteristic dimension of 

the fuel and the regression rate are taken as inputs. This fuel surface controlled mass 

loss rate takes the form shown in Equation (2.22). 

. ·m(t)·F 
mp,FC = I 

(2.22} 

n(;J})' 

where Vp is the regression rate (m/s), m(t) is the mass of fuel (kg) at timet, M 0 is the 

initial mass of the fuel (kg), D is the characteristic fuel dimension (m), and F is a 

dimensionless geometrical factor such that represents a plane; F=2 stick or 

cylinder; sphere or cube. 

The mass loss rate for each of these regimes is calculated at every time step and the 

smaller of the two rates is used. In doing so, the fuel initially having a large surface 

area would have a mass loss rate controlled by available ventilation until the fuel 

surface area decreases to a point that Equation (2.22) becomes dominant. This 

initiates the decay period where the mass loss rate becomes fuel surface controlled. 

Babrauskas (1979) in the COMPF2 adopted the same "switching" methodology as in 

the Tsuchiya and Sumi model. Apart from the ventilation controlled and fuel surface 

controlled regimes, COMPF2 includes another regime called the porosity controlled 

regime for densely packed crib. This calculation is based on the formulation 

developed by Nilsson (1971) for wood crib fires. The smallest of the three mass loss 

rates is the dominant rate and is used for temperature calculation. 
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Other models such as OZONE do not have built-in fuel mass loss rate models and 

require users to input the fuel mass loss history inside the compartment. 

Among the single zone fire models mentioned, only the COMPF2 and the NRCC fire 

model could model thermoplastic/liquid pool fires. The pool fires have very difierent 

burning behaviour compared to wood fires. Note that the NRCC fire model is 

designed to model post-flashover fire generated from a polyurethane slab. In the case 

of COMPF2 model, it is restricted to model either a wood fire or a pool fire per 

simulation. The co-existence of these two fuel types within the same compartment 

cannot be modelled. 

It is also noted that the two-zone models such as FPEtool and F ASTLite, which are 

mainly used for pre-flashover modelling, could be used to model post-flashover fires. 

The model descriptions for both FPEtool and F ASTLite are given by Deal (1994) and 

Buchanan (1998) respectively. Both models also adopt the "switching" methodology 

between the fuel surface and the ventilation controlled burning regimes. 

For a ventilation controlled fire, both FPEtool and F ASTLite computer programs 

assume the fuel mass loss rate is at the stoichiometric rate for the given air inflow rate 

into the compartment. For a fuel-controlled fire, these programmes require the 

exposed surface area of the fuel, AF, the heat of gasification of the fuel, Lg, the net 

heat of combustion of the fuel, 1:1hc,net, and an incident heat flux, q~cident • The heat 

release rate for fuel-controlled fire takes the expression as follows, 

QFire,FC = mp,FC • X ·1:1hc,net (2.23) 

= q ;~cident • A F • 'Y • /J.h 
L Ar c,nel 

g 

with the mass loss rate estimated by the incident heat flux, q:~cident , on the exposed 

fuel surface area, AF, divided by the heat of gasification, Lg. The incident heat flux 

upon the fuel has been pre-set in these programmes and usually is unalterable by the 

users. It has been reported that FPEtool uses a pre-set incident heat flux of 60kW/m2 

for fuel controlled fire and 80kW/m2 during ventilation controlled fire (Deal, 1994) 
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whereas the incident heat flux in FASTLite is pre-set at a value of 70kW/m2 

(Buchanan, 1998). The combustion efficiency, z, is taken as 1.0 in the FPEtool 

whereas xis a user input in F ASTLite. FPEtool also includes an equation to estimate 

the "working" heat of gasification, to account for the shielding of unpyrolysed fuel 

from radiation due to the presence of char (Deal, 1994). However, the origin of this 

equation is not cited. It can be seen that the treatments by both of these models during 

fuel surface controlled burning regime is restricted to fuel with a one-dimensional 

plane shape as the fuel surface area stays constant during the fire process. Since the 

heat flux is fixed, by manipulating the heat of gasification of the fuel, one could adjust 

the regression rate for the burning fuel. 

2.4 SUMMARY 

From the review, the following points are summarised: 

• Post-flashover compartment is modelled using the single zone compartment 

fire theory, such that the entire compartment is treated as a well-stirred reactor. 

• The associated vent flow theory applied in the models is based upon the 

orifice analogy that is only applicable for small wall openings. 

• The combustion inside the compartment is assumed to be infinitely fast. The 

existence of incomplete combustion products hence the combustion efficiency 

is crudely estimated or ignored. 

• In the case of modelling the mass loss rate of cellulosic fuels, the fuel 

characteristics such as surface area and thickness are either not considered or 

collectively described as plane (one-dimensional), or stick or cylinder (two

dimensional), or cube or sphere (three-dimensional). Two burning regimes are 

generally used that include the ventilation controlled and the fuel surface 

controlled regimes. The mass loss rate during the ventilation controlled regime 

is assumed as a result of gas phase reaction whereas as the mass loss rate 

during the fuel surface controlled is modelled with a prescribed regression rate 

on the available fuel surface. For densely packed wood cribs, there is another 
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burning regime known as crib porosity controlled regime, which is accounted 

for in some models. 

• The existing single zone fire models are restricted to modelling a single fuel 

type, either a cellulosic fire or a pool fire, in every simulation. They cannot 

model the co-existence ofboth fuel types within the same compartment. 

• Neither roof vent opening nor wind effect is considered. 

These represent the current capabilities of the existing single zone post-flashover fire 

models. There is a need to broaden the capabilities of post-flashover fire modelling to 

account for many other possible scenarios in real buildings. In order to achieve this 

goal, focus is on studying the three important aspects identified, namely the vent flow, 

the combustion and the fuel mass loss rate. These are discussed in detail in the next 

few chapters. 
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Chapter 3 COMPARTMENT VENT FLOWS 

This chapter presents the mathematical vent flow equations that describe the gas flow 

induced through a wall opening by a fully developed fire inside a flashed-over 

compartment. These sets of vent flow equations are derived on the assumption that the 

compartment has a uniform temperature from floor to ceiling. An analysis based on 

line-plume entrainment is performed to investigate the suitability of applying these 

vent flow equations at a large opening that comprises of an entire wall. The study 

provides an improved understanding of the vent flow behaviour at large vent 

opemngs. 

3.1 GENERAL 

A compartment vent flow model is an integral part of a deterministic compartment 

fire model. It has direct implications towards estimating the compartment fire gas 

temperature because it describes the amount of air flowing into the compartment for 

combustion and the convective heat loss through the vent opening. 

Flows between a fire compartment and its immediate surroundings are termed as vent 

flows. The nature of the flow depends on the vent sizes and locations as well as on the 

temperature and pressure imposed by wind or forced ventilation effects. In a 

compartment subjected to only natural convection conditions, vent flows through a 

wall opening are a result of buoyancy forces generated from the temperature or 

density difference between the two quiescent environments inside and outside the 

compartment. Kawagoe (1958) was the first to treat the buoyancy-driven flow across 

the opening as an orifice problem. For the purpose of modelling a post-flashover fire, 

Kawagoe assumed the gas inside the compartment is at rest with uniform temperature 

from floor to ceiling. This is referred to as a "well-mixed" scenario. The hydrostatic 
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pressure distribution inside the compartment is therefore linear varying with height. 

Similarly, the hydrostatic pressure distribution for the outside static ambient air is 

linear but with different gradient compared to the inside compartment due to density 

difference. By having an opening at the compartment wall, the outside cold ambient 

air flows into the compartment because of the pressure difference and at the same 

time hot gases flow out of the opening to maintain the mass balance inside the 

compartment. There will be a point of zero pressure difference in the opening referred 

to as a neutral plane. Below the neutral plane, the differential pressure in the 

compartment is negative (compared to outside) with air flowing in; and above the 

neutral plane, hot gases flowing out due to positive differential pressure in the 

compartment. Bernoulli's equation is then used to estimate the velocity, and hence the 

mass flow rates across the opening. A discharge coefficient was applied, as in the 

orifice flow, to correct for non-idealistic flow characteristics. 

The Kawagoe vent flow treatment that assumes a well-mixed fire environment with 

uniform temperature has been widely used to model compartments with fully 

developed fires. However, it appears that the Kawagoe vent flow treatment is likely to 

be adequate for a small wall opening application only. For a compartment with a large 

vent opening such as a window taking up one whole wall, the Kawagoe method could 

grossly overestimate the actual air inflow into the compartment (Babrauskas and 

Williamson, 1978). 

The following sections present the vent flow equations for a post-flashover 

compartment assuming the ·entire compartment has a uniform temperature. The 

effects of temperature and the contribution of fuel mass loss rate on the air inflow rate 

are examined; and the role of the discharge coefficient is briefly discussed. A 

stratified two-layer flow analysis using a line-plume as a fire source is performed to 

study the large vent scenario. 
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3.2 COMPARTMENT WITH SINGLE VERTICAl VENT 

In a single zone model, the environments inside and outside the compartment are 

considered at rest with uniform temperatures, and the hydrostatic pressure in each 

environment varies linearly with height. The flow across the vent opening is driven by 

the pressure difference between the two stagnant environments due to temperature 

difference. There will be a point of zero pressure difference within the vent opening, 

known as the neutral-plane. By knowing the pressure differences across the vent 

opening, Bernoulli's equation can be applied to obtain the velocity distribution from 

J2M I p . Since the pressure difference, and hence the velocity, varies with height, 

the mass flow in and out of the opening is obtained by integrating the velocity profile 

along the opening height from the neutral plane, multiplied by the discharge 

coefficient, Cd, the respective density (ambient air density p0 or hot gas density pg) 

and the vent width, Wv. The derivation for these vent flow expressions can be found in 

the literature (Babrauskas and Williamson, 1978; Drysdale, 1985). For completeness 

in this thesis, the derivation is repeated here. 

Figure 3.1 depicts the vent flows for a compartment having a uniform temperature 

from floor to ceiling with a single vertical vent opening, where He is the height of the 

compartment, Hv is the height of the vertical wall vent, Zn is the neutral plane height 

from floor level, 5 and Hs are the sill and soffit heights of the vertical vent 

respectively. The hydrostatic pressure distributions and the resulting velocity 

distributions across the vertical vent are also shown. 
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Hydrostatic pressure distribution 

Outside-ambient 
- ---~---------

Neutral-plane 

0-------

Control volume 

Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of the flows and pressure distributions for a 

uniform temperature compartment with single vertical vent opening. 

Considering that point 1 is far away from the opening and point 2 just inside the 

opening, both are along an assumed streamline at the same height. The pressure at 

each point has a distribution related to the respective density, such as 

Ji =Po+ Pogy 

P2 =Po+ pggy 

where subscript 0 denotes to the ambient condition, subscript g denotes the hot 

environment and y is the position in height from the neutral plane. 

To calculate the flow, momentum conservation must be used. This is achieved by 

applying Bernoulli equation which has the following definition, 

p v2 
-+-+gz canst 
p 2 

The momentum equation between point 1 and 2 is therefore, 
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Since the assumption is made that the outside air is at rest, the velocity, v 1 ::::::0, and PI 

= P2 = po, the ambient air density. 

Po 2 

Substituting the previous equations for both P1 and P2 gives 

(3.1) 

Similarly, for the outflow, considering the point 3 is well inside the compartment and 

point 4 is just outside the opening, both are along an assumed streamline at the same 

height. The pressure of the issuing jet of point 4 will be the same as the ambient 

atmosphere pressure. The pressure at each point has the distribution of 

Applying the Bernoulli equation along the streamline between the two points with 

negligible velocity for hot gases inside the fire compartment, v3 ::::::0, gives 

Substituting the equations for both P3 and P4 gives 

v, = v,w = ~2M'34 = 2gy( Po -lJ 
Pg Pg 

(3.2) 
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The inflow and outflow velocities at the opening are shown to vary with height from 

the neutral plane. To obtain both the inflow and outflow mass flow rates, the velocity 

distributions are integrated along ihe height from the neutral plane to the sill and to 

the soffit respectively. The mass inflow rate and outflow rates are as follow. 

(3.3) 

Similarly, for the mass outflow rate, 

(3.4) 

There are now two equations and three unknowns, namely the mass flow rates in and 

out and the neutral plane height. Since the compartment is regarded as a single zone, 

the entire inner compartment space is treated as a single control volume. Under steady 

conditions, conservation of mass implies that the sum of masses flowing into the 

control volume has to equal the masses flowing out of the control volume. The mass 

balance equation is given in Equation (3.5) and it provides the additional equation 

necessary to solve for the mass flow rates. 

rhp +rh;n = rhout or (3.5) 

m,., = m, {I+:: J 

where rit p is the fuel mass loss rate, min is the air inflow rate and mout is the mass 

flow of hot gases out of the compartment. The mass flow rates in and out of the 

compartment and the neutral plane height are solved simultaneously using Equations 
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(3.3), (3.4) and (3.5). By substituting Equations (3.3) and (3.4) into Equation (3.5), the 

neutral plane height, Zn, can be expressed as 

(3.6) 

where the height of vertical wall vent opening is Hv shown in Figure 3.1. 

3.2.1 Discharge coefficient 

The above mass flow rate equations are derived based on the assumption that the 

compartment has a unifonn temperature with linear hydrostatic pressure distribution 

varying along the height of the compartment, such as inside a reservoir. The vent 

opening is like an orifice at the reservoir with the hydrostatic pressure difference 

between the hot inside compartment and cold outside ambient converting to a velocity 

head driving the flow across the orifice. For an opening which is small compared to 

the cross section of the compartment space, the fluid approaching the orifice 

converges towards it. Because the streamlines cannot instantaneously change 

direction, they continue to converge beyond the orifice until they become paralleL 

This section of minimum area is known as vena contracta (Massey, 1989) and the 

discharge coefficient accounts primarily for this decrease in cross-section (Thomas, 

1995). 

Various researchers have determined this discharge coefficient experimentally. 

Notable are the small-scale kerosene water experiments by Prahl and Emmons (1975) 

where the discharge coefficient of 0.68 for both inflow and outflow was found to be 

sufficiently accurate for most fire purposes. Steckler et al (1984) from their 

compartment fire experiments found that the mean value of the inflow coefficient is 

0.68 and 0.73 for the outflow coefficient, whereas Nakaya et al (1986) in their 

compartment fire experiments found that both inflow and outflow coefficients are 

approximately 0.68. 
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3.2.2 Simplified equation 

The vent flows deduced from the well-mixed assumption, which assumes the hot 

upper layer has reached the floor level and there is no cold layer inside the 

compartment, is the maximum possible for a given gas temperature through the 

opening (Rockett, 1976). Substituting the neutral plane expression (Equation (3.6)) 

into the mass inflow equation (Equation (3.3)) gives 

m 
where s =-!-, referred as the fuel-air ratio. 

min 

1 

3 

2 (3.7) 

Assuming the gases behave ideally, the density ts inversely proportion to the 

temperature, given by 

p = 353/T(inKelvin) 

Rockett (1976) showed that the temperature effect on the mass flow rate of air is 

minimal over the entire temperature range of fire interest from 150°C to 2325°C. For 

convenience, he suggested that Equation (3.7) could be considered in the form of 

Equation (3.8). 

(3.8) 

where C is a coefficient that lumps all the constants and temperature dependent terms 

from Equation (3.7). It is expressed as 
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2 (3.9) 
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Figure 3.2 plots the coefficient C-value for various compartment temperatures using 

CF0.68, p0=1.2kg!m3 and g=9.81m/s2 for the constants. Since Equation (3.9) also 

depends on the fuel to air mass ratio, s, two typical values of s are used. It includes 

s=O where the fuel mass loss rate is negligible compared to the air inflow rate and 

s=0.2 where the fuel mass loss rate is 20% of the air inflow rate. This s=0.2 is related 

to the stoichiometric burning of wood where the stoichiometric fuel to air mass ratio 

is approximately 20%. 

0.6.--------------------------------------------------------. 
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0 

Figure 3.2 

250 500 750 

Temperature (C) 

1000 1250 

Coefficient C-value (Equation (3.9)) at various temperatures. 

1500 

Figure 3.2 shows that the C-values calculated for the two different s values are 

reasonably constant over the post-flashover temperature range of interest (600°C to 
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1200°C). It is also clear that the fuel-air mass ratio, s, has an impact on the mass flow 

rate, such that increasing s decreases the air inflow. Over the temperature range 

between 600°C and 1200°C, the C-value for s=O is 0.5±3%; and for s=0.2, the C

value is 0.45±4%. In post-flashover fires, large amount of fuels are expected to 

vaporise under the high temperature especially when liquid fuel or thermoplastics are 

involved. The significance of s to the mass flow rates should not be neglected. 

3.3 VERY lARGE WAll OPENING 

The vent flow equations presented above have assumed a well-mixed fire 

environment with uniform temperature inside a compartment with a small vent 

opening. The vent flow under such a condition is at the maximum flow rate (Rockett, 

1976). For a large vent opening such as a window taking up one whole wall, the 

actual air inflows appear lower than predicted by Equation (3.9). Babrauskas and 

Williamson (1978) stated that a value of about one half the normally used discharge 

coefficient value is necessary to fit the data. It seems that this one half factor applied 

to the discharge coefficient is an arbitrary factor to account for the flow rate being 

much lower than the maximum rate, because of the less well defined fire environment 

inside a compartment with a large wall opening. 

Figure 3.3 (a) shows a photograph of a compartment fire with an opening occupying 

an entire side of the wall, i.e. a full wall-size opening (Thomas and Heseldan, 1972). 

Suppose that the fire environment inside the compartment is not very well mixed and 

could be represented as a stratified two-layered environment with cool air being 

entrained into fire plume and a hot layer flowing out, as depicted in Figure 3.3 (b)" 

Consider the fuels are uniformly distributed over the floor area inside the 

compartment, the flame engulfs the plane of the opening, such that the fire cuts off 

access of airflow from the opening to the space "behind" the fire, leading to a two

dimensional line plume scenario with its line source spanning the width of the 

compartment. The plume will only be entraining the air from its "front" side and flow 

entrained by the "rear" side would simply stir the gas behind the fire. All incoming air 
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is entrained via the opening into the line-plume and the hot gases flow out as the hot 

layer. In this scenario, the flow across the opening is an entrainment problem. 

Assuming the hot layer has reached the floor level as in Kawogoe's treatment would 

result in an over-estimation of the buoyant forces and hence the mass flow rates 

across the opening. 

(a) Compartment fire- Full wall-size opening. 

(Photo taken from Thomas and Heseldan (1972)) 

Hot layer~ 
Hot gases 

En 

(b) Schematic representation of a compartment 

with full wall-size opening. 

Figure 3.3 Compartment fire with full wall-size opening. 

In the analysis to follow, we shall consider a line-plume connecting a stratified two

layer fire environment inside the compartment. The intention of the analysis is to (1) 

better understand the one half factor applied on Equations (3.3) and (3.4) for an 

opening occupying one whole wall; and (2) to investigate the adequacy of applying 

the flow equations (Equations (3.3) and (3.4)) subjected to various opening sizes. 

3.3.1 Line plume analogy 

Thomas (1992) has performed analytical studies on the vent flows usmg a two

dimensional line plume as a fire source. His study focussed on the vent flows across a 

full frontal wall opening. In the analysis to follow, Thomas's treatment is extended 

and expressed in a generalised form for various wall opening geometry. 
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Consider a two-layer flow system as depicted in Figure 3.4. The system has a hot 

upper layer and a cold lower layer separated by a thermal discontinuity, and a plume 

acting as a link between the two layers. Air from the outside flows into the 

compartment due to the pressure difference and is entrained into the plume. The mass 

flux from the plume entrainment and the fuel flux from the plume cross the interface 

into the hot layer. A positive pressure is generated pushing the hot layer out to 

maintain the mass balance. The pressure distributions between the compartment and 

outside ambient are also shown in the figure. The mass flow equations for a stratified 

two-layered environment have been given by Rockett (1976). Expressed in term of 

the mass flow rates per unit vent width, m', the inflow and the outflow rates at the 

vent opening are given in Equations (3.10) and (3.11) respectively. Note that these 

equations are expressed in slightly different form than Equations 1 and 2 given by 

Rockett (1976), where Equations (3.10) and (3.11) are expressed in terms of the 

height above the neutral plane to the soffit of the opening, H/~ the lower cold layer 

depth inside the compartment with respect to the sill height, H~ and the distance 

between the base of inside hot layer and the neutral plane in the opening, 8. For the 

opening having no sill and extending to the floor level, S, is equal to 0. The effect of 

sill height is discussed later in the analysis. 

Outside Inside 

----- T~:-

T, ===~--------T:~ 
..____._ ______ __. -======f~-

Figure 3.4 Schematic representation of hot layer flowing across vent opening. 

(3.10) 
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., .. IW 2 c (To)Re(H")~ maut = maut v = -Po d - g- 2 

3 TH T0 

(3.11) 

To account for the mass loss rate of fuel, rhP, from the fire, let 

(3.12) 

where 

y= l+s 

and sis the fuel-air mass ratio 

Hence 

(3.13) 

For the fire plume inside the compartment, consider a line plume spanning the full 

width of the compartment, We, with two full wall-size openings, one at the front and 

one at the back, shown schematically in Figure 3.5. Since the interest is on the "one

sided" line plume with entrainment into one side of the plume, an imaginary 

frictionless wall closing one fully open end at the plane of symmetry of the plume is 

considered. The "one-sided" plume is therefore represented by half of its plume 

strength of 2 Q' and the entrainment by the line plume per unit of its line source is 

(after Thomas (1992)): 

(3.14) 
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where J is the entrainment constant that varies with plume "types". Note that for an 

opening with a sill height, 8, it would provide the plume with an additional entraining 

height of b'to H~ Thomas (1992) reported that for the free line-plume, J=0.365 (after 

Lee and Emmons, 1961) and for the wall line-plume, J=0.214 (after Grella and Faeth, 

1975); the lower J value in the wall plume was attributed to the wall stabilising the 

plume and to a lesser extent by the wall friction effect (Thomas, 1992). 

Figure 3.5 
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I ___ J 

Schematic representation of line plume inside a compartment. 

Assuming the same discharge coefficient, Cd, for both inflow and outflow, the heat 

released from the fire convected away by the flow via the opening can be expressed as 

jiQ moutc/} 

= rmincpe 
(3.15) 

where 11 is a factor that describes the fraction of the fire heat release rate involved in 

the convection. For negligible energy loss to the boundaries as well as radiation loss 

via opening, J1 is equalled to unity; otherwise, J1 is less than unity. 

Expressing in term of the heat release per unit length of the line source, Q' , where the 

length of the line source is assumed to equal the width of the compartment, We, 

Equation (3.15) becomes 



J1Q' = (mout IWJc/} 

= (ym;n IWc)cPB 

(3.16) 
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By substituting Equation (3 .16) into Equation (3 .1 0) to eliminate B, and using 

Equation (3.13) to express Equation (3.1 0) as outflow per unit vent width, ( mout I Wv ), 

gives 

(3.17) 

Similarly, by substituting Equation (3 .16) into Equation (3 .11) gives 

(3.18) 

Assuming there is no mixing between the two layers, from the conservation of mass, 

the sum of the entrainment into the plume and the fuel rate has to equal the outflows 

through the opening. Expressed in term of outflow per unit vent width, ( mout I Wv ), 

Equation (3 .14) can be expressed as 

(3.19) 

Defining a dimensionless parameter, K, as 

(3.20) 
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Rewrite Equations (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19) in term of K, as follows: 

I I 2 

K ~ r~( ~. )2Y1'(u)lf'(c,)'i'( f~ J(~ )'G ~'' + dv'H')' 
l 2 

~ {~. Jtur'(~ )'Gd~' +Lr''H'Y 

K ~ 2(u)v'( ~' l( ~ )\~)lUJw 
~btuY''UJ~f H' 

K ~{~X~JH'+O) 
K ={~X~}r +O) 

where 

Since the opening height, Hv, as shown in Figure 3.4 is 

H =H"+A+H' v 

(3.21} 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

{3.24) 

Substituting Equations (3.22) and (3.23) into Equation (3.24), to obtain an expression 

for fl, where 
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(3.25) 

Substituting Equation (3.25) into Equation (3.21) gives an expression forK in terms 

of geometry variables that include the opening width fraction, WviWc, the sill height to 

opening height ratio, o!Hv, and the associating constants, a, b and c for the given 

temperature ratio, THIT0, discharge coefficient, Cd, the fuel-air mass ratio, y, and the 

plume entrainment constant, J, (as given in Equations (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23) 

respectively), where 

(3.26 

) 

For a uniform well-mixed fire environment, where the hot layer has reached the floor 

level, H' =0, (which is the assumption made by Kawagoe), the flow is at the 

maximum for the given layer temperature. Similarly, this maximum flow can be 

expressed in term of K. Using Equation (3.21) with H'=O to obtain the expression for 

11, and Equation (3.22) for H'~ substituting these expressions into Equation (3.24), 

g1ves 

(3.27) 

This is the condition for the maximum flow, hence a subscript of max for K. 
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The term K is written in term of mass outflow, mour • Since the present analysis is to 

investigate the air inflow rate across the vent opening, the K-term, 

( mout I wv )/Po (gQ' I PoC prO )'
3 
H v ' can be rearranged and reduced to give the air 

inflow per unit opening width, (min IWv), by substituting Equations (3.13) and (3.16) 

into Equation (3.20) giving 

{3.28) 

The right hand terms in Equation (3.28) excluding the term, H/12
, can be lumped into 

the coefficient, C, given as follows: 

(3.29) 

where the coefficient C can be regarded as the air inflow per unit vent parameter, 

(min I A,Jli:); and the K for the stratified two-layer environment, H'>O, is given in 

Equation (3.26). 

For a uniform well-mixed fire environment, where the hot layer has reached the floor 

level (for a door) or the sill level (for a window), H'=O, the flow is at the maximum. 

The expression of coefficient, Cmax, is given in Equation (3.9) as derived by Rockett 

(1976), where the subscript, max, denotes the maximum flow. Note that Equation 

(3.9) can also be derived from substituting the Kmax expression in Equation (3.27) into 

Equation (3.28). 

3.3.2 Vent without sill (Door) 

Equation (3.26) is a generalised flow equation for a stratified two-layer flow system 

coupled by a line plume at various vent geometry characterised by the opening width 
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fraction, Wv!Wc, and the sill height to opening height ratio, O!Hv. Consider a wall 

opening with no sill, o =0, i.e. a door opening. Assuming adiabatic boundaries and 

negligible radiative heat loss through the opening, where all the heat released by the 

fire being convected away by the flow, i.e. f.1 =l; using a layer temperature of 900°C 

as an example, Figure 3.6 (a) shows the calculated C-value for the free and the wall 

line plume at various opening width fractions, WviWc. The Cma.x-value for the 

maximum flow condition (from Equation (3.9)) is also shown. The constants used in 

the calculations include: Po =1.2kg/m3
, g =9.81m/s2

, r=l.2, Cd =0.68 and To =293K. 

It can be seen that at large WviWc, the mr inflow per unit vent parameter, 

(m;n I Av -[ii;), i.e. the coefficient C, from the line plume entrainment is less than the 

prediction made by using Kawagoe treatment that assumes uniform well-mixed 

temperature inside the compartment. Figure 3.6 (b) show the corresponding C!Cmax 

ratio for the free line-plume and the wall line-plume at various opening width 

fractions. It can be seen that over this temperature range, at the full width opening, i.e. 

WviWc = 1, the air inflow per unit vent parameter, C, from the free and wall line 

plumes entrainment is approximately 80% and 60% respectively of the maximum 

value predicted by assuming a uniform well-mixed fire environment with H'=O (as by 

Kawagoe ). As the opening width fraction decreases, the C-value by the line plumes 

approaches the Kawagoe prediction. This is expected because with the reduction of 

the· opening width fraction, the outflow through the opening is reduced. In order to 

maintain the mass balance in the system, which requires the entrainment into the 

plume plus the fuel rate to equal the outflow through the opening, the system adjusts 

itself lowering the hot layer towards the floor level. This decreases the clear height, 

H~ between the floor and the hot layer, hence the plume entrainment rate. Continuing 

to decrease the opening width will lead to the lowering of the hot layer towards the 

floor level approaching a uniform well-mixed environment. 
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Figure 3.6 
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(a) Plotting C, (mair/AvHJl-5) at TH=900C 
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(b) Plotting C/Cmax at TH=900C 
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The air inflow behaviours at various opening width fractions predicted 

using the line~plume analogy and the Kawagoe treatment at a layer 

temperature of 900°C. 

Figure 3.7 shows the C-value calculated from the uniform well-mixed temperature 

assumption, i.e. the Kawagoe treatment (Equation (3.9)) and from the two line plumes 

(Equation (3.28)) plotted against the hot layer temperature for a full width opening 

with no sill. The constants used in the equations are as follows: p0 =1.2kg/m3
, g 

9.8lrnls2
, y=l.2, Cd =0.68 and To =293K. 
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C-value at different temperature 
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C-value as a function of temperature for different types of flow across a 

vent with a full width opening and no sill. 

For the range of temperature (800K to 15 OOK) of most interest, it can be seen that in 

Figure 3.7 that the C-value is almost constant for the three cases, varying up to 

approximately ±7% of their values within this temperature range. The approximate C

values for each case are given in Table 3.1. Note that for the Kawagoe case which 

assumes a uniform well-mixed environment with H/=0, the C-value is approximately 

0.45, the same as previously deduced (shown in Figure 3.2). 
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Table 3.1 C-values for approximate air inflow equation for temperature ranges 

from BOOK to 1200K at a full opening. 

C-value Approximate air inflow equation 
--

Kawagoe C=0.45±3% min I A,Jii: ~ 0.45 (3.30) 

(H~O) 

Free line-plume C=0.35±2% min I A,fii: ~ 0.35 {3.31) 

(J=0.365) 

Wall line-plume C=0.26±7% min I Av Jii: ~ 0.26 (3.32) 

(J=0.214) 

Consider an opening having no sill and with opening width equal to the compartment 

width (i.e. Wv=Wc), taking the practical maximum line source length equal to the 

compartment width, the air inflow through the opening into the compartment due to 

plume entrainment are 0.35Av and 0.26A.,fii: for a free line plume and a wall 

line-plume respectively and both are smaller than the maximum of 0.45 A,Jii:. A 

wall line plume will have a flow rate of approximately 60% of the maximum flow rate 

predicted by assuming a uniform fire environment with H'=O (as by Kawagoe). This 

finding is in line with the observation by Babrauskas and Williamson (1978), that for 

a large vent opening such as a window taking up one whole wall, the actual air 

inflows appear to be ~50% lower than predicted by Kawagoe's method. 

The lower flow rate estimated from a line plume in a stratified two-layer environment 

compared to Kawagoe's uniform well-mixed assumption can be comprehended by 

comparing the hydrostatic pressure distributions from the two assumptions. Figure 3.8 

schematically depicts the hydrostatic pressure distribution for both the unifonn (H' 

=0) and the stratified (H'> 0) cases. 

' 



Inside pressure distribution 

• two-layer stratified case 

Zn,H'>O 

Inside pressure distribution 

-uniform well-mixed case 

Outside ambient pressure distribution 

Zn,H'=O 

Figure 3.8 Schematic representation of pressure distribution at the opening. 
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The pressure gradient of the inside gas layer for both cases are indicated in the figure. 

From the mass balance, the mass flow above the neutral-plane height plus the fuel 

mass loss rate equal the mass flow below the neutral plane height. The buoyancy head 

across the vent opening is represented by the hydrostatic pressure difference between 

the inside and outside environment. It can be seen that the single zone uniform 

assumption (with H' =0) produces the maximum buoyancy head across the opening 

indicated by the large "area" between the hydrostatic pressure distributions. Since the 

vent flows are the result of buoyancy, the "one-half factor" mentioned is simply used 

to adjust the flow rate so it matches with the plume entrainment rate. It is noted that 

due to the nature of the assumption, the neutral-plane height from the uniform well

mixed assumption with H' =0 is expected to be lower than the neutral-plane height 

evaluated from the stratified assumption with H'>O. 

3.3.3 Vent with sill (Window) 

As discussed before, reducing the opening width will lower the hot layer towards the 

floor level. For a window opening with a given sill height, there exists a limiting 

opening width fraction where the hot layer is at the sill level. At this stage, the flow 

across the opening is at the maximum and is restricted by the opening geometry. 

Further decrease in the opening width would mean that the plume is trying to entrain 
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more air than allowed through the opening, resulting m a lot of circulation and 

mixing. 

Figure 3.9 plots the CIC,nax ratio of a wall line-plume in a compartment at various 

opening width ratios, WviWc, for different sill height, liHv, at a layer temperature of 

900°C. It can be seen that for a window with a high sill, the maximum flow condition 

(C!Cmax =1) is achieved at a larger width ratio compared to a window with a low sill. 
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Figure 3.9 The flow behaviour of a wall line-plume (J=0.214) at various opening 

width ratios, W.)Wc, for different sill heights, OI'Hv, at a layer temperature 

of 900°C. 

This limiting opening width fraction, (Wv!Wc)lim. for a given sill height, liHv, can be 

deduced by equating Equation (3.23) to Equation (3.27), with Kmax describing the 

maximum flow condition at H/=0. This is given in Equation (3.33). 

[w J Y!_ ._!_ 
~ Jim= Kmax Hv 

(3.33) 
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Figure 3.10 plots the critical geometry combinations, WviWc against 8Hv for the two 

different line plumes using Equation (3.33). For the actual vent opening geometry 

(defined by the combination of WvfWc and 8Hv) smaller than the critical value, i.e. 

below the critical line to the right hand side in the plot in Figure 3.1 0, the hot layer is 

expected to drop below the sill height of the opening, and the flow is at the maximum. 

The Kawagoe vent flow treatment would be appropriate in these scenarios. 
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Figure 3.10 Critical geometry combinations between WJWc and 0/Hv. 

Both WJWc and &Hv are geometrical variables that describe the geometry of a vent 

opening. They can be combined to give a single variable, termed as the opening 

fraction, AvfAw, where Av is the vent opening area and Aw is the area of the wall that 

contains the vent without the downstand area above the opening. Defining the 

opening height fraction as the ratio between the opening height, Hv, to the height from 

the floor level to the soffit height of the opening, Hs, and expressed in term of the sill 

height, 0, gives 
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Hv 1 
Hs = (1+o/HJ 

(3.34) 

The opening fraction, AviAw, is then expressed as 

(3.35) 

This is a useful parameter for estimating the flow conditions through the opening. For 

example, from the plot in Figure 3.1 0, for WviWc = 1, the limiting OJ Hv for the free and 

the wall line plumes is 0.43 and 0.74 respectively at 900°C. This corresponds to a 

critical opening fraction, Av!Aw, of0.7 and 0.6 respectively. Hence, for a compartment 

with a full width opening, provided the opening fraction is smaller than the critical 

opening fraction defined by Equation (3.33), the plume would be trying to entrain 

more air than allowed through the opening, resulting in a lot of circulation and 

mixing. The flow will be at the maximum with the flow rate limited by the given 

environment and vent geometry. In such conditions, the Kawagoe vent flow treatment 

will be adequate as the hot layer will be at or below the sill. 

3.3.4 Effects of heat losses 

The above analysis is performed on the assumption that all the energy released in the 

fire is convected away by the flow via the opening with negligible heat losses to the 

enclosure ceiling and walls as well as radiation loss to the outside, i.e. J.1 taken as 1 in 

Equation (3.15). The heat loss terms can be presented in such a form by linearising 

with the temperature rise, e, such that the heat loss to the enclosure boundaries is 

estimated as hwA1B, where hw is the overall heat transfer coefficient to the ceiling and 

walls, At is the area associated with the heat transfer. For radiation loss through vent 

opening, this loss term can be estimated asAvaTiBwhere TH4 ~ TiBfor TH>> T0. 

Equation (3 .15) can be rewritten as 

(3.36) 
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Normalised by the convection term, yminc PB, Equation (3.36) becomes 

(3.37) 

Since the air inflow takes the form of Equation (3 .29), where min ~ C · A, fiJ: , 
Equation (3 .3 7) becomes 

(3.38) 

Equation (3.38) is similar to the expression given by Quintiere (2002) in his analysis 

of the heat loss terms inside a compartment. Following the definition in Equation 

(3 .15), f.1 is represented as 

(3.39) 

The overall heat transfer coefficient, hw, depends on the convection (hconv), radiation 

(hrad) and conduction (hcond) into the wall. For boundaries with semi-infinite thickness, 

the heat loss to the boundaries, 4: , can be written as follows 

4: = (hconv + hrad XTH - Twi) = hcond (Twi -TO) 

= hw(TH- To) 

where 

(3.40) 

Quintiere (2002) has given the typical range for these heat transfer coefficients, where 

hconv ~10-30W/m2K, hrad ~5-100W/m2-K, and hcond ~~kpcjt ~5-60W/m2-K, with 
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hcond decreases over time. For the purposes in estimating the boundary heat loss term 

in Equation (3.39), the overall heat transfer coefficient, hw, is taken to be 20W/m2-K 

as a first approximation. By taking A1 = Ar-Av with Ar being the total internal surface 

area, for a square compartment with a height of 3m having a vent opening comprising 

one full wall, A1 I~ fJi: ranges from 4m-05 to 5m-05 for the respective compartment 

length ranging from 5m to 10m. Using the wall line-plume analogy for a full wall 

opening, c z0.26, with r =1.2 and Cp 1501/kg-K, the boundary heat loss term in 

Equation (3.39) is approximately 0.3. This value will be even smaller for larger vent 

openings. To estimate the radiation loss term in Equation (3.39), for the vent opening 

height equals to the wall height of 3m, using TH =1500K, the radiation loss term is 

approximately 0.3. This loss term will be smaller for a lower layer temperature, TH. 

Hence the value of JL is likely to range between -0.6 and 1. 

The effects of heat losses (~<1) on the calculated C values for different types of flow 

across a vent with a full width opening and no sill are shown in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11 Effects of heat losses (1.1<1) on the calculated C values for different 

types of flow across a vent with a full width opening and no sill. 
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From Figure 3.11, it can be seen that the for ,u between 0.6 and 1.0, the calculated C

values vary only slightly, raising from approximately 0.26 to 0.29 for a wall line

plume; and from approximately 0.35 to 0.37 for a free line-plume over the 

temperature range from 800K to 1500K. Equation (3.15) expresses the heat release 

rate, Q, in term of the layer temperature rise, B. With the inclusion of the heat loss 

terms, i.e. ,u <1, to maintain a given B requires a higher value of heat release rate Q. 

This translates to a greater entrainment rate, as the plume entrainment is a function of 

Q (Equation (3.14)). The limiting vent geometry defined in Equation (3.33) will be 

affected by ,u-113
, as Kmax is a function of ,u113 given in Equation (3.27), such that 

(w ;w ) = -I/J • (w ;w ) 
v c lim,p<l JL v c lim,p=l (3.41) 

In the case of JL =0.6, for a given sill height, the limiting opening width ratio, 

(Wv1Wc)!im,JJ=0.6, is approximately 1.2 times larger than the limit evaluated for ,u =1, i.e. 

(Wv!Wc)!im,JJ=l, which means achieving the maximum flow condition at a larger 

opening geometry than the case of ,u = 1. 

3.4 SUMMARY 

The above analysis has shown that for a compartment with a full frontal opening, the 

Kawagoe method is likely to overestimate the vent flows because the environment 

inside is not very well-mixed. It appears that using the line-plume analogy to emulate 

the flows in the full opening condition can yield a result in line with the findings 

reported in the literature. The critical opening fraction for a given sill height found in 

the analysis that separates the well-mixed and the stratified conditions should be 

regarded only as an indicative value. This is because the vent flow analysis performed 

is idealistic in that it assumes a cold ambient lower layer below a hot upper layer with 

no mixing which may not be true in an actual post-flashover fire environment. It 

should also be noted that in actual fires the outflow could be subjected to potential 
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momentum influences from the flame or ceiling jet that would have an effect on the 

resulting vent flows. Future research is needed to study these effects. 

For engineering application purposes, it is useful to introduce a correction factor, 

A=C!Cmax, on the vent flow equations (Equations (3.3) and (3.4)) to account for the 

less well-mixed environment encountered at large openings. For a full wall opening, 

i.e. full width with no sill (A,!Aw =1), based on the wall line plume analogy, A~0.6. 

For partial wall openings (Av!Aw <1), from Figure 3.9, for window type openings with 

high sill, O!Hv, A~ I; whereas for door type openings with low or no sill, 0.6<A<l.O. 

As mentioned before, Figure 3.9 presents the results obtained from an idealistic study 

based on wall line-plume analysis assuming stratified layers without mixing. Further 

analysis with reference to experimental fires is necessary to deduce practical 

correction factors for the various opening geometries. 

In the proposed CFIRE model, the vent flows equations (Equations (3.3) and (3.4)) 

derived from the assumption of uniform temperature are retained. A correction factor, 

A, of0.6 is introduced for a full opening, A,!Aw =1, to account for the less well-mixed 

environment encountered based on the wall line plume analogy. Equations (3.3) and 

(3.4) are rewritten as Equations (3.42) and (3.43). 

m = 2 
·A·C ·W ·p · 2g(1- Pg) ·(Z -o\~ m 

3 
d v 0 n y~ 

Po 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

where A is taken as 1 for AviA11, <1, and A as 0.6 for Av!Aw =1 as first approximations. 

It should also be noted that the use of the correction factor, A, in Equations (3.42) and 

(3.43) at the full opening only corrects for the flow rates. The would-be neutral-plane 

height, Zm associated with the stratified flow is underestimated as depicted in Figure 

3.8. 
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Chapter4 COMBUSTION 

This chapter outlines the treatments that have been used to estimate the effective heat 

of combustion for the burning fuel under different ventilation conditions. The results 

from these different treatments are compared and their application in the well-stirred 

post-flashover compartment is discussed. 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The heat release from the fire is the result of the combustion reaction between the fuel 

vapour and air where the fuel and air molecules are broken up and converted to new 

molecules, giving off energy from releasing the binding forces that hold the molecules 

together. The term, heat of combustion, represents the energy released from a unit 

mass of fuel after complete combustion, producing carbon dioxide and water as the 

combustion products. Depending on the state of water, whether it is in liquid or in 

vapour form, the heat of combustion is represented by the gross heat of combustion, 

11hc,gross, and the net heat of combustion, 11hc,net respectively. For fire applications the 

net heat of combustion is used. However, for a burning fuel inside a compartment, the 

effective heat release per unit mass of the burning fuel, 11hc,eff, is likely to be less than 

the net heat of combustion, 11hc,net· This is due to inefficient mixing that results in the 

generation of incomplete combustion products such as carbon monoxide, hydrogen, 

soot and unburned hydrocarbon. The ratio between these two quantities is the 

combustion efficiency, x, given in Equation ( 4.1 ). 

(4.1) 
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Hess's law of constant heat summation can be used to estimate the effective heat of 

combustion provided the composition of the combustion products are known 

(Drysdale, 1985). Equation (4.2) is a generalised equation for estimating the effective 

heat release per unit mass of fuel, D.hc,eff, 

(4.2) 

where .fi. is the mass yield of incomplete combustion products per unit mass of fuel 

(kg/kg) and D.hc,i is the net heat of combustion of the incomplete combustion products 

(Jikg). From Equation ( 4.2), it can be seen that if there are incomplete combustion 

products being generated, the effective heat of combustion will be less than the net 

heat of combustion. Kawagoe and Sekihe (1963), in their post-flashover fire 

modelling, used an effective heat of combustion of 10.8MJ/kg for wood rather than 

the net heat of combustion of 18.7MJ/kg. They attributed the reduction in the heat of 

combustion was due to the high carbon monoxide presence in the outflow observed 

during the experiments (Kawagoe, 1958). This contributes to a combustion efficiency 

ofz:=0.6. 

The condition inside the environment where combustion takes place can be described 

using a dimensionless number known as the equivalence ratio, <I>. It provides a 

relative measure over the condition in the fire environment with respect to the 

stoichiometry condition. The equivalence ratio is defined as 

(4.3} 

where r is the stoichiometric air to fuel mass ratio for the fuel involved. The 

equivalence ratio has a value greater than 1 for a fuel-rich environment and a value 

less than 1 for a fuel-lean environment. 
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4.2 ESTIMATING THE EFFECTIVE HEAT OF COMBUSTION 

The single zone compartment fire theory assumes that the compartment behaves as a 

well-stirred reactor with infinitely fast reaction. The fire heat release rate is therefore 

evaluated as the product between the fuel supply rate, rhP, and the effective heat of 

combustion, 11hc,e.ff Since the fire heat release rate is the main force that drives the 

temperature inside a post-flashover compartment, the effective heat of combustion per 

unit mass of fuel supplied is an important parameter. In the sections to follow, the 

available treatments and correlations that have been used to estimate the effective heat 

of combustion under different ventilation conditions are presented. The application of 

these treatments in post-flashover compartment modelling is discussed. 

4.2.1 Complete reaction model 

This is the simplest combustion model that has been used in the post-flashover 

compartment fire model. During the well-ventilated condition, <D<l, all the available 

fuel is assumed to be burned completely; for ventilation limited condition, <l» 1, all 

the air available is assumed to be burned completely and the remaining fuel is simply 

regarded as incomplete combustion products. The combustion products consist of 

COz, H20, N2 and Oz for fuel-lean condition, i.e. <D<l, and C02, HzO, Nz and 

unburned fuel for fuel-rich condition, i.e. <D> 1. The chemical reaction formula for 

each of these conditions is presented in Equations (4.4) and (4.5) respectively. 

Generic fuel CxHyOzNv is used for illustrative purpose. 

For fuel-lean condition, <D < 1, 

(4.4) 

where ms = x + y/ 4 - z/2; which is the mole of the air for stoichiometric combustion 

of a unit mole of fuel. 
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For fuel-rich condition, q> > 1, 

(4.5) 

Since this simple model assumes complete combustion, for the fuel-lean condition 

( q><1 ), the effective heat of combustion equals the net heat of combustion as no 

incomplete combustion products have been generated (%=1). For the fuel-rich 

condition ( q>> 1 ), the effective heat that could be released per unit mass of fuel being 

supplied depends on the available ventilation. Since the excess unburned fuel is 

regarded as the incomplete combustion product, by using Equation ( 4.2), the effective 

heat release per unit mass of fuel supplied during fuel-rich condition (<I>> 1) is: 

(4.6) 

Hence, the combustion efficiency is z=l/q>. 

The complete reaction model y.ields the same results as the correlations given by 

Gottuck et al (1992), giving the maximum combustion efficiency. This is presented in 

Equation (4.7). 

x=1; 

X =1/q>; 

for q><1; (fuel lean) 

for <I>> 1; (fuel rich) 

(4.7) 

Babrauskas (1979) in the COMPF2 applied a similar approach, but introduced a bp 

factor to further reduce the combustion efficiency such that 

X =b X}· 
p ' 

'V =b X 1/q>· 
A- p ' 

for q><1; (fuel lean) 

for q>> 1; (fuel rich) 

(4.8) 
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The bp factor has a range from 0.5 to 0.9 and is to account for the ''unmixness" during 

the combustion inside the compartment (Babrauskas, 1979 and 1981). 

4.2.2 Water-gas reaction model 

This model assumes that the carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen and water 

vapour are the sole products from the combustion. It does not assume that the more 

reactive hydrogen will be fully oxidised in preference of carbon, but recognises 

dissociation only to the extent of sharing the limited oxygen available between COz 

and CO (Goodger, 1977). The chemical reaction equation can be presented as follow. 

where ms =x + y/4 -z/2; which is the number of moles of oxygen required for complete 

combustion of 1 mole of fuel. The "water-gas" dissociation reaction is 

Tsuchiya and Sumi (1971) used this combustion model to estimate the effective heat 

of combustion for the burning fuel inside a post-flashover compartment fire. They 

assumed that during the flaming phase of the post-flashover fire, the temperature is 

hot enough to initiate the water-gas reaction. However, from the literature (Goodger, 

1977) the temperature required to cause instability, giving rise to dissociation back 

towards the reactant forms of CO and hydrogen, is above 1800K (1527°C) which is 

much hotter than the typical post-flashover fire. 

To solve for the amount of the combustion products in Equation ( 4.9) requires the 

water-gas reaction equilibrium constant, Kwa, and the molecular balance equations. 

The Kwa is defined as 

(4.10) 
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The value of Kwa can be found in Table 3 in Goodger (1977) (derived from Stull and 

Prophet (1971) JANAF Thermodynamical Tables). The molecular balance equations 

are as follow: 

carbon balance 

hydrogen balance 

n2 + n4 = y/2 

oxygen balance 

2nl + n2 + n3 2ms +z 

nitrogen balance 

n5 3. 76ms 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

Since both linear and non-linear equations are involved, solution requires iteration. 

The procedure can be found in Goodger (1977). 

With the inclusion ofboth CO and H2 through the dissociation reaction, the effective 

heat of combustion, Ahc,effi is evaluated as in Equation ( 4.15). 

(4.15) 

where Ahc,co and Ahc,H2 are the net heat of combustion of carbon monoxide (10,100 

kJ/kg CO) and hydrogen (130,800 kJ/kg H2) respectively, with/co and/H2 the mass 

yield of carbon monoxide (kg/kg), and hydrogen (kg/kg) per unit mass of fuel reacted. 
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4.2.3 Yamada and Tanaka model 

Yamada and Tanaka (1994) have proposed an empirical combustion model with the 

species production based on the correlations developed by Beyler (1986). In their 

combustion model, the combustion products include C02, H20, CO, C, H2, N2 and 

unburned fuel. Although the correlation parameters are obtained using propane as 

fuel, Yamada and Tanaka (1994) suggest the model could be extended to generic 

fuels. The basic structure of their combustion model is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The 

portion r undergoing complete combustion is set as 1- (1- 0.75f11 <~>Y for <1><1, and 

0.75 for <1>2:1. From this combustion model, indication of incomplete combustion 

starts as early as <l> = 0.6 (Tanaka and Yamada, 1994). 

( l VH [ 1 vs [ 1 J Calplete 
[CvcHvwOvoNvN]

1 
r [CvcHvwOvoNvN) r vc[CO. + 2 H20 + 2 N2 Caroustion 

(1-r) [CvcHvwOvoNvN]1 (1-r)s [CvcHvHOvoNvN] - (1-r) s [CvcHvwOvoN;~N] Unburned Fuel 

(1-r) (1-s) [CvcHvwOvoNvN] (1-r) (1-s) (1-p,-p2) ~c [CO.] 

a) Of the fuel that burns, portion r undergoes 
caYlllete caroust ion !rid yields co.. H20 !rid N,. 

b) Of the r€maining portion: 1-r, portions yields 
hydrocarbon, possibly fuel itself. 

c) The remainder: (1-r) (1-s) LJ"ldergoes incarplete 
cartustion !rid portion p, P2 and q, yields CO, 
C and H2. respectively. It yields possibly co •. 
H,O and N2 as well. 

(1-r) (1-s)p, vc [CO] 

(1-r) (1-s)o. vc [C] 

(1-r) (1-s) (1-q,) "1 [H.01 

(1-r) (1-s)q, v2 [H.) 

(1-r)(l-s) v2 [N.] 

Figure4.1 Combustion model from Yamada and Tanaka (1994). 

Incarplete 
Caroustion 

The incomplete combustion products consist of unburned fuel, carbon monoxide, 

hydrogen and carbon. The effective heat of combustion is therefore evaluated as 

(4.16) 

where fiuel and fc is the unburned fraction of fuel and the mass yield of carbon (kg/kg) 

per unit mass of fuel reacted respectively, and 11hc,c is the net heat of combustion of 

carbon (32,800 kJ/kg C). 
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4.2.4 Tewarson model 

Based on experiments performed using the Factory Mutual Research Corporation 

(FMRC) flammability apparatus, Tewarson (1995) found that the effective heat of 

combustion for non-halogenated materials at different ventilation conditions can be 

estimated using the correlation given in Equation ( 4.17) as follows: 

0.97 

( 
<I> )-1.2 

exp --
2.15 

(4.17) 

Lin and Mehaffey ( 1997) adopted this correlation in their compartment fire 

modelling. Note that the ratio between the effective heat of combustion and the net 

heat of combustion gives the combustion efficiency (as given in Equation (4.1)). 

4.3 ANALYSIS 

In the analysis to follow, the effective heats of combustion evaluated from the 

aforementioned models at various ventilation conditions are compared. The effective 

heat of combustion is presented in terms of the combustion efficiency, x, defined as 

the ratio between the effective heat of combustion and the net heat of combustion 

given in Equation (4.1). The different ventilation conditions are characterised using 

the equivalence ratio, <I>. Since the water-gas reaction model and the Yamada and 

Tanaka model require the fuel composition to evaluate the species productions, two 

different fuel types, namely dry wood and heptane are used as examples. Their 

properties are presented below. 
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tNote: the gross heat of combustion for dry wood (CHu00.7) is given as 19.3MJ/kg 

(Drysdale, 1985), where the state of water, a product after combustion, is in liquid 

form; the net heat of combustion is equal to the gross heat of combustion minus the 

latent heat of water at 298K, where the state of water is in gaseous form. This is the 

quantity that is much more commonly used in fire applications than the gross heat of 

combustion (Babrauskas, 1992b). 

For the complete reaction model and the Tewarson model, the combustion efficiencies 

at different equivalence ratios are given by Equations (4.7) and (4.17) respectively. 

The results are presented in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 for dry wood and heptane 

respectively. For wood, an equivalence ratio up to 1 A is plotted since wood does not 

bum more than 30 to 40 percent fuel rich (Babrauskas, 1995). For heptane, an 

equivalence ratio up to 2 is plotted as it can bum in a highly fuel-rich manner. 

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show that the evaluated combustion efficiencies from the 

water-gas reaction model and the Yamada and Tanaka model is less than the 

combustion efficiency evaluated from the complete reaction model. This is expected 

as those two models account for the incomplete combustion products generated 

during the combustion. However, it is surprising to see the Tewarson model 

exceeding the maximum possible value given by the complete reaction model. 

From the figures, it can be seen that the combustion efficiency evaluated from the 

Yamada and Tanaka model in fuel-rich conditions (<I>> 1) could be approximately 

matched by multiplying the maximum efficiency (1/<I>) with a bp factor of 0.85 as in 

Equation (4.8). This suggests that the application of the bp factor with the maximum 

efficiency presented in Equation (4.8) is a simplistic way of accounting for the 

presence of incomplete combustion products. 
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Combustion efficiency at different ventilation conditions 
(Wood) 
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Figure 4.2 Combustion efficiency for wood evaluated using various models at 
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Combustion efficiency at different ventilation conditions 
(Heptane) 
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Figure 4.3 Combustion efficiency for heptane evaluated using various models at 

different ventilation conditions. 
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4.4 SUMMARY 

Various treatments that have been used to model the combustion inside a well-stirred 

fire compartments are presented. These models attempt to estimate the effective heat 

of combustion of the burning fuel at various ventilation conditions by estimating the 

amount of incomplete combustion products being produced. Although correlations of 

species production at different ventilation conditions are available (as used in the 

Yamada and Tanaka model), the application of these correlations in post-flashover 

compartment fires remains uncertain. This is because these correlations are derived 

from hood tests (Beyler, 1986), where conditions are vastly different compared to 

post-flashover fires inside a compartment. For the water-gas reaction model used by 

Tsuchiya and Sumi, this model appears to be rather restrictive as dissociation 

temperature is much higher than the typical post-flashover fire. Furthermore, apart 

from carbon monoxide and hydrogen, other incomplete combustion products could 

also be generated during the combustion. Currently there is no practical experimental 

technique available for measuring the fire heat release rate inside a post-flashover 

compartment that excludes the external burning. Hence the actual combustion 

efficiency within the post-flashover compartment remains largely unknown. For the 

purpose of estimating the fire heat release rate inside the compartment, it appears that 

Babrauskas 's method (Equation ( 4.8)) remains the best option at present. Therefore 

Equation (4.8) is used in the proposed CFIRE model for estimating the fire heat 

release rate inside the compartment. The value of bp is to be estimated from its effect 

on the calculated gas temperature. 
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Chapter 5 POOL FIRES 

This chapter reviews a selection of pool models that have been used to describe the 

mass loss rate of pool fires inside a compartment. Two environmental variables that 

affect the mass loss rate of a pool fire are identified, namely the vitiation effect and 

the radiation effect. For a pool burning inside a post-flashover compartment, its mass 

loss rate is dominated by radiative thermal feedback from the surrounding hot 

environment. Experimental compartment pool fire data were used to study the mass 

loss rate of the pool. 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The term "pool" used in this thesis refers to non-charring fuel such as liquid fuels 

with a highly exposed fuel surface configuration. The mass loss rate per unit area of 

the pool is a function of the net heat flux received on the surface and the energy 

required to vaporise the fuel. This energy required to release the fuel vapour from the 

pool is known as the heat of gasification, Lg, and is a thermodynamic property called 

the latent heat of evaporation for liquid fuels. For a free burning pool, the principal 

heat flux to the fuel surface comes directly from the flame in the mode of convection 

and radiation. The magnitude of the heat flux on the pool surface could be augmented 

by other external radiant heat sources. For pool burning inside a compartment, these 

external radiant sources could come from the hot gases and the heated walls inside the 

compartment. The magnitude of the augmentation by the compartment can produce a 

fuel mass loss rate up to four times the free-burning rate (Fleischmann and Parkes, 

1997). 

The study of pool fire behaviour inside a compartment is important as it resembles the 

behaviour of non-charring thermoplastics that melt and bum like a pool on the floor 
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during the fire (Babrauskas and Wickstrom, 1979). These thermoplastic materials are 

widely used in furniture making and end up in real occupancies. When modelling a 

post-flashover pool fire, simply using the free-bum mass loss rate as input in the post

flashover fire model would underestimate the actual mass loss rate. A pool model that 

accounts for the augmentation from the hot environment inside the compartment is 

crucial for determining the resulting fire gas temperature inside the compartment as 

well as the fire duration. 

5.2 BACKGROUND 

To consider the burning pool in mathematical terms, it is easiest to consider a one

dimensional vaporising pool surface undergoing heat and mass transfer. This is 

depicted in Figure 5.1 below: 

Figure 5.1 

·n 
qext,rad 

. " 
qjlame,rad (-k:L~ 

. " m 

•II h m . fg 

---------------------------------1 

~- -- --)-----------------~ 

Control volume for ( (-k oT) 
vaporisng plane cy liquid,y=O 

., 
qrerad 

Schematic representation of heat and mass transfer at a pool surface. 

Applying the conservation of energy equation on the vaporising plane control volume, 

in terms of per unit surface area ofthe pool, yields the following equation: 
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[Rate of energy to vaporise] = [Rate of flame convection] + [Rate of flame radiation] 

+ [Rate of external radiation] - [Rate of re-radiation] - [Rate of energy loss to heating 

the bulk liquid] 

In equation form, 

., h ( kaT) (·" '" ) T4 ( kaT) m . fg = - - + qflame,rad + qext,rad - 8 s(J_ v - - -

8y gas,y=O 8y liquid,y=O 

(5.1) 

where hfg is the enthalpy of phase change from liquid to vapour at the known pressure. 

During the vaporisation process, the pool surface temperature is at the vaporising 

temperature, Tv. Underneath the vaporising plane, the bulk liquid would be at its bulk 

temperature, T0. The energy required to heat up the bulk liquid from To to Tv is 

(-kaT) =m"cp,1(Tv -T0 ) 

8y liquid ,y=O 

(5.2) 

where Cp,l is the specific heat for the liquid. Substituting Equation (5.2) into Equation 

(5.1) gives 

(5.3) 

or 

(-kaT) =m"i 
8y gas,y=O 

where L is regarded as an effective heat of gasification that includes the radiative 

effect. 
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As shown by Kanury (1992), by assuming a unit Lewis number, at the vaporising fuel 

surface, with or without combustion, the mass flux can be calculated using Equation 

(5.4), which represents the steady state pure convective condition. 

rh" =-h-·ln(l +B) {5.4) 
C p,gas 

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, cp,gas is the specific heat of the gas, 

and B is the Spalding Mass Transfer number, which is a ratio of the driving force for 

the heat transfer across the gas phase to the demand of liberating and heating of the 

fuel. For open burning, the B number can be defined as 

(5.5) 

where Yax,co and T w are the oxygen mass fraction and the temperature at "ambient" 

condition. 

Combining Equations (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) yields the following expression, which is 

similar to the one obtained by Iqbal and Quintiere (1994). 

h ( q ) [ f1hc,net ( )] 
-- -.;-- ' Yox,oo ' + C p,gas Too -Tv 
c p,gas e -1 rox 

{5.6) 

where 

., 
m ·C p,gas 

h 

The denominator denotes the heat of gasification for the liquid fuel, Lg, i.e. 
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(5.7) 

whereas the first term in the numerator denotes the convective heat flux, i.e . 

• 11 h ( ~ ) [Y /1.hc,net (T T, )] 
qjlame,conv = --' ~1 ' ox,oo ' + C p,gas ' oo- 0 

cp,gas e r 

(5.8) 

The term (+-) is regarded as the "blocking factor", effectively reduces the 
e -1 

convective heat transfer coefficient, h, from its pure heat transfer value as the mass 

transfer increases (Iqbal and Quintiere, 1994). Therefore, the flame convective heat 

flux component diminishes with the increases in the fuel vaporisation rate. 

However, Equation (5.6) cannot be readily used to estimate the mass loss rate of the 

pool because both the flame convective and radiative heat flux components are not 

known. 

Babrauskas (1992a) presents a correlation for the mass loss rate of large pool 

(diameter greater than 0.2m) in the form of 

(5.9) 

where -m: and (kfJ) are empirical factors for each different fuel and D is the diameter 

of the pool. This correlation can be used to estimate the free-burning mass loss rate 

without any external heating. 

5.3 COMPARTMENT POOL FIRE MODELS 

For pool fire burning inside a compartment, apart from receiving the flame flux from 

its fire plume, the pool will also receive additional heating from the upper hot layer 
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and surrounding walls. Various compartment pool fire models can be found in the 

literature. Only a selection of models is reported here with the intention to show the 

variables considered during the modelling. 

5.3.1 Mitler 

In the Harvard compartment fire model, Mitler (1978) considered the fire plume on 

top of the vaporising fuel to take a shape of a cone such that the flame is modelled as 

a grey, homogenous, "solid» cone of uniform gas temperature, 1f, of 1150K and gas 

absorptivity, kf, of 1.55m-1
• By default, the cone is assumed to have a semi-apex angle, 

If, of30° as shown in Figure 5.2. 

Figure 5.2 Flame cone in Miller's model. 

The radiant heat flux from the "flame cone" alone is spatially averaged across the 

base of the cone. The average radiative flame heat flux at the base, qfi , is calculated 

as (Mitler, 1978), 

(5.10) 
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where R is the radius of the flame cone, 0.7755 is a factor resulting from spatially 
A 

averaging the radiant flux across the base area of the flame cone, and rjJ is the factor 

giving the mean beam length in the conical flame defmed as 

~ { [ sin!f'(l- sin'!')]} ¢=2COS!f' sinlf'+COS!f'+Sinlf'COS!f'·ln ( ) 
cos 'I' 1 + cos 'I' 

(5.11) 

The convective flame heat flux is not explicitly treated in the flame cone model. It is 

artificially accounted for by lumping it into the re-radiation term from the hot surface, 

such that for a small flame in the growth phase, i.e. small R, the re-radiation term is 

adjusted so that the overall pyrolysis matches the observed rate from experiment. 

With the pool fire burning inside a compartment, the vaporising surface is subjected 

to external radiation heating from the hot layer and the heated walls. Due to the 

presence of the flame cone, the incident heat flux has to pass through the gas medium 

in the cone before reaching the base of the fire. Since the gas medium is assumed to 

have absorptivity, the incident flux would be attenuated. The general equation for the 

attenuation is described as follows (after Mitler, 1978): 

., _ ., [exp(-k1 R)+sinlf'] 
qres - qtarget 

1 
. 

+Sill If' 

(5.12) 

where q;es is the resultant heat flux that reaches the vaporising fuel surface at the base 

of the flame cone; the q;'•rget is the incident heat flux from either the hot layer or the 

heated walls; and the expression in the square bracket is the attenuation term. The 

expressions of q;'arget for both layer and walls to the target (the burning surface) can be 

found in Cox (1995). 

The net heat flux on the pyrolysing pool surface is the sum of the radiative flame heat 

flux, the incident heat fluxes from the hot layer and the walls that reached the fuel 

surface after attenuation minus the reradiation from the vaporising surface. This is 

given as follow. 
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(5.13) 

The mass loss rate of the burning pool is therefore calculated as 

. " m = (5.14) 

5.3.2 Babrauskas 

Babrauskas (1979) in the COMPF2 post-flashover fire model modelled the pool fire 

in a slightly different way. The pool is assumed to receive the radiation from the hot 

gas directly, where the view factor between the pool and the room is taken as 1. The 

wall radiation is considered small and its effect can be included into the gas emissivity 

term, B'g. Assuming the emissivity from the pool surface is the same as eg, the mass 

loss rate of the pool by the hot gas radiation is regarded as a "far field" term where 

. " 
mp,rad 

(5.15) 

The heat flux contribution from the fire plume is accounted for by using an empirical 

relationship derived from limited experimental data. The mass loss rate due to the fire 

plume is described as 

• II 0 001411hC m p,jire plume = . T 
g 

(5.16) 

The effect of the fire plume radiation on vaporising the fuel is considered to decrease 

with the increase in room radiation from the hot gases. This is obtained by 

multiplying the fire plume term by a proportionality factor, 'I', before adding to the 

far-field term. The proportionality factor, 'I', is set as 
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(5.17) 

This implies that the fire plume contributes to the mass loss rate of the pool in a 

diminishing fashion until the gas temperature inside the compartment gets greater 

than 1700K. This is when the pool will be totally driven by the radiation from the 

surrounding hot gases (Equation (5.15)). 

5.3.3 Takeda and Yung 

In the NRCC fire model developed by Takeda and Yung (1992) in the National 

Research Council of Canada, they considered the mass loss rate of the pool fire to be 

influenced by the radiation from the surrounding hot environment as well as the fire 

plume. The treatment for describing the mass loss rate of the pool by the hot 

environment is similar to that in the COMPF2, except that the radiation from the hot 

inner compartment walls is treated separately rather than lumping it into the 

emissivity term as in COMPF2, such that, 

(5.18) 

where the surface emissivity of the compartment walls and the burning object is 

assumed to be 1. 

The fire plume term is considered to depend on the oxygen concentration inside the 

compartment, described as: 

(5.19) 

where sis a constant and is fuel dependent, and Naxy is the oxygen mole fraction. This 

is to account for the vitiation effect such that a decrease in the oxygen concentration 

decreases the plume term. The total mass loss rate of the pool inside the compartment 
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fire environment is the sum of the radiation and fire plume terms. There are other 

models (such as Takeda and Akita, 1982; Takeda, 1983) that adopt similar treatments 

to that in the NRCC fire model, except that the fire plume term is replaced by the free 

burning rate of the pool. 

5.4 POOL MODEL FOR POST -FLASHOVER APPLICATION 

5.4.1 Background 

From the literature review, two environmental terms are identified to affect the 

vaporisation rate of pool fires inside a compartment. These environmental terms 

include the oxygen concentration in the surrounding environment, i.e. the vitiation 

effect, and the radiation from the surrounding sources, i.e. the radiation effect. 

Quintiere (1984) provides a generalised fuel mass loss rate expression that includes 

both the vitiation and the radiation effects. This expression is given in Equation (5.20) 

below. The free burning mass loss rate, rh'freebum, under normal ambient condition with 

oxygen concentration of 0.233 (by mass) is used as a datum. In the expression, the 

vitiation effect on the free burning mass loss rate is linearly approximated using the 

local oxygen concentration in the environment where burning takes place. For the 

radiation effect from the surroundings, this additional radiation driven mass loss rate 

is represented by the net heat flux imposed on the fuel surface from the external 

sources, ilaa,net, divided by the heat of gasification of the fuel, Lg. The summation of 

the fire plume term and the "far field" radiation term gives the overall mass loss rate 

of the burning item. 

· n _ • n ( Yo~ )+ q;ad,net m -m -- --
P freeburn 0233 Lg 

(5.20) 

Figure 5.3 compares the predicted mass loss rate using Equation (5.20) with the 

experimentally measured data from the tests by Tewarson et al (1981), Santo and 
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Tamanini (1981) and Mulholland et al (1992). All of these tests were conducted in a 

controlled environment with different oxygen concentration in the supply air stream. 

The tests by Tewarson et al (1981) and Santo and Tamanini (1981) were performed in 

a reduced oxygen concentration environment with no external irradiance heat flux 

being imposed upon the burning fuels, whereas the tests by Mulholland et al ( 1992) 

involved different level of irradiant heat flux at different oxygen concentration 

environments. The experimental data and calculations are presented in Appendix A. 

The plot shows that Equation (5.20) is reasonably effective in describing the vitiation 

and radiation effects on the mass loss rate of the burning pool. 
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Comparing the experimental results from literature to the calculated 

values for fuel mass loss. 

The fire environment inside a post-flashover compartment is very hot and well-mixed. 

Considering it to behave as a single zone well-stirred reactor with the entire 

compartment as a single control volume, at steady state, the mass balance and the 

oxygen balance equations are: 
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The mass balance 

(5.21) 

The oxygen balance 

(5.22) 

where the last term in the oxygen balance equation is the amount of oxygen used in 

the reaction with the fuel. By substituting the mass balance equation into the oxygen 

equation, the oxygen mass fraction inside the compartment is 

0.233. (1-<D) 
(1+<1>/r) 

where <!> is the equivalence ratio. 

(5.23) 

For <!><1, r>>l, the term <l>/r becomes negligible, therefore Equation (5.23) can be 

simplified to 

YOX ~ 0.233. (1- <!>) (5.24) 

Hence Equation (5.20) can be written as follows in Equation (5.25) as given by 

Quintiere (2002). 

.,, 
• 11 • 11 (1 m) q rad,net 

mp ~ mfreebum - '*' + -
Lg 

(5.25) 

During the ventilation controlled burning with <!>> 1, therefore, the plume term 

diminishes, with the mass loss rate being strongly driven by the "far field" radiation 

such that 
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• 11 q rad,net m ~--
P L 

g 

81 

(5.26) 

where q;aa,net is the net radiative heat flux that reaches the pool surface from the hot 

surrounding gases. 

5.4.2 External radiation heat flux reaching pool surface 

For a post-flashover compartment fire, the gas temperature is high and reasonably 

uniform within the compartment. Following the assumption that the entire 

compartment has a uniform temperature and the view factor between the pool and the 

room is unity, the radiation heat flux from the surrounding hot gases to the pool 

surface is estimated by 

(5.27) 

It is noted that for a burning pool, especially a large pool, there exists a cool fuel 

vapour zone just above the centre of the pool surface, where air is not been able to 

reach and be reacted with. Such a vapour zone has been reported by Gritzo et al 

(1998) in their studies on large jet-fuel pool fire. Brosmer and Tien (1987) performed 

an analytical study on the radiative energy blockage effect by the vapour zone on the 

free burning pool, and found that it could attenuate the radiant flux to surface by 25 to 

35 percent. Imagine a burning pool being exposed to external heating, the incoming 

radiation would have to pass through the flame envelope as well as the vapour zone 

before reaching the pool surface. The flame and the cool vapour zone just above the 

fuel surface could absorb some of the radiation, and therefore decrease the actual heat 

flux that reaches the fuel surface. 

To include the attenuation by the flame and the vapour zone above the pool surface, a 

gas column with an arbitrary shape having an absorption coefficient above the pool 

surface is considered. This gas column would absorb some of the incoming radiation, 

and at the same time its temperature increases due to the absorption. Following the 

same treatment by Mitler (1978), the attenuation is represented by an exponential 
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attenuation factor, e-•, and the absorbed radiation is simply reradiated. The actual 

radiation from the hot gases, expressed in term of heat flux, q;ctual rad , reaching the 

pool surface is equal to the radiation after attenuation plus the re-radiation from the 

gas column due to radiation absorption raising its temperature. This is given in 

Equation (5.28). 

(5.28) 

where r is the mean optical path length approximated as the product of absorption 

coefficient, kh and the mean beam length, Lm. 

(5.29) 

The term, w, in Equation (5.28) is the fraction of reradiated energy that goes to the 

base. Assuming isotropic radiation, this fraction is the ratio of the areas between the 

base, Abase, and the surface area of the gas column, A gas column, (Mitler, 1978), given as 

follows, 

w ~ ---"=:.___ 

A gas column 

(5.30) 

The term in the square bracket of Equation (5.28) determines the amount of radiation 

reaching the pool surface. It can be seen that this term depends on the absorption 

coefficient of the gas column, kf, and the shape of the gas column, which determines 

the mean beam length, Lm, and the term, w. An increase in the absorption coefficient 

and the mean beam length, by means of changing the shape and volume of the gases, 

would increase the blockage of the incoming radiation reaching the pool surface. 

However, both the absorption coefficient and the shape of the gas column are 

unknowns. 

In order to apply the radiation blockage concept on the pool model, a more useful 

form of Equation (5.28) can be obtained by replacing the attenuation term in the 
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square bracket with a single factor, a. By substituting Equation (5.27) into Equation 

(5.28) and introducing a, the actual radiative heat flux from the hot gases to reach the 

pool surface can be approximated as 

." T4 
q actual,rad = a£ ga: g 

The attenuation factor, 

experimental data. 

(5.31) 

a, IS to be empirically determined from post-flashover 

5.4.3 Determining the attenuation factor a 

During vaporisation, the pool surface is at vaporising temperature, Tv, and the re

radiation from the surface is 

., T4 
qrerad =£sa: v (5.32) 

Assuming the emissivity on the fuel surface, c:5 , is unity (typically for liquids and char 

(Tien et al, 1995)), the net heat flux that on the pool surface, q';ad,net is 

., T4 T4 
q rad,nel = a£ ga: g -a: v (5.33) 

Recalling Equation (5.26), the mass loss rate per unit area of the pool in a post

flashover compartment is approximated by the net heat flux on the pool surface 

divided by the heat of gasification. Substituting Equation (5.33) into Equation (5.26) 

gives 

(5.34) 

and rearranging gives 
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(5.35) 

The term on the left hand side is the net heat flux required to vaporise a specific pool 

with properties of Lg and Tv at a rate of m; . The bracketed term on the right is the 

radiation intensity from the surrounding hot gases, and a represents the fraction of 

this incoming flux that reaches the pool surface resulting in the mass loss rate of m;. 

The attenuation factor, a, is empirically determined using experimental results from 

post-flashover compartment tests by Fleischmann and Parkes (1997) and by the 

author. fu the Fleischmann and Parkes (1997) experiments, single small window 

openings with different heights and widths were investigated, whereas in the author's 

experiments, different door and roof vent openings were investigated. Both the test 

series were conducted in a similar size compartment having the approximate 

dimensions of lm high by lm wide by 1.5m deep, lined with kaowool insulation, and 

using heptane as a fire source. The fuel pan was located at the centre back of the 

compartment and the heptane liquid fuel was supplied via a header tank system, to 

maintain the fuel level inside the pan during the course of the fire. This allowed the 

fire environment inside the compartment to dictate the mass loss rate of the fuel. The 

size of the fuel pan used by Fleischmann and Parkes (1997) and by the author differed 

slightly, with the former using a fuel pan of 0.2m in diameter and the author using a 

fuel pan of 0.3m in diameter. Figure 5.4 presents the compartment setup for the 

Fleischmann and Parkes (1997) experiments. The temperature inside the compartment 

was monitored using two bare bead thermocouple trees located at the front and the 

back corners of the compartment. Each tree consisted of 10 thermocouples spaced 

1 OOmm vertically apart. Details of these experiments can be found in the research 

report by Parkes (1996). Details of the author's experiments are presented in Chapter 

8. Note that the compartment temperatures in the author's experiments were 

monitored using three bare bead thermocouple trees with an addition thermocouple 

tree at the centre of the compartment. 



Figure 5.4 

COMPARTMENT 

1. Rear Thermocouple tree 
@ 1 OOrrim vertical spacing 

2. Fuel pan and thermocouple 
3. Front Thermocoupie tree 

@ 1 OOmm vertical spacing 
4. Pressure relief panel 
5. Extinguishment system 
6. Vent Thermocouple tree 

@ 25mm vertical spacing 
7. Sliding vent panels 

DOOR 
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Test compartment setup in Fleischmann and Parkes (1997) 

experiments. 

Table 5.1 presents the average results measured during the quasi-steady period for the 

tests by Fleischmann and Parkes (1997) and by the author. These results include the 

average gas temperature inside the compartment, the fuel mass loss rate, the air inflow 

rate and the calculated global equivalence ratio inside the compartment. The last two 

columns in the Table are the two terms in Equation (5.35). For heptane fuel, the heat 

of combustion and heat of gasification are 44500 kJ/kg and 500 kJ/kg respectively; 

and the stoichiometric air to fuel mass ratio, r, is 15 .1. For a pool vaporising under a 

very high surrounding temperature compared to the boiling point temperature of the 

liquid, the vaporising pool surface temperature is only slightly smaller than the 

boiling temperature (Kanury, 1992). For heptane fuel, its boiling temperature is 98°C. 

The emissivity of the gas inside the compartment is unknown. The radiation of the hot 

gases inside the compartment comes from the discrete pocket of radiation of fuel and 

combustion products such as C02 and H20 and a full spectrum of radiation 

frequencies from the soot particles (Quintiere, 1997). Assuming the fire gas inside the 

compartment is represented by a homogeneous isothermal gas volume, the emissivity 

can be estimated as 
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(5.36) 

where k1is the absorption coefficient and Lm is the mean beam length. The mean beam 

length of the hot gases inside the compartment is estimated as (after Tien et al, 1995) 

3.6v 
A 

(5.37) 

where V and A are the volume and the area of the boundary surface of the gas body. 

For the compartment involved, with internal dimensions of lm high by lm wide by 

1.5m deep, the mean beam length is estimated as 0.675m. However, to the author's 

knowledge, no absorption coefficient for heptane fuel has been reported. As a first 

approximation, the absorption coefficient of lm-1 is used. This gives an estimation of 

gas emissivity of 0.5. If the actual absorption coefficient is greater than 1m-1
, the gas 

emissivity would increase and vice versa. The unknown absorption coefficient for the 

heptane, coupled with the radiation effect from the wall, is to be lumped into this 

emissivity term for total radiation estimation, so a value of 0. 7 is used. This value is 

lower than the 0.9 often used in full-scale compartments, simply to account for the 

small-scale nature of the compartment. 

Note that the author's data presented in the Table 5.1 is from the Door 1 experimental 

series where the door vent opening is 450mm high by 250mm wide, i.e. a ventilation 

parameter at the door of 0.0755m2
·
5 tested against different roof vent opening sizes. 

The DIRO, DIR150, DIR250 and DIR300 denote the door vent opening with roof 

vent opening of Omm (no roof vent), 150mm, 250mm and 300mm in diameter as 

· given in the parentheses. 
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Table 5.1 Summary of the experimental data and calculated results for the reduced.-scale compartment fires. 

Test# Ventilation Average temp Expt-mass loss Expt-air inflow Calculated (sgar;) (rn;Lg + a1'y4
) 

parameter Av Jii: Tgas rate mp-exp rate mair-exp equivalence ratio 
(kW/m2

) (kW/m2
) 

(mz.s) (OC) (kg/s) (kg/s) <I> 

Fleischmann and Parkes (1997)1 

1 0.0442 884 0.0023 0.0251 1.4 71 38 

2 0.0221 726 0.0017 0.0124 2.1 40 28 

3 0.011 576 0.001 0.0058 2.6 21 17 

4 0.0287 786 0.0022 0.0207 1.6 50 36 

5 0.0144 614 0.0012 0.0103 1.8 25 20 

7 0.0156 611 0.0012 0.0119 1.5 24 20 

8 0.0078 504 0.0007 0.0059 1.8 14 12 

11 0.0156 618 0.0012 0.0118 1.5 25 20 

12 0.011 583 0.0012 0.0058 3.1 21 20 

13 0.0072 577 0.0009 0.0048 2.8 21 15 

14 0.0442 961 0.0023 0.025 1.4 92 38 

16 0.0707 1045 0.0043 0.0334 1.9 120 70 

Yii (Author)" 

D1RO 0.0755 (Omm$) 907 0.007 0.033 3.2 77 50 

D1R150 0.0755 (150mm~) 962 0.010 0.044 3.4 92 72 

01R250 0.0755 (250mm<jl) 1048 0.012 0.070 2.6 121 86 

D1R300 0.0755 (300mm$) 1059 0.012 0.074 2.4 125 86 

The reported average temperature is represented by the averaged temperature measured from the front thermocouple-tree inside the compartment. 

2 The reported average temperature is represented by the averaged temperature measured from the three thermocouple-trees inside the compartment. 
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Figure 5.5 The radiation intensity from the hot gases, (c:ga-Tg4 
), versus the net 

radiation heat flux on the pool surface required to achieve the mass 

loss rate, (m;Lg + aTv4 
). 

Figure 5.5 plots the radiation intensity from the hot gases, (c:p·r; ), against the net 

radiation heat flux on the pool surface required to achieve the mass loss rate, 

(m;Lg + aTv4 
). The ratio between these two terms is the attenuation factor, a., 

(Equation (5.35)). By fitting a straight regression line through the origin, a. is found to 

be approximately 0.65. This suggests that not all of the radiation from the hot gases 

has reached the pool surface, otherwise the regression line would have a gradient of 

1.0. The attenuation factor, a, of 0.65 serves only as an indicative value, because the 

emissivity of the fire gases in these heptane tests is unknown and has been assumed to 

be 0.7 in the analysis. For .the range of gas emissivity between 0.9 and 0.5, following 

the same analysis as before, the attenuation factor a. is found to be between 0.5 and 

0.9 respectively. Although the above analysis is based only on heptane fires, its 
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implication in estimating the pool mass loss rate should be noted, especially when 

estimation of fire duration is concerned. 

5.5 SPECIAL POOL- THERMOPLASTIC FURNITURE 

Thermoplastics are widely used in furniture making. In particular, polyurethane foam 

is commonly used to manufacture upholstered furniture that ends up inside real 

occupancies. These non-charring thermoplastics tend to melt and bum like a pool 

during the fire. To model thermoplastics as a pool fire, the fuel burning surface area is 

required. 

Thermoplastics in the form of upholstered furniture generally come in two 

configurations that include (1) the open and exposed configuration in the form of a 

slab such as a mattress and (2) the ornate and convoluted configuration such as 

upholstered armchairs. For plain slab configuration such as mattress, provided there is 

no dripping, the fuel burning surface area would be approximately the fuel footprint 

area. However, the same cannot be applied to upholstered armchairs. Observations 

made during the burning of upholstered armchairs show that the burning will involve 

individual components of the chair such as backrest, armrest and seats as well as a 

pool accumulated from the dripping of the melting foam underneath the furniture 

(Enright, 1999; Denize, 2000). Hence, the burning surface area will be greater than 

the furniture's own footprint area. There is very little study being done on quantifying 

the burning surface area of upholstered armchairs. So the modelling of upholstered 

furniture inside a post-flashover compartment is restricted to plain slab configuration 

with a known exposed burning surface area. Further research is necessary to estimate 

the equivalent pool area for upholstered armchairs, so that their effects on post

flashover fires can be studied. 
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5.6 REMARKS 

The analysis performed above is based on a single pool with fixed surface area 

burning inside a compartment having a uniform temperature; and the total pool area is 

subjected to the thermal feedback from the surrounding hot environment. In the event 

of multiple pools inside a compartment with extreme geometry, such as a long narrow 

compartment, experimental observation has shown that the pool closest to the vent 

opening burns first until exhaustion before progressing to the next pool (Thomas and 

Bennetts, 1999). Therefore the overall available exposed fuel surface decreases as the 

fire progresses. The temperature inside the compartment was found to be non-uniform 

during the course of the fire, as the temperature at the back of the compartment was 

cooler than the temperature at the front where the pool was burning. These issues 

represent the limitation of the single zone model. It is envisaged that dividing a 

compartment into multiple zone along its depth could perhaps account for these 

issues. However, it would require knowledge of the conditions necessary to ignite the 

fuel at the back. Investigations of these aspects are outside the scope of this thesis. 

Parkes (2002) in the University of Canterbury is presently conducting fire experiment 

with multiple pools inside a test compartment of 2.4m wide by 1.2m high by 3.6m 

long. The compartment will have at least three fuel sources located evenly throughout 

the compartment with each fuel source monitored by individual load cell. Radiant 

heat flux inside the compartment will be monitored and one side of the compartment 

will have a fire rated window to facilitate observation. His research will lead to a 

better understanding of the multiple pools scenario. 

5.7 SUMMARY 

The fuel mass loss rate from pool fires are affected by both vitiation and radiation 

effects. With regard to pool fires burning in a post-flashover environment, its mass 

loss rate will be dominated by the radiation thermal feedback from the surrounding 

hot environment. It is also found that not all of the incoming radiation would reach the 

fuel surface, as the vaporising vapour above the fuel surface could attenuate a fraction 
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of the incident flux. In the proposed CFIRE model, Equation (5.34) with a=0.65 is 

used for modelling the pool mass loss rate under post-flashover condition where the 

pool surface area is required as an input. It should be noted that the input pool surface 

area would be a fixed value where the progressive burning effect that leads to the 

reduction of exposed pool surface area over the duration of the fire is not considered. 
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Chapter& WOOD FIRES 

This chapter describes the burning mechanism of wood. A dimensional analysis is 

performed to identify the influential parameters that affect the mass loss rate during 

the fully developed period. The models for describing the mass loss rate of wood 

during different burning regimes are presented and discussed. A method for 

describing the burning of wooden furniture is postulated. 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ever since it was realised that realistic compartment fire temperatures can be very 

different from standard test fire, intensive studies have been done on compartment 

fires with wood based fuels. In particular, the mass loss rate of wood fuels inside a 

compartment fire has long been the principal target in compartment fire studies. This 

is because the fuel release rate represents the foremost important parameter with 

regard to compartment modelling, as it dictates the heat release inside the 

compartment and hence the resultant gas temperature as well as the fire duration. 

Most of the time, wood fuels in the form of cribs are used in compartment fire tests. 

Apart from measuring the fire gas temperature inside the test compartment, the 

overall mass loss of the burning cribs is also monitored. Kawagoe et al (1972) 

suggested that a mean rate of mass loss is an important statistic to be derived from the 

rate of mass loss data, because it provides a direct indicator of the fire duration for a 

given fire load. This mean mass loss rate for wood cribs fires is generally reported as 

Rso-3o, which represents the average mass loss over the period when the fuel mass is 

reduced from 80% to 30% of its original mass. This is a practical quantity to describe 

the average mass loss rate during the period of fully developed fire (Harmathy, 1972). 

Using data from various sources, Harmathy (1972) showed that the wood fire inside a 
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compartment could be classified into two categories, namely the ventilation controlled 

fire and the fuel surface controlled fire. At small ventilation opentngs, the fuel mass 

loss rate increases proportionally to the vent parameter, Av fiJ: , similar to that 

shown by Kawagoe and Sekine (1963), with a proportionality constant of 0.09kg s·1 

m"25
• At this regime, the fire is classified as a ventilation controlled fire. However, 

this proportional relationship breaks down at large values of vent parameter, such that 

continuing to increase the vent parameter would not increase the mass loss rate, and 

the fire is now classified as a fuel surface controlled fire. This is summarised in the 

plot shown in Figure 6.1. 

Figure 6.1 
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Correlation of experimental data on the rate of burning of cellulosic 

fuels in compartments (Harmathy, 1972). 

Harmathy (1972) showed that the mass loss rate of the cellulosic fuel for these two 

burning regimes could be represented by the following two equations: 
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Ventilation controlled 

AfJI 
if v v Ll v <0.071 (6.1a) 

AF 

Fuel surface controlled 

AfJI 
if v-.,JLlv >0.071 

(6.1b) 

AF 

Note: Harmathy used ventilation parameter, "<I>", which is equal to p 0 ji(Avfii:) as 

characterising parameter. The equation above lumps the term, p 0 Ji, into the 

correlating constants with p0=1.18kg/m3
, and g=9.81 rn/s2

, thereby expressing the 

equation in terms of vent parameter Avfii:. Equation (6.la) is effectively the 

Kawagoe correlation. 

Equations ( 6.1 a) and ( 6.1 b) suggest that mass loss rate of wood depends on either the 

ventilation or the fuel surface area, and is unaffected by the potential radiation effect 

from the surrounding environment. However, these two correlations are rather 

simplistic, in particular, the use of a constant fuel surface area, AF, in the Equation 

( 6.1 b) is rather odd because a substantial amount of the fuel surface would have been 

burned away over the fire duration. Also, the use of the Kawagoe correlation, 

0.09~Jii:, for describing the mass loss rate could only be effective for certain 

compartment and ventilation geometry (Thomas, 1974 and 1995). 

In this chapter, the burning behaviours of wood are described and discussed. Further 

analysis is performed using the R80_3o data to identify other parameters that could 

affect the mass loss rate of wood. 
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6.2 BURNING OF WOOD 

Quintiere (1992) developed a semi-quantitative model for wood burning under heat 

flux. His model presents a useful insight to the wood burning characteristics. It is 

known that when wood is ignited and burned, a char layer is formed and thickened 

over the duration with a pyrolysis front moving towards the virgin core of the solid. In 

Quintiere's model, three entities are considered over the entire solid, and each is 

treated as separate control volume. These include the char layer, the virgin core and a 

vaporising plane between the char layer and the virgin core, as shown in Figure 6.2. 

Virgin { 
Zone 

~-Flame 

YsT 1--r----.,-~ 1 } Char Zone 

T 
Ov 

_1 ......____... 

Vaporization 
Plane 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 6.2 Quintiere's wood model (Quintiere, 1992). 

... ·····--. ---- .· 
.,,...,. lc;,.·'l(kfo• ~ .'-llrWior p-.., 

It is assumed that the original solid thickness does not change and that only the char 

layer is thickened over time. The pyrolysates from the virgin core go straight through 

the char layer unimpeded and burned in the gas phase. The oxidation of char is 
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ignored. By applying conservation heat and mass equations to each control volume, 

the following equation can be obtained (after Quintiere, 1992 Equation (2lb )). 

f3m"Lg =(-kaT) 
cy y~o 

+iJ~,rad . " + qext,rad 

where 

convective heat transfer flame radiation external radiation 

surface 

re-radiation 

- Pccc !!_f & (T -To)iYs 
dt 0 

energy storage 

due to charring 

-m"cg(Ts -Tv)+ fJrh"pccc(Tv -T0 )1 p 

energy flow through char 

. " -qb 

back face heat loss 

-tx!!_f X+Ov(T- T \-y 
dt & oft. s 

virgin solid energy storage 

/3= p!(p- pJ 

(6.2) 

Equation (6.2) reveals an interesting aspect of wood burning. At the initial period 

when wood is ignited and the char layer is thin, by neglecting all the char terms, and 

ignoring the rate of temperature change in the virgin solid and the back face heat loss, 

the mass loss rate has an expression similar to that in the pool (Equation 5.6). Thus 

the mass loss rate depends on the convective and radiative flame heat flux 

components, the external irradiance flux minus the surface re-radiation. However, as 

the char layer thickens, the surface temperature, Ts, increases and all the char terms 

increase. As a consequence, the mass loss rate is reduced. It should be noted that for 

wood with finite thickness, the back face effect could be felt when the back face 

substrate fails to dissipate the heat in the solid. The bulk temperature in the entire 

solid could increase considerably leading to an increase in mass loss rate. 
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Figure 6.3 Schematic representation of the burning rate of wood under cone

calorimeter. 

Figure 6.3 is a schematic representation of the burning behaviour of wood. The first 

peak represents the condition where the char layer is thin. The decrease in the burning 

rate after the peak is due to char building-up, thereby increasing the thermal resistance 

between the surface area and the vaporising front. The second peak occurs as a result 

of back effect. However, it would not exist if attached to a substrate acting as a heat 

sink (Tran, 1992). 

Quintiere's (1992) model has been further developed by Spearpoint (1999) and shown 

to produce favourable results compared with experimental data from cone-calorimeter 

tests (Spearpoint and Quintiere, 2000). There are other mathematical models available 

for describing the burning of wood, notably the numerical model by Parker (1988 and 

1992). Although these models have shown promising results, they are considered to 

be too cumbersome for use in conjunction with a compartment fire model. 

6.2.1 Burning regression rate of wood 

Generally, the burning of wood is described by a constant rate regressing from the 

surface. An empirical value of 1/40" per minute, i.e. 0.0106 mrnls, is normally quoted. 

However, as noted by Thomas (1995), this value originates from large wood specimen 

tested in a furnace with a standard fire, and therefore is reasonable only for behaviour 

in a standard furnace test. 
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Babrauskas and Williamson (1978) reported on the study by Schaffer (1966 and 1967) 

for which Schaffer studied the effect of furnace temperatures other than the standard 

curves. For three constant furnace temperatures 538°C, 815°C and 926°C, Schaffer 

obtained regression velocities of 25mm/hr (0.0069mrnls), 45mmlhr (0.012mm/s) and 

53mm/hr (0.015mm/s) respectively. In the furnace test, the specimens are generally 

thick enough to establish a nearly steady regression rate. Babrauskas (1981) suggested 

that for thick cellulosic slabs with a thickness, D, greater than 0.05m, a steady 

regression rate can be assumed to be in the range of 

vp= 8.5-10 x 10-6 (m/s) (6.3) 

For slabs with thickness less than 0.05m, i.e. D:s:;0.05m, the bulk temperature in the 

specimen could heat up considerably during the course of a fire, resulting a faster 

regression velocity. The regression rate for the thin slabs can be estimated as 

(Babrauskas, 1981): 

vp = 2.2 x w-6 x n-0
·
6 (rn!s) (6.4) 

Spearpoint (1999) analysed a large amount of small-scale wood burning data from 

cone-calorimeter tests. The tests included four wood species, namely Douglas fir, 

Maple, Red oak and Redwood, tested in two orientations, one along the grain (L) and 

the other across the grain (X), under various irradiance heat fluxes. All of the wood 

samples had a nominal thickness of 50mm. Observations made during the tests were 

reported to have similar trend to that presented in Figure 6.3, where there exists a 

peak and decrease to a state close to steady-state (Spearpoint, 1999). 

Figure 6.4 plots the steady-state regression rate versus the irradiance heat flux using 

the data obtained from Spearpoint's study (1999). The regression rate is estimated by 

dividing the steady-state mass loss rate per unit area with the wood density. Such a 

treatment represents the extreme case which assumes that the char above the pyrolysis 

front bums away immediately as the front progress into the virgin core. Using another 

extreme, which assumes the original solid thickness does not change and that only the 

char layer is thickened over time, the regression rate would be calculated by dividing 
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the mass loss rate per unit area by the density difference between the wood and the 

char, as this is the mass that is vaporised. In reality, during the actual burning of 

wood, part of the char at the surface would burn away. The regression rate that 

describes the actual burning is likely to have a value between the two extremes. 

From Figure 6.4, it can be seen that increasing the irradiance heat flux imposed upon 

the wood samples increases the regression rate; this is in-line with Schaffer's findings. 

The density of wood also seems to have an effect on the increment in the regression 

rate, possibly due to its relevancy towards the thermal inertia (kpc) of the sample. For 

example, for softwood species such as Redwood, the increment is more obvious. 

These results show that the wood mass loss rate is affected by the irradiance heat flux, 

with the steady-state regression rate ranging from approximately 0.0075mm/s to 

0.015mm/s over the irradianc~ flux of 25kW/m2 to 75kW/m2
• Although the results 

from the cone-calorimeter tests have shown that the regression rate is a function of 

irradiance heat flux, there are still uncertainties involved over its application in post

flashover fire conditions. In particular, the high heat flux with the potential of being 

greater than 1 OOkW 1m2 during post-flashover fires, is outside the range of cone

calorimeter test range. Furthermore, the vitiating effects inside the post-flashover 

compartment as well as the thickness of the wood fuels could well affect the burning 

hence the resulting regression rate. Recalling Harmathy's equation (Equation (6.1b)) 

for the fuel surface controlled burning regime, assuming wood has a density of 500 

kg/m3
, gives a regression rate of0.012mm/s. This value is comparable to the averaged 

regression rate of 0.0115mm/s from Spearpoint's data for all the wood species over 

heat flux ranging from 25kW/m2 to 75kW/m2
• Therefore, as a first approximation, this 

value could be regarded as typical for wood burning over a range of irradiance fluxes. 
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Figure 6.4 Heat flux versus regression rate (Data from Spearpoint (1999)). 

6.2.2 Fuel with shape 
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For fuel having a shape other than a one-dimensional plane, such as a stick (a two

dimensional shape) or a cube or sphere (a three-dimensional shape), the constant 

regression rate cannot be applied to all the surfaces, as the comers would be counted 

twice. Odeen (1963) postulated a method that describes the change of volume and 

hence the surface area of the fuel, given the initial fuel dimension and a constant 

regression rate. In term of mass loss rate, this is given as follows: 

(6.5) 

with 

t 

m(t)=Ma- L:mP(tJ~~t 
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where: 

M0 =The initial mass before fire (kg) 

m(t) =The remaining mass at time t (kg) 

F =The shape factor 

F= I for an infinite plane 

F=2 for cylinders and rectangular sticks 

for spheres and cubes 

D The characteristic dimension (m) 

Vp The regression rate (m/s) 

According to the model, the mass loss rate is constant for an infinite plane, decreases 

linearly for two-dimensional objects such as sticks and cylinders, and decreases more 

rapidly for three-dimensional objects such as cubes and spheres. 

Odeen's method could alternatively be stated as 

rhp v p X Pwood xAF(t) (6.6) 

The mass loss rate is the product of the regression rate, vp, the density of the fuel, 

Pwood and the remaining fuel surface area at time t, AF(t). The total exposed surface 

area depends on the initial shape of the fuel as well as the amount of the fueL As the 

burning progresses, as described by the regression rate, vp, the remaining fuel surface 

area will decrease with time due to the fuel burning away. 

6.2.3 Modelling wooden furniture 

Babrauskas (1976) showed that Odeen's method could be used to describe the burning 

of wood crib. With regard to modelling furniture items inside post-flashover 

compartments, he suggested that Odeen's approach could still be used by assigning 

equivalent geometrical properties to the actual fuel. This requires estimating the tota] 

fuel load and the average thickness of the fuel elements to provide the required inputs 

for Equation (6.5). 
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However, this presents a few difficulties as the geometrical properties between 

furniture items, as well as the components that make up a single piece of furniture, 

could vary markedly. In order to avoid the difficulty of trying to specify a single 

geometrical dimension and shape as required in Equation (6.5), the alternative form of 

Odeen's equation, Equation (6.6) is used instead. This allows measuring each 

furniture item in detail and manually calculating the change in surface area over time 

using a constant regression rate. Yii (2000) surveyed and measured the geometry of 

typical furniture items including bookshelves, cupboards, desks, tables and chairs. 

Each furniture item was divided into individual components of different geometrical 

shape. A regression rate of O.Ollmm/s is chosen as it is considered to be a practical 

representative value for different wood species at different heat fluxes (Figure 6.4). 

This regression rate is applied to all the exposed surface areas. The change of the 

remaining surface area of the furniture over time is manually evaluated by summing 

the remaining surface area of each component over time. The mass loss rate history of 

the furniture item over time due to surface regression is therefore obtained via 

Equation (6.6), i.e. by multiplying the regression rate (O.Ollmm/s), the density of 

wood (450 kg/m3
) and the remaining fuel surface area, AF{t). 

For example, Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show the mass loss rate for a desk and a 

bookshelf, respectively, calculated using the constant regression rate of O.Ollmm/s on 

all exposed surfaces. 
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The mass loss rate of a desk evaluated using the measured surface 

area and a regression rate of 0.011mm/s. 
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Bookshelf (II) 
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The mass loss rate for a bookshelf (50%, 75% and 100% full of books) 

using the measured surface area and a regression rate of 0.011 mm/s. 

The mass loss history of the desk presented in Figure 6.5 shows a steep drop in the 

mass loss rate after about 15 minutes, resulting from the thin components with large 

surface area burning away. The duration of burning depends on the thickness of the 

thickest component of the furniture, such as a filled drawer. For the bookshelf shown 

in Figure 6.6, the books are modelled as solid blocks in the bookshelf. The regression 

is from all directions except the back. From the mass loss rate histories shown, it can 

be seen that for non-fully filled bookshelves, the initial mass loss rates are larger than 

the fully filled bookshelf, followed by a large drop in the mass loss rate. This is 

largely due to the burning of the exposed thin components in non-fully filled 

bookshelves. These exposed thin components provide greater initial surface areas for 

burning, and after these thin components are consumed, the mass loss rate drops as to 

represent the burning of solid blocks of books. The bookshelf tends to bum for a long 

time because of the thickness of the books. 

Since the burning behaviour among wooden furniture items is different, the types of 

furniture are categorised into two categories namely (1) "thick" and (2) "thin". This 

classification is arbitrary and is based upon the furniture respective mass loss rate 

curve. Wood-based furniture items that present a rapid drop in mass loss rate during 

the first 30 minutes, and bum away completely in less than three hours, are classified 

as "thin". Wood-based furniture items that do not exhibit any rapid drop in the mass 

loss rate, or bum for three hours or more, are classified as "thick". 
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Appendix B presents the furniture items surveyed and measured by Yii (2000) with 

their respective mass loss rate history. By having a catalogue of furniture items with 

vastly different geometry, a selection of these items could be picked to represent the 

fuel load inside a compartment, therefore studying the resultant fire. This will be 

further discussed in Chapter 12. 

It is acknowledged that the furniture model assumes that the entire mass of wood is 

consumed by flaming combustion where no char is left behind the pyrolysis front 

(described by the regression rate). Therefore the fire heat release rate is evaluated as 

the product between the mass loss rate and the net heat of combustion for wood 

(-19MJ/kg for dry wood (Babrauskas, 1992b)). Such treatment represents a general 

first approximation to describe the burning of wood. In realistic wood burning 

process, apart from burning the volatile released from the virgin core, char will also 

be produced and burned later. The heat of combustion for the volatile can be 

estimated depending on the fraction of char yield per unit mass of wood burned, 

which could range from ~10-17MJ/kg for char yield for dry wood of 33% to 15% of 

the original mass (after Harmathy, 1972; Spearpoint and Quintiere, 2002); and the 

heat of combustion for char is approximately two to three times the value for volatile 

of ~33MJ/kg (Harmathy, 1972). By ignoring the char oxidation, the furniture model is 

likely to underestimate the heat release especially during the later stage of the fire 

where the burning is dominated by the burning of char. Further comparative study 

between the furniture model and experimental studies is needed to evaluate the 

adequacy of the model and to study the effects of char oxidation. 

6.3 ANALYSING RS0-30 DATA 

The mean mass loss rate for wood cribs in compartment test fires is generally reported 

as Rso-3o which represents the average mass loss over the period when the fuel mass is 

reduced from 80% to 30% of its original mass. This is a practical quantity to describe 

the mass loss rate of wood during the period of fully developed fire (Harmathy, 1972). 
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Kawagoe and Sekine (1963) were the first to show that the mass loss rate of wood 

inside the compartment could be correlated using the vent parameter, ~ -Jii:, such 

that 

(6.7) 

Later, Thomas and Heselden (1972) analysed a large number of small scale fire test 

results from a co-operative research programme of the Conseil International Du 

Batiment on fully developed fires (known as the CIB tests) and found that the mass 

loss rate of wood in fully developed fires is not only dependent upon the vent 

parameter, Av -Jii: , but also on the size of the vent opening relative to the 

compartment size, 0, and the compartment aspect ratio, (D/Wc). The resulting 

correlation is shown in Equation (6.8) (Law, 1983). This correlation is referred to as 

the Law correlation. 

l 

m, = 0.18. A.-Jii: { ~:)' . (1- e_,,,n) 
(6.8) 

(A -A) 
where 0= r v 

Av-fii: 

and Ar is the total internal surface area including the vent opening area, We is the 

compartment width and De is the compartment depth. The main feature of the Law 

correlation is that a deep compartment would result a lower mass loss rate than a 

wider compartment. The mass loss rate could be even smaller with small 0. 

Recent studies at Victoria University of Technology (VUT) (Thomas and Bennetts, 

1999; Thomas, 1999a and 1999b) showed that the vent width ratio, W /We, which is 

the ratio of the vent opening width to the width of the compartment, is influential over 

the mass loss rate. It was observed that the flow within the enclosure was two

dimensional for W./We =1 compared to three-dimensional for W/We <1 (Thomas and 
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Bennetts, 1999). Based on the CIB data and experiments conducted in VUT, a 

correlation is derived by Thomas (1999b) and is given by: 

W/Wc<l -mp = o.199Wv0
.
543 H~31 

mp = 0.026Wvu7 H;·69 

(6.9a) 

(6.9b) 

Estimates made by the above correlations for the mass loss rate of wood in a fully 

developed fire vary markedly when involving very large vent opening such as a 

window occupying a full wall. For example, for a compartment 2.4m x 3.6m x 2.4m 

(width x depth x height), fully open at one of the long ends (2.4m by 2.4m opening), 

the Law correlation predicts a mass loss rate of 0.205kg/s, compared with 0.845kg/s 

predicted by the Kawagoe correlation. For the same compartment with a door opening 

of 2.03m high by 0.76m wide, however, both correlations provide similar predictions 

with 0.172kg/s by Law and 0.198 by Kawagoe. It has been suggested that the 

Kawagoe correlation is only applicable for certain combinations of vent and 

compartment geometries (Thomas, 1974 and 1995) although there are no guidelines 

available. 

The various correlations presented above show that the mass loss rate of wood inside 

a compartment may depend on the vent parameter, Av ..Jii: , the compartment aspect 

ratio, D/Wc, the compartment internal area, Ar, and the vent width ratio, W/Wc. The 

objective of the following analysis is to investigate and identify the influential 

geometrical parameters that could affect the mass loss rate of wood burning inside the 

compartment. This would allow a better understanding of the mechanism that controls 

and affects the burning of wood inside a compartment. 

6.3.1 Dimensional analysis 

In order to identify the parameters that affect the mass loss rate inside the 

compartment, dimensional analysis is performed. The analysis uses the data sets from 

the test programmes conducted by the Conseil International Du Batiment (CIB), the 

British Steel Corporation (BSC), the Joint Fire Research Organisation (JFRO) and the 

Centre Technique Industriel de la Construction Metallique (CTICM), extracted from 
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Thomas (1999a, 1999b) and the published data from Gross and Robertson (1965) 

tests. The geometrical parameters considered in the analysis include those in the 

existing correlations such as vent parameter, Av .fJi: , compartment aspect ratio, 

D/Wc, compartment internal area, Ar, and the vent width ratio, W/Wc. The opening 

fraction, A/Aw, which characterises the vent size in the wall, is also included in the 

analysis. Table 6.1 presents the variables for the dimensional analysis. The 

gravitational constant, g, and the air density, Po, are both included, as they are terms 

involved in describing the buoyancy driven flow across the vent opening. 

Table 6.1 Variables for correlation analysis. 

~ Quantity I Symbol Unit 1 Dimensions 

Mass loss rate mp kg/s MT1 

Density of air Po kg/m" ML."' 

Vent parameter 
Av.Jli: 

m"'·" L"·" 

Gravitational constant g m/s2 LT2 

Total enclosed boundary surface AT mL L' 
areas- including vent opening area 

Enclosure aspect ratio- "depth to De/We - -
width ratio" 

Vent width to compartment width WvWc - -
ratio- "vent width ratio" 

Fraction of vent opening area to the A/Aw - -
area of the wall containing the vent-

"opening fraction" 

Note: the height of Aw is evaluated from the 

floor level to the soffit of the opening. 

In order to correlate the geometric parameters with the mass loss rate, these 

parameters are arranged into dimensionless groups, such that when correlation is 

made between these terms the correlation coefficient does not carry any units. Since 

geometrical variables such as D/Wc, W/Wc and A/Aw are already dimensionless, 

attention is on reducing rnP, Po, Av Jii:, g and Ar into dimensionless terms. 
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With three different reference dimensions (mass, length, time) and five variables ( m P, 

po, Av Jii:, g, Ar) there will be two dimensionless n groups. These groups are 

derived by choosing po, g and Av Jii: as repeating variables (as these three variables 

contain all three reference dimensions). These two dimensionless n groups are found 

in the form of mPI(po·fi · Avfii:) and Ari(Avfii: )0
·
8

. Since the other four 

variables involved are already in dimensionless form, there are a total of 6 

dimensionless n groups involved. 

D 
7r3:-c' 

we 

Note that since the analysis involves the mass loss rate of wood during the fully 

developed period, the data having temperatures less than 600°C are neglected. 

6.3.2 Outcomes and findings 

nl is the dimensionless group that defines the mass loss rate. In order to find the 

relationship between the mass loss rate and other parameters, nl is plotted against 

every other n group using the data from the aforementioned sources. 

Figure 6.7 is a plot between nl and n2. From the plot, although there is a lot of scatter 

in the data, a trend could still be observed, such that increasing n2 would decrease nl. 

In other words, for similar compartment size, Ar, increasing the ventilation opening 

would result in a decrease in the mass loss rate for the given opening. A logarithm 

relationship is used to fit data. The Kawagoe correlation is also shown in Figure 6.7 

where the coefficient of 0.09 in Equation (6.7) has an equivalent value of 0.024, i.e. 

0.09/(po* Ji ), in the figure due to the convention used in the y-axis. The plot 
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suggests that the Kawagoe correlation gives a crude approximation to the mass loss 

rate from these scattered data points. Noticeably, the Kawagoe correlation over

estimates the mass loss rate of fuel for large windows (at the high end of n2) and 

under-estimates the mass loss rate for small windows (at the low end of n2). 
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0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 

Figure 6.7 Dependence of Variation of 1t1 on x2. 

Figure 6.8 is a plot of nl against n3 (DJWc). No noticeable trend can be observed. In 

the plot, the CIB test data have been distinguished from the overall data used; a slight 

trend can be observed despite the scatter in the data points. The CIB data shows that 

increasing DJWc decreases the fuel mass loss rate. This could be the reason that this 

term is included in the Law correlation. However, when other test data are included, 

this trend is not obvious. 
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Figure 6.8 Dependence of Variation of 1t1 on n3. 

Figure 6.9 is a plot of nl against n4 (W /We). There is no noticeable trend observed. In 

the plot, data with openings extending to the floor level (i.e. a door-type opening with 

zero sill height, 5 =0) are distinguished from the overall data. A trend can be observed 

from the door-type opening data, such that increasing the door opening width fraction, 

W/We, could result in a reduction in the fuel mass loss rate for the given ventilation 

opening ( m PI Av Jii: ). For door width equal to the width of the compartment, i.e. 

W/We =1, the mass loss rate is approximately half Kawagoe's value. Recalling the 

vent flow analysis in Chapter 3, similar trend can be seen for door type opening ( 5 =0) 

where min I ~Jii: decreases with increasing W/Wc. Using a wall line-plume as an 

analogy, at the full opening width, W /We = 1, the entrained air inflow per unit vent 

parameter, min I~ .fii:, is approximately 60% of the maximum flow, mirroring the 

trend seen in Figure 6.9. 

Figure 6.10 is a plot of nl against n5, (A/Aw). A clear trend could be observed in the 

plot showing that the fuel mass loss rate for the given ventilation opening, 
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(mP I ~.[ii; ), decreases with increasing opening fraction, A/Aw, though there is very 

little data in the range between 0.5< A/Aw<I.O. It is acknowledged that the trend in 

the plot is largely shaped by the data from the tests having an opening without sill. 

However, it can be seen that by using the parameter, A/Aw, it helps to provide a 

general overall characterisation of data for tests having opening with and without silL 

Recalling the line plume analysis in Chapter 3, the air inflow per unit vent parameter 

approaches the maximum with small openings. The close similarity between the 

trends observed in the air inflow (min I Av Jii:) from the line plnme analysis and the 

mass loss rate (mP I Av.fii:) observed in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 strongly 

indicates that the mass loss rate of wood during the fully developed period is related 

to the air inflow. 
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Figure 6.9 Dependence of Variation of n:1 on n:4. 
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Dependence of Variation of n1 on n5. 
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The dimensional analysis to this point shows that n1 is dependent upon n2 and n5, 

such that: 

Figure 6.11 combines these three parameters (n1, n2 and n5) into a single summary 

plot, with n2 plotted on the x-axis and n1 plotted on the y-axis. An exponential 

relationship was used to describe n2 and n1, hence the natural logarithm LN(n1) is 

used on the y-axis. Data points with three different values of n5 are categorised 

separately (0.25, 0.5 and 1.0). Other n5 values are not included due to the very small 

number of data points available. A straight-line linear regression is fitted to each of 

the n5 category. The Kawagoe correlation is also shown in the Figure 6.11. It seems 

that the Kawagoe correlation provides reasonable prediction for 0.25< A/Aw <0.50 

and (Av~ )0
'
8/Ar between 0.02 and 0.10 (Figure 6.11). 
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Figure 6.11 A summary plot for the relationships between n1, n2 and n5 

A mathematical relationship between nl, n2 and n5 can be developed from the 

information shown in Figure 6.11. The relationship has the following form: 

where c1 and c2 are functions of n5 obtained from the individual regression lines, with 

values given in the table below for three values of A/Aw 

Cz 

A/Aw=0.25 

0.027 

-0.640 

A/Aw=0.50 

0.022 

-1.536 

When nl and n2 are expanded, the relationship between them becomes: 

0.015 

-2.526 
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(6.10) 

By developing an expression for c1 and c2 in terms of A/Aw, Equation (6.10) can be 

re-written as: 

m ( L1 J [-2.515(~)-0.0ll]·(A,~Js 
-----,=--'-p--== = 0.030- 0.016-.1~- · e Aw Ar 

Po' .Ji · Avfii: Aw 

(6.11) 

Equation (6.11) is the correlation of rcl with rc2 and rc5. 

6.3.3 Effects of opening fraction 

The above dimensional analysis has identified the opening fraction, A/Aw, as one of 

the parameters that affects the mass loss rate of wood burning inside the compartment. 

It is found that at large opening fraction, such as A/Aw =1, the mass loss rate per unit 

vent parameter, mP I Avfii:, is much smaller than at small opening fractions, A/Aw 

<1. This trend coincides with the findings from the vent flow analysis in Chapter 3, 

which shows a small air flow rate per unit vent parameter, min I Av Jii: , at large 

opening fraction whereA/Aw =1. This indicates that the mass loss rate ofwood inside 

the compartment is strongly related to the air inflow rate. 

The Kawagoe correlation for mass loss rate is usually interpreted as the result of the 

gas phase reaction, defining the equivalence ratio, <l>, as 

(6.12) 

Assuming the "typical" wood in compartment fires consists of some moisture, taking 

wood with 12% moisture content by weight as an indicative value with a chemical 

formula of CHI.4ss0o.64s•0.18Hz0 (c.f. CHI.4ss0o.64s•0.233Hz0 with 15% moisture 

content by weight as given by Harmathy (1972)), where r is approximately 5.3. With 
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m111 ';::J0.45 Av Jii:, at stoichiometric combustion, ~=1, substituting the expression for 

air inflow and r into Equation (6.12) gives the Kawagoe correlation. Following the 

same argument, using the airflow expressions obtained from the wall line-plume 

analogy, the corresponding respective mass loss rate expressions could be deduced. 

These are given as follows: 

Cl>=l.O 

A.!Aw <l 

A.IAw =l 

rh1n ';::J 0.45Avfii: mP 0.09Avfii: 

rh1n ~ 0.26Av mP = 0.05Avfii: 

6.3.4 Comparison of correlations 

(6.13a) 

(6.13b) 

The above analysis has shown the relationships between different geometrical 

variables and the mass loss rate. Comparison between the new correlation developed 

from the analysis and existing correlations including the Kawagoe, Law and Thomas 

correlations are made by comparing the fuel mass loss rate predictions made from 

each correlation with experimental results. These experimental results are the same as 

those used in the above analysis. The comparative plots are given in Figure 6.12. 

From the comparative plots, among the existing correlations, the Law correlation (plot 

(b)) produces the best prediction to the fuel mass loss rate compared to correlation by 

Kawagoe (plot (a)) and Thomas (plot (c)). fu general, the Kawagoe correlation 

provides a reasonably good prediction on the fuel mass loss rate at small vent opening 

but over-predicts at the very large vent opening. The Thomas correlation does not 

provide good prediction as it tends to over-estimate most of the data. Plot (d) shows 

that the new correlation developed (Equation (6.11)) provides a better prediction for 

the mass loss rate compared with the other existing correlations. Plot (e) compares the 

prediction made by the Equations (6.13a) and (6.13b) with the experimental data. 

Noted that at small opening, Equation (6.13a) is effectively the same as the Kawagoe 

correlation except that modification was made at a full opening (A11Aw =1) according 

to the wall line-plume entrainment analogy. Therefore, it provides the same prediction 

as the Kawagoe correlation at small openings and an improved prediction than the 
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Kawagoe correlation at the full opening. The comparison between the experimental 

measurements and the predictions made by Equations (6.13a) and (6.13b) are good 

given the simplicity of the correlation. 

It is noted that there are a few data points that are insensitive to the correlation 

variables used in all the aforementioned correlations. In particular, the data points 

measured between 1.4kg/s and 1.8kg/s, as shown in all plots (a) to (e). Since these 

correlations include the vent geometry as part of the correlation, the insensitiveness of 

these data points to the vent opening geometry indicates the likelihood of fuel-surface 

controlled burning. The fuel surface area for each experiment would be a useful 

parameter for differentiating between the ventilation and the fuel-surface controlled 

regime as shown in the study by Harmathy (1972), (Figure 6.1). However, this 

parameter is often not reported. 
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Figure 6.12 Comparison of experimental mass loss rate with different correlations. 
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6.3.5 Remarks 

The dimensional analysis of a large number of historical test results has confirmed 

that the Kawagoe correlation for mass loss rate of wood is a good approximation for 

only a limited range of ventilation conditions. 

Two influential parameters on the mass -loss rate per unit vent parameter, 

mP I Avfii:, are identified. These two parameters include: A/Aw and (Av.fii: )0
·
81Ar. 

The vent flow analysis has shown that the air inflow per unit vent parameter, 

min I ~.Jfi:, is conditional to the opening fraction, A/Aw, decreasing with increase 

A/Aw. The low min I ~.Jfi: at large A/Aw is attributed to a less uniform, stratified 

fire environment, with vent flows driven by the fire plume entrainment. This trend is 

mirrored in the mass loss rate analysis which shows the mass loss rate per unit vent 

parameter, mP I Av.fii:, decreases with increasing A/Aw .. This mirroring trend 

suggests the mass loss rate is strongly coupled with the air inflow rate into the 

compartment. It is rather interesting to see that the Law correlation fits the data well. 

The use of the compartment aspect ratio, D/Wc, could have accounted for the less 

uniform, stratified fire environment, which would usually be associated with a deep 

compartment. The parameter, ( Av .J1i: )0
·
8 I Ar, can be interpreted as the opening to 

enclosure size ratio. It is also found in Law's correlation but in slightly different form 

of (Ar-Av)l Av.Jfi: (as n in Equation (6.8)). At the moment, no rationale can be 

offered to explained the dependency between the mass loss rate and ( Av .J1i: )0
·
8 IAr. 

It should be noted that the mass loss rate data used in the dimensional analysis are the 

R8o-3o data which represent the average mass loss over the period when the fuel mass 

is reduced from 80% to 30% of its original mass. These data are used as the practical 

quantities that describe the mass loss rate of wood during the period of fully 

developed fires. Therefore, the mass loss rate correlations derived represent the 

average mass loss rate during the fully developed period. 
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6.4 MODELLING MASS LOSS HISTORY 

As shown in Figure 6.1, there are generally two possible burning regimes for wood 

fuels burning inside a compartment. The first is the fuel surface controlled burning 

regime, where there is sufficient ventilation available and where the fuel mass loss 

rate depends on the burning of the exposed surface area. The second is the ventilation 

controlled burning regime, where there are more fuel surfaces available than can be 

burned with the available ventilation and the fuel mass loss rate is restricted by the 

ventilation. Although Harmathy (1972) provided the criteria and correlations for both 

the ventilation controlled and the fuel surface controlled burning regimes (Equations 

(6.la) and (6.1b)), these correlations are rather simplistic. fu particular, the use of a 

constant fuel surface area, AF, for differentiating between the two regimes and in the 

calculation for the mass loss rate during the fuel controlled regime. As shown in 

Odeen's model, unless the fuel is a one-dimensional plane, its surface area would be 

burned away over the fire duration and hence would decrease with time. Therefore, 

Harmathy's correlations seem to represent the average mass loss rate over the fully 

developed period. Babrauskas (pers. comm.) insisted that in post-flashover fire 

modelling, it is important to allow the fire to switch from ventilation controlled to fuel 

controlled during the fire process. This could provide a better representation of the 

fire behaviour over its duration. 

Analysing the Rso-3o data has shown that the mass loss rate of wood fire is strongly 

related to the ventilation. Harmathy (1972, 1978 and 1979) argued that the coupling 

between the fuel mass loss rate and the air inflow rate is related via the oxidation of 

char rather than the gas phase reaction. He suggested that it is the airing and hence the 

oxidation of char on the wood surfaces that provides the necessary heat for pyrolysing 

the fuel. Although the relation between the fuel mass loss rate and the ventilation 

might not be related to the gas phase reaction as argued by Harmathy, the gas phase 

interpretation could be useful in setting an upper limit. Babrauskas (1981 and 1995) 

suggested that wood crib fires do not bum more than 35% fuel-rich. By setting 

<1>=1.35, and r=5.3 for wood, substituting the appropriate expressions for the air 

inflow rate at various vent opening fractions into the equivalence ratio equation 

(Equation (6.12)), the ventilation controlled mass loss rate expressions are given as 
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follows in Equation (6.14a and b). These represent the maximum mass loss rate from 

the wood fuel for the given ventilation opening. Note that the mass loss rate 

expression in Equation (6.14a) is the same as given by Babrauskas (1981 and 1995). 

<1>=1.35 

A/Aw <1 

A/Aw =1 

mp = 0.12Av-fii: 

mP = 0.07 Av-fii: 

(6.14a) 

(6.14b) 

The mass loss rate for the fuel surface controlled regime is modelled according to 

Odeen's model (Equation (6.6)). The smaller of the two rates (Equations (6.6) and 

(6.14)) is regarded as the governing mass loss rate in the compartment. If the fuel 

surface controlled mass loss rate is greater than the ventilation controlled rate, the 

actual mass loss rate will be ventilation controlled until the surface area diminishes to 

a level that will cause the mass loss rate to be governed by fuel surface control, as 

shown in Figure 6.13. The two cross-hatched areas are equal, hence the thick black 

line represents the actual mass loss rate history inside the compartment. If the fuel 

surface controlled mass loss rate is less than the ventilation controlled rate, the actual 

mass loss rate history inside the compartment is the same as the fuel surface 

controlled mass loss rate curve. 

Fuel surface controlled mass loss rate 

Ventilation limit 

Time 

Figure 6.13 Actual mass loss rate for a fire which is initially ventilation controlled. 
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The above treatments account for two burning regimes. For fuel in the form of 

densely packed crib, there exists another burning regime called the porosity controlled 

regime. The mathematical representation for this burning regime is (Babrauskas, 

1979) 

where (_!!_J is the ratio of stick clear spacing to crib height. 
hcrib 

(6.15) 

In the case of simulating a wood crib fire, the smallest of the three rates (Equations 

(6.6), (6.14) and (6.15)) is regarded as the governing mass loss rate in the 

compartment. Because this correlation involves the crib characteristic dimension, it is 

not used when considering the wooden furniture. 

6.5 DISCUSSION 

The sections above have reviewed the available treatments for modelling the mass 

loss rate of wood inside a fire compartment. In general, two main burning regimes 

could occur in wood fires inside a compartment; these are a fuel surface controlled 

regime and a ventilation controlled regime (for densely packed cribs this would 

include a porosity controlled regime). 

For fuel surface controlled burning, the mass loss rate is modelled by using a constant 

regression rate where the mass loss rate is calculated as the product of the regression 

rate, the fuel density and the exposed surface area. Hence, both the surface area and 

thickness of the fuel are important parameters that determine the burning inside the 

compartment. Buchanan (1998) presented a single compartment fire study using the 

FASTlite computer program. Using the same regression rate, the same fuel load and 

the same vent opening for fuel with different thicknesses and surface areas, he showed 
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that the resultant compartment fire temperature profiles varied markedly. For fuel 

with a large exposed surface area and small thickness, the compartment fire is short 

and hot. For fuel with a small exposed surface area and larger thickness, the fire is 

likely to be longer and slightly cooler. 

For real occupancies, the furniture inside the compartment will have a variety of 

different surface areas and thicknesses. Following the above argument, furniture with 

a different geometry and shape is likely to produce different fires inside the 

compartment. For example, for the same regression rate, a desk that is made of thin 

panels will have a large exposed surface area and a small thickness resulting in a 

faster and shorter mass loss rate history than a fully filled bookshelf that has a much 

smaller exposed surface area and a large thickness. This phenomenon has been 

observed in actual fire sites where tables and chairs are burned away during the fire 

while bookshelves full of books are heavily charred but remain intact after the fire. 

From the modelling point of view, in order to produce a representative fire, a 

representative mass loss rate history of the burning fuel needs to be known. By 

applying a constant regression rate to model each individual furniture item, the 

general characteristic of the mass loss rate history pattern determined by the surface 

area and thickness can be accounted for. This presents the opportunity to study 

compartment fires with realistic wooden furniture other than wood cribs, which are 

not normally found in real occupancies. This will allow a more representative 

prediction of the fire gas temperature inside real occupancies. 

6.6 SUMMARY 

There are generally two burning regimes that could occur for wood burning inside a 

compartment. These regimes include (1) the fuel surface controlled regime, during 

which there is sufficient ventilation to bum all the available fuel, and the fuel mass 

loss rate is restricted by the available fuel surfaces, and (2) the ventilation controlled 

regime, during which there is insufficient ventilation available and the fuel mass loss 

rate as well as the burning rate are restricted by the available ventilation. For fuel 
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packages with finite shape and thickness, the fuel surfaces will be burned away during 

the course of the fire. This means a reduction in the remaining fuel surface area over 

time and hence a reduction in the mass loss rate. With the fuel surface area reducing 

over time, the fire could switch from being ventilation controlled to being fuel surface 

controlled. Hence an accurate description of the change of fuel surface area over time 

is important as it ultimately describes the mass loss rate history and hence the fire 

time-temperature history. Because realistic furniture has a complex shape and 

thickness, there is no simple way of describing the change of surface area over time. It 

is necessary to manually calculate the change of the surface area of individual 

components that makes up the furniture. In the CFIRE computer program, various 

realistic furniture items with their change of surface area and hence mass loss rate 

histories (such as shown in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6) are stored in the program 

library. The user can call upon these individual furniture mass loss rate histories for 

fire simulations. The maximum mass loss rate of wood during the ventilation 

controlled burning regime is set in accordance with Equations (6.14a) and (6.14b). 

The smaller of the fuel surface controlled and the ventilation controlled mass loss 

rates is used to evaluate the fire temperature. By accounting for the shapes and 

thicknesses of different furniture items, the behaviour of furniture fires can be studied. 

This will lead to a more representative prediction of the fire gas temperature inside 

real occupancies. 
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COMPARTMENT WITH ROOF VENT 

OPENING 

This chapter outlines the possible flow scenarios that could anse from a post

flashover compartment having both vertical and horizontal vent openings. An 

extended vent flow model that includes an additional horizontal roof vent opening is 

presented. The unstable phenomenon of bi-directional flow across the roof vent 

opening is briefly discussed. 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Previous compartment fire studies largely focussed on compartments with a single 

vertical door or window opening. However, in real occupancies, the compartment 

may have both horizontal and vertical vent openings. Horizontal vents can exist in the 

form of openings left by the melting of skylights, or the roof being burned through 

during the fire. 

There exist three possible flow scenarios for compartments with both horizontal and 

vertical vent openings. These scenarios are schematically shown in Figure 7 .1. 

Scenarios (a) and (b) represent the stable flow scenarios arising due to pressure 

differences resulting from temperature fields between the two stagnant environments 

under natural convection conditions. Scenario (c) represents unstable flow across the 

roof vent opening when the very small vertical opening is unable to provide adequate 

inflow to maintain the unidirectional outflow via the roof vent. A bi-directional flow 

occurs at the roof vent opening when the pressure difference across the roof vent 

opening is less than a critical value, such that the light hot gases do not have enough 

pressure exerted on them to counter the weight of the dense air above, thereby 

resulting in air flowing in through the roof vent opening. 
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(a} 

Figure 7.1 

(b) (c) 

Possible compartment vent flow scenarios with the existence of both 

horizontal and vertical vent openings. 

7.2 RESEARCH IMPETUS 

The existence of a roof vent opening is common in real buildings. Because it affects 

the overall ventilation to the compartment, a roof vent will have great implications on 

the post-flashover fire temperature and fire severity. 

There are very limited vent flow studies for post-flashover compartments with both 

vertical (wall) and horizontal (roof) openings. From the literature, the closest 

experimental study on this subject is that reported by Thomas et al (1963). Their tests 

involved a small-scale compartment of 0.76m by 0.46m by 0.46m high constructed 

with 12mm thick asbestos board. The compartment was open entirely at one end and 

could be partially closed with a sliding roof screen. On top of the compartment,· the 

rectangular roof vent opening had a fixed width of 0.38m across the compartment; its 

other dimension as well as its position on the roof could be varied. A fully developed 

fire was simulated using town gas which was distributed over the floor by jets broken 

up by fire brick. The objective was to find the depth of roof screen necessary to 

prevent the spilling of flame from a fully developed fire beneath the screen for 

different sizes and positions of the roof vent. The authors were effectively testing the 
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limiting condition for scenario (a), for which is also the onset of scenario (b), such 

that the outflow via the vertical opening vent just diminished. Only the fuel gas flow 

rate and the height of the opening beneath the roof screen were recorded in their tests. 

Magnusson and Thelandersson (1970) provided a nomogram to estimate air inflow 

rate for a compartment having both horizontal and vertical opening. The flow scenario 

they considered is restricted to flow scenario (a) in Figure 7 .1. However, their 

approach has not been validated with any experimental data. 

Before the impact of the roof vent on the resultant fire severity inside the 

compartment can be modelled and studied, a vent flow model that is capable of 

describing vent flows at different combinations of horizontal and vertical vent 

openings has to be established. 

7.3 ROOF VENT FLOW FORMULATIONS 

To establish a vent flow model for modelling a post-flashover compartment having 

both horizontal and vertical vent openings, the vent flow model for a single vertical 

wall vent opening (as given in Chapter 3) is extended to include an additional 

horizontal roof vent opening. 

Consider a well-mixed compartment with a wall opening as described in Chapter 3. 

Under natural convection conditions, vent flows arise due to pressure differences 

resulting from temperature fields between the two stagnant environments. By having 

an opening at the compartment wall, the outside cold ambient air flows into the 

compartment because of the pressure difference, and at the same time hot gases flow 

out of the opening to maintain the mass balance inside the compartment. There will be 

a point of zero pressure difference in the opening, referred to as the neutral plane. 

Below the neutral plane, the differential pressure in the compartment is negative 

(compared to outside) with air flowing in; and above the neutral plane, hot gases 

flowing out due to positive differential pressure in the compartment. If there is a roof 

vent opening, the positive differential pressure at the roof level will push the hot gases 
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out through the roof opening; the neutral plane will rise to allow more air inflow to 

match the increase in the outflows. Figure 7.2 depicts the flows for a compartment 

with both vertical and horizontal vent openings. The hydrostatic pressure distributions 

and the resulting velocity distributions across the vertical and horizontal vents are also 

shown, with the pressure difference across the roof vent being the hydrostatic pressure 

difference at the roof level, denoted as Mroof· The geometrical terms used in the 

figure are as follows: Hv is the vertical vent opening height, i.e. distance between the 

soffit and sill, (H.~-8); Zn is the neutral-plane height evaluated from the floor; and He is 

the compartment height evaluated from the floor to the roof. 

1 

Control volume Hydrostatic pressure distribution 

· Figure 7.2 Schematic representation of buoyancy flows for compartment with both 

roof and window opening. 

Considering the point 1 is level with the neutral-plane height and point 2 is just 

outside the roof opening, both are along an assumed streamline with a height different 

of Hc-Zn. The pressure at each point is 

~=Po 

Pz =Po- Pog(Hc -zJ 
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where Po is the atmospheric pressure at the neutral-plane level. 

Applying the Bernoulli equation along the streamline between the two points with 

negligible velocity for hot gases inside the fire compartment, v2:::::0 and p1 = P2 = pg, 

or 

{2M:; 
V 2 = V out ,roof = ~----;;;--

(7.1) 

where the pressure difference across the roof vent, llProof, is given in Equation (7.2), 

which is the hydrostatic pressure difference between the hot compartment and the 

outside ambient at the roof level. 

(7.2) 

The mass flow rate through the roof vent opening is therefore the product of the 

discharge coefficient of the roof vent, Cd,roof, the area of the roof vent, Av,roof, the 

density of the gas flow, pg, and the velocity, Vout,roof (Equation (7.1 )). This is given in 

Equation (7 .5). 

For a compartment with a single vertical window opening and a single horizontal roof 

opening, the mass flow rates for both inflow and outflow via the vertical window 

opening and the outflow via the horizontal roof opening are expressed as follows. 

(7.3) 
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(7.4) 

(7.5) 

Equations (7.3) and (7.4) are the mass flow rate expressions for the inflow and 

outflow via the vertical window vent. They are the same expressions for a 

compartment with a single vertical window vent. Equation (7 .5) is the mass flow rate 

for the outflow through the roof vent opening. There are four unknowns in these three 

equations, namely the neutral-plane height and the three mass flow rates. The steady

state mass balance equation given in Equation (7.6) provides the additional equation 

for solving these four unknowns. 

min,window + mp = mout,window + mout,roof (7.6) 

It can be seen that a limiting condition could be reached when the neutral-plane is at 

the soffit of the window opening, i.e. Zn=Hv+5. In this condition, there will be no 

outflow through the window vent and Equation (7.4) becomes zero. By substituting 

the remaining two vent flow equations (Equations (7.3) and (7.5)) into the mass 

balance equation (Equation (7.6)) with Zn=Hv+O, the condition necessary for the 

neutral-plane to be at the soffit of the window opening is 

(7.7) 

Equation (7.7) represents the limit for the flow scenario (a), which is also the onset of 

the flow scenario (b) as depicted in Figure 7 .1. This is the condition where the 

incoming air flows through the entire window opening area and all the hot gases are 

vented out through the roof vent opening. Note that when the right hand term of 

Equation (7.7) is greater than the vertical vent height, Hv, the neutral-plane will be 
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above the soffit of the opening. For Cd ~ Ci,roof and m p <<min, the flow scenario (b) of 

Figure 7.1 occurs when 

(7.8) 

or 

In this case, the hot gases outflow through the roof is still described using Equation 

(7.5), whereas the air inflow via the vertical opening is estimated as 

(7.9) 

where the inflow is driven by the hydrostatic pressure difference along the vent height 

as depicted in Figure 7.3 below. 

Figure 7.3 

Hydrostatic pressure distribution 

Schematic sketch showing the hydrostatic pressure difference profile at 

the vertical vent opening. 
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For a given vertical vent geometry and location relative to the roof vent opening, 

increasing the roof vent opening area increases the ventilation rate to the 

compartment. The neutral-plane height will rise accordingly so as to allow greater air 

inflow through the vertical window opening to match the outflow through the roof 

vent. According to the vent flow model, the maximum possible flow across the 

vertical wall opening for a given compartment gas temperature occurs when the 

neutral-plane height is close to the roof level, such that the hydrostatic pressure 

difference and hence the inflow across the vertical wall vent is at a maximum. 

However, with a high neutral-plane position, the pressure difference across the roof 

vent opening will be small (see Equation(7.2)). A critical pressure could be reached 

where the flow across the roof vent becomes unsteady, and air starts to flow into the 

compartment via the roof vent opening, i.e. the flow scenario (c) in Figure 7 .1. 

7 .3.1 Flood limit at roof vent 

The critical pressure difference that defines the boundary between unidirectional and 

bi-directional flow across the horizontal vent opening is referred as the critical flood 

pressure, I1Pfiood· Research studies by Emmons (1997) and Yamada (1997) have 

shown that this critical condition could be characterised using the Froude number at 

the roof vent opening. Following the definition by Yamada, the Froude number is 

defined as 

Fr voul,roof (7.10) 

where Vout,roof is the velocity across the roof vent opemng, g is the gravitational 

constant, D is the diameter of the roof vent opening, !1p is the density difference 

between the hot gases and cold ambient air and j5 is the average density between the 

hot gases and cold ambient air. 

Based on the data obtained from small-scale compartment fire experiments, Yamada 

(1997) gave the critical Froude number as 
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Frflwd ~ 0.274exp( 0.6987 j;) (7.11) 

This critical Froude number defines the boundary between the unidirectional flow 

regime and the bi-directional flow regime across the roof vent opening, such that for a 

Froude number at the roof vent greater than the critical value, Frflood, the flow across 

the roofvent is unidirectional. 

Substituting the critical Froude number correlation (Equation (7.11)) into the Froude 

number expression (Equation (7 .1 0) ), a critical velocity across the roof vent opening 

can be obtained; it is the minimum velocity required to maintain a unidirectional flow 

across the roof vent opening. 

(7.12) 

Substituting Equation (7 .12) into Equation (7 .1) gives the critical flood pressure, 

M flood, necessary to force a unidirectional outflow through the roof vent. This is given 

in Equation (7.13). 

(7.13) 

However, it should be noted that the flood limit given by Yamada (1997) should be 

regarded as indicative only because the temperature associated in his experiment was 

low (maximum temperature approximately 300°C) compared to post-flashover fire 

temperatures. Further research is needed to investigate the high temperature effect on 

the critical flood limit. 
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7.4 SUMMARY 

A compartment having both horizontal and vertical vent openings is a practical 

scenario that exists in real buildings. However, in the past very limited study has been 

done on this problem. A vent flow model for post-flashover compartment having both 

horizontal and vertical vent openings is presented here. Three geometrical parameters 

that affect the vent flows through the openings can been identified, namely the vent 

parameter, A, Jii: for the vertical vent opening, the roof vent opening area, Av,roof, 

and the square root of the depth of the downstand, i.e. the distance between the roof 

vent and the soffit height of the vertical vent, ~He- (H, + J). 

To the author's knowledge, mathematical vent flow models with a roof opening have 

not been extensively studied or verified. Since the presence of a roof vent opening 

could increase the air inflow into the compartment, it will have great implications for 

post-flashover fire temperatures and fire severity. Its importance has been shown in 

the New Zealand Building Code, such that AS1/C3 (BIA, 1992) provides the 

minimum structural fire resistance rating required for different combinations of 

vertical and horizontal vent openings. Experimental study of post-flashover 

compartment fires having both vertical and horizontal vent openings will provide 

better understanding of the effects on the fire by the roof vent opening. This will 

provide the first step towards the study of the fire severity inside a compartment with 

both types of opening. 

In the following chapters, the application of the vent flow equations (Equations (7.3), 

(7.4) and (7.5)) is examined using the results obtained from fire experiments. 
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ChapterS EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

This chapter outlines the context and scope of the experimental study performed. 

Details of the experiment layout, instrumentation and data reduction methods are 

presented. 

8.1 CONTEXT OF THE EXPERIMENTAl WORKS 

Compartments having both vertical and horizontal vent openmgs are practical 

scenarios that exist in real buildings. Vertical openings are usually windows or doors. 

Horizontal vents can exist in the form of openings left by the melting skylights or the 

roofbeing burned through during the fire. Currently, post-flashover compartment fire 

models such as COMPF2 and OZONE allow only vertical openings. To study post

flashover compartment fires, the ability to model practical ventilation openings is 

desirable. The vent flow formulations for a compartment having both vertical and 

horizontal vent openings have been presented in the Chapter 7. The experimental 

studies performed were used to verify these vent flow formulations, so that they could 

be incorporated into the proposed CFIRE post-flashover fire model. 

8.2 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

The primary objective of the experimental work was to obtain a series of vent flow 

data from various combinations of wall and roof openings. In particular, data for the 

air inflow through the wall vent into the compartment with the presence of a roof vent 

were required. These data sets are used to verify the vent flow formulations developed 

in Chapter 7. 
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As mentioned in Chapter 7, there are three possible flow scenarios that could occur in 

a compartment having both vertical and horizontal vent openings. The first two 

scenarios (Figure 7.1 (a) and (b)) are scenarios that are likely to be encountered in real 

buildings where the roof vent opening is not excessively large compared to the 

vertical wall opening. For this reason, the experimental work focussed on examining 

these vent flow scenarios. No attempt was made to study the third scenario (Figure 7.1 

(c)) which involves bi-directional flow across the roof vent opening, and which is a 

large research topic in its own right 

The experiments were conducted using a reduced scale compartment having internal 

dimensions of lm high by lm wide by 1.5m deep. This scale was used because, 

firstly, it was easier to manage in the sense of experimental safety and secondly, it 

would create a "well stirred" fire environment inside the compartment, closer to the 

assumption made in the derivation of the vent flow formulations. The compartment 

was fitted with a centrally located adjustable roof vent and a door vent flush with the 

floor level. Three sizes of door vent were used in the test programme. These three 

door vents all had a width of 250mm but with different heights, ranging from 450mm 

(Door 1), 250mm (Door 2) and 125mm (Door 3). Each of these doors was tested 

against different roof vent sizes. The tests conducted are presented in Table 8.1. Only 

one test was made for each setup except DIR400, which was tested twice. 
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Table 8.1 Testing matrix. 

Door vent Depth of Roof vent opening diameter 

the down- Omm 150mm 250mm 300mm 350mm 400mm 

stand 

between 

the roof 

and the 

soffit 

Door1 550mm ../ ../ ../ ../ ../../ 

H:450mm (DIRO) (01 R150) (01 R250) (D1R300) (01 R400) 

W:250mm 

Door2 750mm ../ ../ ../ 

H:250mm (02R150) (D2R250) (02R300) 

W:250mm 

Door3 875mm ../ ../ ../ 

H:125mm (D3R250) (D3R300) (D3R350) 

W:250mm 

It was envisaged that the Door 1 experimental series would produce the flow scenario 

as depicted in Figure 7.1 (a) where the neutral-plane was in the door opening with 

inflow and outflow occurring at the door vent and outflow through the roof vent; the 

Door 3 experimental series would produce the flow scenario as depicted in Figure 7.1 

(b) where the neutral-plane was high above the door opening with inflow through the 

entire door vent and outflow through the roof vent; and the Door 2 experimental series 

would produce the intermediate condition between the two scenarios where the 

neutral-plane height was close to the soffit of the door vent. By covering the possible 

flow conditions across the spectrum between flow scenario (a) and (b), thus provided 

a platform to verify the vent flow formulations. 

A heptane pool was used as the fire source. The compartment temperature 

measurements were made with bare-wire thermocouple trees inside the compartment 

and the vent flow was measured using type-S pitot tubes located at the openings. The 

measurements were logged during the entire fire duration in every test. The tests were 

conducted inside the Fire Engineering Laboratory at the University of Canterbury. 
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Details of the test compartment and instrumentation are described in the following 

sections. 

8.3 EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT 

8.3.1 Test compartment 

The fire experiment was conducted usmg a reduced-scale compartment with an 

internal dimension of lm wide by lm high by 1.5m deep. The entire compartment 

was lined with two layers of kaowool blanket sandwiched between a layer of kaowool 

vacuum board on the fire side and a thin stainless steel sheet on the ambient side; with 

the exception of the floor and the front door panel where these two boundaries were 

lined with two layers of kaowool vacuum board on the stainless steel sheet. Both the 

kaowool vacuum board and the stainless steel sheet acted to hold the lining in place 

inside the compartment. This is shown schematically in Figure 8.1. Both the kaowool 

blanket and the vacuum board had a thickness of25mm per layer. 

lOOOmm 

Stainless steel sheet 

Kaowool blanket 

Kaowool board 

I 

FRONT ELEVATION 

Figure 8.1 Cross section of the test compartment. 
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The test compartment had two adjustable vent openings, a door vent and a circular 

roof vent. The door vent was placed at the front end of the compartment flush with the 

floor; and the roof vent was placed at the centre of the roof. The height of the door 

vent was adjusted using an extra piece of kaowool board to block part of the opening, 

thereby changing the size of the door vent. 

Since the roof vent opening was located at the centre of the roof, in order to facilitate 

the change of roof vent sizes during different tests, an adjustable roof vent was 

designed. This involved a series of 75mm deep stainless steel rings being cut to form 

the passage for the roof vent. The depth of these rings was the same as the thickness 

of the roof. The size difference between each ring was a 50mm increment in diameter. 

An additional lip was welded on the outer edge of the ring forming a flange. When 

these rings were slotted into one another, an adjustable circular vent was formed such 

that taking out the smallest ring increased the circular vent size by one ring size, i.e. 

an increment of 50mm in diameter. Kaowool ropes were used to wrap around the 

outside of each ring along the ring depth. This produced a tight-fit between rings to 

prevent leakage, as well as ensuring central positioning for every opening size. The 

largest roof vent opening for the fire experiment was 400mm in diameter, and the 

smallest was 150mm in diameter. This adjustable roof vent opening is shown in 

Figure 8.2. The test compartment layout is shown in Figure 8.3. 

Figure 8.2 Adjustable roof vent. 
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. 
---~ 

Figure 8.3 The test compartment layout. 

8.3.2 Fire source 

A pan of 300mm diameter with a lip of 50mm was employed. This corresponded to 

the large pool scenario, i.e. the diameter exceeding 200mm, where the radiation from 

the flame becomes the dominant mode of heat transfer to the pool surface. Kaowool 

rope was wrapped around the outside circumference of the pan up to the lip height to 

minimise edge effects. The pan was placed at the centre-back of the compartment. 

Heptane (C7H16) liquid fuel was used to produce the fire. The fuel was fed to the pan 

from two fuel tanks outside the compartment via a header tank system. The header 

tank system had two tubes, where the inner tube was connected directly to the 

underside of the fuel pan, and the level height of the inner tube corresponded to the 

fuel level inside the pan, was set as 20mm from the bottom of the pan. To maintain 

the fuel level inside the pan during the experiment, a pump was used to constantly fill 

the inner tube of the header tank with fuel from the fuel tanks. The excessive fuel was 

drained back into the fuel tank via a return tube. This is shown schematically in 

Figure 8.4. 
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The two fuel tanks were placed on an electronic load scale that was connected to the 

data logging system. The mass of fuel remaining inside the tanks was continuously 

logged during the experiment. 

Header tank setup 

Fuel supply via pump 

Fuel pan inside the compartment 

Fuel level 

Excess fuel drained 

back to fuel tank 

Connecting line 

Figure 8.4 Schematic representation of the header tank system. 

8.4 INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION 

8.4.1 Universal Data logging System 

The Universal Data Logging (UDL) system was designed and built at the University 

of Canterbury. It is a general-purpose data logging system with the ability to log 

various sensing devices ranging from strain gauges to thermocouples. The logging 

system consists of both hardware and software components. The hardware component 

includes the multiplexing plug-in boxes for the different sensing devices, and the 

software component includes the UDL programme where the appropriate calibration 

factors and the sampling interval for these different sensing devices are set. 
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In this experimental series, the UDL programme was run from a Pentium notebook 

computer running under Windows 98. The data sampling-interval was set as 1 second, 

i.e. data was logged every second. 

8.4.2 Temperature measurements 

The compartment temperature measurements were made with 0.5mm diameter bare

bead wire thermocouples. Type-K wire was used, as its operating temperature is 

between -250°C and 1100°C (Childs, 2001). Three thermocouple trees each 

consisting of 10 equally spaced thermocouples along the height of the compartment 

were used to measure the fire gas temperature inside the compartment. The vertical 

displacement between each thermocouple was 1 OOmm, with the highest and the 

lowest thermocouples 50mm from the roof and the floor respectively. One 

thermocouple tree was positioned in the front comer 80mm away from the front door 

panel, the other thermocouple tree in the middle of the longitudinal plane of the 

compartment and the third thermocouple tree in the back comer 40mm from the back 

wall. The thermocouples on the two comer trees were held using 6mm diameter steel 

tubes with the thermocouple bead protruding 1 Omm outside the protective tube which 

extended lOOmm from the wall boundary. The thermocouples for the middle tree 

were held using 3mm stainless steel tubes that extended 500mm from the side wall to 

the centre of the compartment. Because of the large distance from the wall, a 

supporting tube placed 150mm from the wall was used to hold the thermocouple in 

place. It was noted that during the experiment, due to the high temperatures inside the 

compartment, the stainless steel tubes holding the thermocouples in the middle tree 

sagged substantially. In particular, a vertical displacement of up to 1 OOmm was 

observed for tubes at the top portion of the tree. Therefore, care should be exercised 

when interpreting the respective position of the temperature measured in the middle of 

the compartment. For the thermocouple trees at the comers, no sagging was observed< 

Figure 8.5 shows the locations of the thermocouple trees inside the compartment. 
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Figure 8.5 Locations of thermocouple trees inside the compartment. 

Pitts et al (1998) have shown that a bare-bead thermocouple is likely to experience a 

measurement error due to radiation exchange between the surrounding and the 

thermocouple. To reduce the effect of external radiative exchange on a thermocouple, 

the thermocouple has to be shielded from the radiation, while increasing the 

convective exchange between the gas and the thermocouple; in doing so, the 

temperature indicated by the thermocouple would be closer to the true gas 

temperature (Blevins and Pitts, 1999). An aspirated thermocouple is a sophisticated 

version of the bare wire thermocouple that employs this idea. It has a thermocouple 

shielded inside a steel tube, with the gas to be measured being pulled axially through 

the tube using a pump. ASTM (1998) recommends that the gas flow inside the tube be 

maintained near 5rn!s, to allow accurate temperature measurement. This velocity is 

disputed by Blevins and Pitts (1999) but no practical guidance is given. 

A reversed air blower was used as a suction pump to pull the air through the aspirated 

thermocouples. Using a mounting with ten aspirated thermocouples, each with an 

internal diameter of 5mm, the suction capability of the air blower was tested using a 

flow meter. Under ambient condition, the blower was found to provide a velocity of 

approximately 6.7m/s through each aspirated thermocouple, which was sufficient to 

meet the ASTM recommendation. Initially, five aspirated thermocouples were 

installed inside the compartment for measuring the compartment gas temperature; two 
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were installed at the back comer, two at the front comer and one right at the centre of 

the compartment space. The two aspirated thermocouples installed at each comer 

were located adjacent to the second highest and the second lowest positions of the 

respective bare-bead wire thermocouple tree. Three aspirated thermocouples were 

placed at the door vent and two at the roof vent for measuring the temperature at the 

vent flows. Copper tubes were used to connect the aspirated thermocouples to the 

inlet port of the air blower acting as a suction pump. A water bath was used to cool 

the hot gases in the copper tubes before entering the blower. This is schematically 

shown in Figure 8.6. 

Copper tubes conneeted to the inlet ports 

Hot gas pulled through aspirated 

thennocounles --+ -----., 

Figure 8.6 Schematic representation of aspirated thermocouple setup. 

During the course of the experiments, three aspirated thermocouples inside the 

compartment at the back comer and the centre, together with the two aspirated 

thermocouples at the roof vent were damaged and were not replaced. With regard to 

the compartment fire temperature, since the aspirated temperature data set was partial, 

bare-bead wire temperature measurement was taken to represent the fire gas 

temperature inside the compartment. The three aspirated thermocouples at the door 

vent were operational and their measurements were used for velocity measurement 

purposes. 
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8.4.3 Vent flow measurements 

To measure the mass flow rates across the vent openings, temperature and velocity 

measurements at the vent are required. Traditionally, the velocity in fluid flow is 

measured using the standard pitot-static tube that gives accurate velocity 

measurement. However, in a compartment fire experiment, the standard pitot-static 

tube has two primary limitations: (1) it has small impact or sensing holes; and (2) it is 

a single direction measuring instrument. In the compartment fire situation, soot is a 

concern as it could block the small holes on the standard pitot-static tube, which could 

result in erratic velocity measurements. Apart from this, the flow direction across the 

vent could change during the course of fire. Since the standard pitot-static tube is a 

single direction measuring instrument, it will not be able to respond to the change of 

the flow direction. The robustness of the standard pi tot-tube in the fire environment is 

also a concern. 

The standard McCaffrey and Heskestad (1976) bi-directional probe is typically used 

in compartment fire experiments. It has a size of 7/8 inch or 22mm probe diameter. 

For the purpose of measuring the vent flows in the scaled down fire compartment, the 

standard McCaffrey and Heskestad (1976) bi-directional probe was considered too big 

because it could interfere with the actual flow when multiple probes are positioned at 

the vent openings. Scaling down the standard bi-directional probe would involve 

labour intensive work in manufacturing, such as welding the joint between the 

supporting tubes and the pressure taps on the sensing tubes. The joint would also have 

to be reasonably clean of burr to ensure minimal disturbance in the pressure 

differential measurements. 

The type-S pitot tube is a type of velocity probe that has been used in stack gas 

velocity measurement in duct systems. It consists of two stainless steel tubes with 

impact or sensing holes orientated at 180° angles to one another. Its basic operating 

principal is similar to the bi-directional probe, having a sensing hole facing upstream 

measuring the stagnation pressure and a sensing hole facing downstream measuring 

the static pressure. However, the manufacturing of the type-S pitot tube is more 

straightforward than the bi-directional probe, as the type-S pitot tube does not require 

wielding between the support tubes and the sensing tube. Rather, the end edges of 
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support tubes are bent such that they form pressure taps themselves. The 

manufacturing specifications for the type-S pitot tube allow a minimum external 

tubing diameter down to 3/16 inch or 4.8mm which is much smaller than the standard 

bi-directional probe. With these attributes, the type-S pitot tube presents an attractive 

alternative for reduced-scale compartment fire application. The manufacturing 

specifications for the type-S pitot tube can be found from the Emission Measurement 

Center- Codes of Federal Regulations (EMC-CFR) promulgated test methods for 

type-S pitot tube on the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEP A) 

website: http://www.epa.gov/ttn/emc/tmethods.html. 

The type-S pitot tube used in this experiment was fabricated using a 1/4 inch or 

6.35mm external diameter stainless steel tube as shown in Figure 8.7. Two 

thermocouples were mounted on the probe by tacking smaller hollow tubes between 

the upper and lower sides of the two support tubes, which thermocouple wires were 

run through and correctly located at the sensing point. The calibration was done in the 

wind tunnel. The probe correction factor, Ccaltb, is defined as 

pv2 
M=Ccaub x2 

where M is the pressure differential measured between the stagnation and static 

pressure measured by the probe, and p and v are the density and velocity of the flow. 

From the calibration exercise, it was found that the calibration factor, Ccaltb, varied 

with the Reynolds number (based on the diameter of the probe), such that at low 

Reynolds number, Re<700, Ccaltb;:::;1.59, and for high Reynolds number, Re>lOOO, 

Ccalib;:::;l.90. Details on probe testing and calibration can be found in Appendix C. 
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Figure 8.7 Type-S pitot tube used in the experiment. 

The type-S pitot tubes were positioned on a rack mounted at each vent opening. Since 

the rack was mounted flush on the face of the vent, offset by the rack thickness, the 

actual probe position (from the centre between the two support tubes) was 15mm 

away from the face of the vent. The typical position of the type-S pitot tubes at the 

door vent and roof vent are shown in Figure 8.8 (a) and (b) respectively. At the largest 

door vent (Door 1 ), seven type-S pi tot tubes were located at positions traversing 

vertically along the centre of the opening, they were spaced 63mm apart vertically 

with the 1st probe (i.e. the bottom probe at floor level) and the ih probe (i.e. the top 

probe) approximately 35mm from the respective boundary. Three aspirated 

thermocouples were installed at the locations of the 2nd, 4th and 6th probes. (Note that 

at DIR400 test, only two aspirated thermocouples at the locations of the 2nd and 6th 

probes were operational). For the intermediate door vent setting (Door 2), four type-S 

pitot tubes were used with two aspirated thermocouples installed at the locations of 

the 2nd and 4th probes; for the small door vent (Door 3), two type-S pitot tubes were 

used with one aspirated thermocouple at the 2nd probe position. At the roof vent, the 

type-S pi tot tubes were placed along the longitudinal direction of the compartment on 

top of the opening. The number and position of these type-S pitot tubes placed at the 

roof vent varied according to the size of the roof vent involved. Details of the type-S 

pitot tube positions for each test can be found in Appendix D. 
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(a) At door vent opening (b) At roof vent opening 

Figure 8.8 Velocity probes placement at the vent openings. 

Each velocity probe, (the type-S pitot tube), was connected to a pressure transducer 

for pressure differential measurement. The pressure transducers used were MKS 

Baratron Type 223B bi-directional pressure transducer. The pressure transducers were 

mounted at the same level as the respective velocity probes to minimise the possible 

error incurred in pressure readings due to hydrostatic pressure difference. The 

pressure transducer layout is shown in Figure 8.9. These transducers were orientated 

in such a way that a positive pressure differential measured on the probe denoted flow 

into the compartment (i.e. +ve velocity) and a negative differential denoted flow out 

of the compartment (i.e. -ve velocity). 
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Figure 8.9 Layout of the pressure transducers. 

8.4.4 Final layout 

The experiments were conducted in the Fire Engineering Laboratory in the University 

of Canterbury. The final experimental layout is shown schematically in Figure 8.10. 
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Figure 8.10 General layout of the experiment. 
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8.5 DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES 

8.5.1 Vent flows 

The directional coordinates used in the data analysis are shown in Figure 8.11: x is the 

direction along the width of the compartment; y along the height of the compartment; 

and z along the depth of the compartment. For convenience, the coordinate origin is 

taken at the centre of the door at the sill level. 

z 

Figure 8.11 The definition of the directional convention used. 

The mass flow rates across the vents were determined using the gas flow velocity 

profiles measured at the openings. In the case of a door vent, a neutral plane could 

exist separating the inflow and outflow across the opening. The neutral plane height, 

Zn, was the position of zero pressure differential, i.e. zero velocity. It was estimated 

by interpolating between the two velocity probes that registered opposite flow 

directions. Both the mass inflow and outflow rates were determined by integrating the 

mass centreline velocity, pv, over the height of inflow (Zn) and outflow (Hv-Zn) 

respectively. The flow density, p, was calculated assuming ideal gas behaviour by 

using the temperature measured from the aspirated thermocouples interpolated to the 

respective positions of the velocity probes. The density and temperature relationship 

based on the ideal gas behaviour is as follows: 
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p = 353/T (in Kelvin) (8.1) 

The experimental mass flows are (after Quintiere and DenBraven, 1978) 

min door = wJ z, p(y )v{y )dy 
' 0 

(8.2) 

mout,door W J Hv p{y )v(y )dy 
z, 

(8.3) 

Because the vertical spacing between each velocity probe in the opening was small, 

i.e. ~63mm, a simple rectangle rule (or one point rule) was used for the integration. 

The approximation for Equations (8.2) and (8.3) are given in Equations (8.4) and (8.5) 

respectively where i stands for the particular i-th velocity probe with the 

corresponding flow velocity, v1, and density, Pt measured. The y 1 is the distance 

interval between adjacent velocity probes. This is schematically shown in Figure 8.12. 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 
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-ve mass velocity (pv): +ve mass velocity (pv): 

Outflow Inflow 

Figure 8.12 Schematic representation for mass flow rates calculations. 

Graphically, it is the same as assigning a coverage area for each probe, such that the 

flow across the assigned area was assumed to have the same velocity and temperature 

(density) as measured by that particular probe. This is shown in Figure 8.13. 

A1 
I 

~ 
I 

I 

As I 

A4 
I 

A1 
I 

A2 
I 

AI 
I 

Figure 8.13 Velocity probes and coverage areas at the door vent opening. 
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The velocity probes placed in the roof vent opening were to gather information on the 

velocity distribution across the opening, which has not been documented in the 

literature. At the roof vent openings, typically four velocity probes were used for 

measuring the velocity distribution across the opening, except that the smallest 

opening (150mm~) used only one probe to prevent potential interference with the 

flow. Because the velocity distribution across the roof vent was unknown and could 

be different from that in a pipe flow, the measuring technique used in the pipe flow 

measurement such as the "log-linear" method was not used. Three of the probes were 

positioned along the z-direction; one at the centre of opening and the remaining two 

equally spaced from the centre along the z-axis. The fourth probe was placed at some 

distance off the centre along the x-axis. This is shown schematically in Figure 8.14. In 

order to make a first approximation of the roof vent mass flow rate from the velocities 

measured, with the four probes setup, the circular roof opening was divided into 5 

equal areas such that three probes covered one-fifth of the opening area each. The 

fourth probe along the x-axis was assumed to cover two-fifths of the opening area, 

assuming symmetry along the z-axis. The flow density at the roof vent was estimated 

using the bare-bead thermocouples mounted on the velocity probes. The total mass 

flow rate across the roof vent opening was calculated using Equation (8.6). This 

treatment assumes that the velocity measured by each probe is a representative 

velocity over the assigned "coverage area". Details of the probe placements for each 

test can be found in Appendix D. 

(8.6) 
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Assumed by symmetry 
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Figure 8.14 Velocity probes and coverage areas at the roof vent opening. 

Note that these mass flow rates across the roof vent, maut,raaf, were not used in the 

subsequent analysis of the results. This is because the velocity measured at each of the 

probe location does not seem to represent the averaged value over the assigned 

"coverage area" due to the small number of sampling points. Apart from the 

measurement locations, there were also problems with the data resulting from soot 

building up on the velocity probes and uncertainties due to the very high temperature 

of the velocity probes. New techniques for measuring gas flows across roof vent 

openings at very high temperatures need to be addressed by future research. 

8.5.2 Fuel mass loss rate 

Fuel mass loss history was monitored continuously usmg the load cell. The 

instantaneous mass loss rate at some time ti, m(ti), was calculated using a 5-point 

least squares fit of the mass loss data given in Equation (8.7) where i is a gtven 

measured data point, m is the mass at i and t is the time at i. 
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(8.7) 

mi = -=;::.....:.. __ ---'.;:.::::.....!'----'-""'--::''--

i+2 

5 l:(t,Y 
n=i-2 

8.6 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Before every experiment, compressed air was used to clean the soot on the velocity 

probes and to purge the residue inside the aspirated thermocouples and their 

respective suction lines. The velocity probes were then positioned at the openings, 

followed by zeroing the relevant pressure transducers. The data logging channels were 

checked to make sure they were registering appropriate readings. Two filled fuel 

tanks were placed on the load cell, and the fuel pan inside the compartment was then 

filled. The fan in the exhaust hood and the air blower for the aspirated thermocouples 

was then switched on. 

The data logging system was activated three minutes before the fuel pan was lit to 

include pre-fire data. After the pan was lit, the fuel pump was activated to maintain a 

constant head in the header tank, and therefore the fuel level inside the fuel pan. The 

fire experiments generally ran for 30 to 40 minutes duration. It is acknowledged that 

the tests did not reach steady state after this duration. The experimental fire duration 

was limited by the capacity of the fuel tanks as well as by the precautions taken to 

prevent permanent structural damage to the test compartment due to the high gas 

temperatures generated during the experiments. 
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DOOR 1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

AND ANALYSIS 

This chapter describes the observations made during the Door 1 experimental series. 

The summarised experimental results from this particular test series are presented and 

analysed. A simplified vent flow equation for a compartment having both horizontal 

and vertical vent openings is deduced. Complete experimental data is available in a 

separate report by Yii (2002). 

9.1 DOOR 1 EXPERIMENTAL SERIES 

As shown in Table 8.1, the Door 1 experimental series involved a door vent opening 

of 450mm high by 250mm wide tested against five different sizes of roof vent 

openings. The diameters of roof vent opening tested include: Omm (no roof vent, 

DlRO), 150mm (D1R150), 250mm (DlR250), 300mm (D1R300) and 400mm 

(D1R400). 

Of these experiments, D1R400 was conducted twice during the preliminary 

compartment and equipment setup. It was found that for both of these experiments, 

the initial header tank feeding system did not produce adequate fuel supply into the 

fuel pan, such that the fuel mass loss rate was dictated by the pumping rate of the fuel 

pump rather than at a rate that was driven by the fire environment inside the 

compartment. This problem was later rectified by replacing the initial supply tube that 

connected the header tank and the fuel pan with a larger diameter tube and a larger 

hole at the bottom of the pan. D1R400 was not repeated with the improved fuel 

supply system due to time constraint. The fuel supply for the rest of the Door I series 

experiments was expected to keep up with the rate imposed by the fire environment 

inside the compartment, therefore producing the natural compartment enhancing fires. 
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9.1.1 Observations 

The pattern of the growth phase was very similar for all the tests in the Door 1 

experimental series. Typically, after the pan was lit, smoke was seen flowing out of 

the roof vent, and all the air was flowing into the compartment via the door vent, i.e. 

no outflow at the door vent was observed. A smoke layer was seen to gradually build

up inside the compartment descending towards the soffit of the door opening. Flame 

was occasionally observed at the roof vent and at the same time smoke started to spill 

out of the door vent. Continuous flame was seen at the roof vent before the flame 

extended out of the door vent. This was the scenario where the neutral-plane was in 

the vertical door opening with inflow and outflow occurring at the door vent and 

outflow through the roof vent, i.e. the flow scenario (a) in Figure 7.1. Figure 9.1 is a 

photo of the D1R150 experiment showing the aforementioned flow scenario with the 

neutral-plane in the door vent opening. 

Figure 9.1 Photo of the 01 R150 experiment. 

A trend could be observed over this experimental series. With the increase in roof 

vent size, an increased amount of hot gases in the form of flame was vented out of the 

compartment through the roof opening. Consequentially, a reduction of outflow was 
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observed at the door vent indicating a rise in the neutral-plane position at the door. 

Therefore, increased air inflow through the door was expected with the increase in 

roof vent size. 

For all of the Door 1 experiments with the roof vent opening, the upper hot layer for 

each experiment was observed to descend close to the floor level. Of these 

experiments, the D1R400 experiments were seen to have a "brighter" fire 

environment compared to the "yellowish-brown" fire environment observed in the 

rest of the Door 1 experiments. This bright fire environment appeared to be a result of 

a hotter fire environment due to the combination of a larger vent opening and a lower 

fuel supply rate (due to fuel system not keeping up) resulting in more efficient 

combustion inside the compartment. 

During the Door 1 experimental series, bundles of soot were found to attach to the 

velocity probes placed in the roof vent and to the velocity probes in the door vent. The 

effects of soot on the vent flow measurements are discussed in the section to follow. 

9.1.2 Temperatures inside the compartment 

Figure 9.2, Figure 9.3 and Figure 9.4 show the temperature histories measured from 

the three bare-bead wire thermocouple trees for experiment D1R250 as an example. 

The temperatures are plotted for 5 of the 10 thermocouples from each tree starting 

from 150mm off the floor and spaced 200mm apart. The temperature histories are 

typical of the Door 1 experimental series with a roof vent opening. It can be seen that 

after the ignition of the pool, the temperature inside the compartment rises quickly 

within the first five minutes. The temperature continues to rise as the fire progresses 

and becomes reasonably well established after 10 minutes, as indicated by smaller 

temperature changes over time compared to the period before 5 minutes. As the fire 

progresses, the temperature begins to plateau. However, in the Door 1 experimental 

series, the steady state condition was not achieved over the test duration (the duration 

is limited by either the fuel tank capacity or precautions taken to prevent structural 

damage to the test compartment due to the high gas temperature generated during the 

experiments). The overall compartment temperature history is represented by 
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averaging the 30 thermocouple measurements from the three bare-bead wire 

thermocouple trees inside the compartment. 
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Temperature history for the front thermocouple tree closest to the door 

vent for the 01 R250 experiment. The legend gives the height of each 

respective thermocouple measured from the floor. 
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Temperature history for the middle thermocouple tree for the 01 R250 

experiment. The legend gives the height of each respective 

thermocouple measured from the floor. 
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Reviewing the logged temperature data, it was found that in experiments D 1 R350, 

D1R400a and D1R400b, some thermocouples at the back thermocouple tree furthest 

away from the door vent were registering ooc. This was due to the temperature 

exceeding 1200°C, which was the maximum temperature setting in the UDL data 

logging system. Figure 9.5 shows the temperature history for the back thermocouple 

tree furthest away from the door vent, for the DlR400b experiment as an example. 

The legend gives the height of each respective thermocouple measured from the floor. 

It can be seen that the four thermocouples at a height greater than 650mm would have 

exceeded the maximum temperature setting of 1200°C set in the UDL data logging 

system. Since the compartment fire temperature is represented by the averaged 

temperature using the 30 thermocouple measurements from the three bare-bead wire 

thermocouple trees inside the compartment, these 0°C reading were manually 

changed to 1200°C rather than being ignored. This was to obtain a more 

representative average temperature. 
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Figure 9.5 Temperature history for the back thermocouple tree furthest away from the 

door vent for the 01 R400b experiment. The legend gives the height of each 

respective thermocouple measured from the floor. 
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9.1.3 Vent flows at door 

Vent flows across the openings were calculated using the velocity and the temperature 

profiles measured at the openings. At the Door 1 opening ( 450mm high by 250mm 

wide), seven equally spaced velocity probes with vertical displacements of 63mm 

between each probe were placed along the centreline of the door. Because the 

environment inside the compartment was very hot, the bare-bead thermocouples 

mounted on the velocity probes were expected to experience significant radiation 

effects. Therefore, the temperature at each probe location was interpolated using the 

temperature measured by the aspirated thermocouples mounted on the door. The mass 

flow rates were calculated using the rectangular mid-point integration rule as 

described in Chapter 8. Note that over the entire Door 1 opening series, the Reynolds 

numbers at the door opening (based on the diameter of the velocity probe, 6.35mm), 

ranges from close to 0 (for the probe close to the neutral plane) to about 700 (for the 

probe at the lowest position of the door). This is within the calibration range and the 

calibration constant, Cca!ib~1.59, is appropriate for data reduction purposes. 

Figure 9.6 shows the mass flow rate history for the DlRO experiment without a roof 

vent, which is the base case scenario. The averaged air inflow rate via the door vent 

over the period between 20 and 30 minute was 0.033kg/s with a fuel mass loss rate of 

0.007kg/s. This is the period where the temperature rise inside the compartment over 

time was small, i.e. not yet steady but plateauing towards the steady state. 

For a compartment with a single vertical vent opening, the air inflow rate can be 

estimated using the following approximated equation: 

Since the fuel-air mass ratio in this test was approximately 0.2, i.e. 0.007/0.033, from 

the vent flow analysis performed in Chapter 3, for a fuel-air mass ratio of 0.2 and the 

discharge coefficient at the door, Cd, taken to be 0.68, the coefficient C-value is about 

0.45 over the temperature range between 600°C and 1200°C. The experimental result 

compares well with the air inflow rate of 0.034kg/s predicted by the equation. It was 
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therefore concluded that the data reduction procedure used for analysing the door vent 

flow was sound. 
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Compartment mass flows 
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Mass flows histories for the D1RO experiment. 

Note that Figure 9.6 shows a slight decrease in the outflow after 15 minutes. Closer 

examination of the data suggested that the top velocity probe at the door opening was 

affected by the soot accumulating on the probe. The effects of soot on the vent flow 

measurements are discussed in the following section. 

9.1.4 Effects from soot build-up 

Visual observations had found that soot could attach and accumulate along the length 

of the velocity probes which protruded into the perimeter of the vent opening, in 

particular, on the top two probes at the door opening and the probes at the roof 

opening. Analysing the data shows that the soot build up on the probes could affect 

the vent flow measurement in two different ways. In some cases, the soot could block 

the sensing holes of the velocity probes resulting in lower pressure differential 

readings than expected. In other cases, especially for probes located at the roof vent 
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opening, the accumulation of the soot on the probe could physically block the flow 

through the roof vent and the air inflow through the door vent was restricted as a 

consequence. These effects are described below. 

For the velocity probes at the door vent, using the DlRO experiment as example, 

Figure 9.7 presents the pressure readings recorded at probe P-7 (the velocity probe 

located at the highest position at the door). The low pressure differential 

measurements after the 15 minute period could be attributed to soot blocking the 

impact sensing hole on the velocity probe. Therefore the measurement of the mass 

flow rate out of the door vent was slightly lower than expected from the mass balance 

as shown in Figure 9.6. 

Figure 9.7 

P-7 

Time (minute) 

Pressure differential reading on P-7 (at the door vent) during the 01 RO 

experiment. 

For the velocity probes at the roof vent, the accumulation of soot on the probes not 

only affected the pressure differential measurements, but it also affected the air inflow 

via the door vent as a consequence. Using the D1R300 experiment for example, 

Figure 9.8 presents the pressure readings recorded at probe P-13 (the velocity probe 
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located off centre along the x-direction at the roof vent). This figure shows that soot 

was clogging on probe P-13 from approximately 20 minutes onwards, where the 

pressure differential measured was close to zero. The positive pressure differential 

seen during the soot blockage period was likely to be the result of the bi-directional 

behaviour of the velocity probe rather than an inflow through the roof vent as 

continuous outflow through the roof vent opening was observed during this period. 

With soot blocking the impact sensing hole of the probe facing into the vent opening, 

any fluctuation downstream could be picked up by the reverse facing sensing hole, 

thereby registering the positive pressure differential readings. Figure 9.9 presents the 

mass flow rates measured across the door vent during the D 1R300 experiment. The 

soot accumulated on the velocity probes at the roof vent appeared to reduce the 

effective roof vent opening area, thereby forcing more outflow through the door vent. 

This can be seen in Figure 9.10 where the neutral plane (estimated by interpolating 

between the two velocity probes that registered opposite flow direction at the door 

opening) was lowered at about the same time. As a consequence, the air inflow rate 

was reduced. 
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Figure9.8 

P-13 

Time (minute) 

Pressure differential reading on P-13 (at the roof vent) during the 

01 R300 experiment. 
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Mass flows across door vent 
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Figure 9.9 Mass flow rates measured at door vent during the D1R300 experiment. 
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Figure 9.10 Neutral-plane height measured during the 01 R300 experiment. 
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9.1.5 Vent flow at roof vent 

For all the Door 1 experimental tests, the fire environment was well mixed and the 

vent flows across the openings were stable and well established. Under such 

conditions, the compartment as a system was approaching a quasi-steady state and the 

mass flowing into and out of the compartment had to be balanced. The mass balance 

equation requires the net mass flow across the door vent opening plus the fuel mass 

flow to equal the mass flow leaving via the roof vent. This is given in Equation (9.1) 

as follows: 

(9.1) 

However, analysing the roof vent flow data showed that in all Door 1 cases tested, 

mout,roof (evaluated using Equation (8.6)) was greater than ( rhin,aoor - rhout,door + rhp ). A 

factor in the order of 0.5 to 0.7 would have to be applied to mout,roof in order to satisfy 

the mass balance (Equation (9.1)). 

The reason for this discrepancy is not clear, but it is likely to relate to the data 

reduction method used as well as a combination of several factors associated with the 

velocity measurements. The data reduction method employed has assumed that the 

velocity measured by each probe on the roof vent opening is the representative 

velocity for the assigned "coverage area" in the opening. However, since there were a 

limited number of probes being placed in the roof vent and the outside probes were 

not placed close to the edge of the opening, the whole velocity distribution over the 

roof vent opening remains unknown. The overestimation of roof vent flow rate seems 

likely to stem from using the velocities measured by those outside probes as 

representative velocities for the "coverage areas" around the edge of the opening. 

Apart from the data reduction method, there are several other factors associated with 

the velocity measurements which could have contributed to this discrepancy. The 

main differences in the measurement of mass flow across the roof vent compared with 

the wall vent include the shape of the opening, i.e. the circular roof vent versus the 

rectangular door vent, the location of the velocity probes at these openings; and the 
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temperatures involved. Since the velocity probes were positioned on a rack mounted 

at the vent opening, they were not positioned exactly in the opening. The velocity 

probes at the roof vent were placed in the downstream side of the exit gases, whereas 

the velocity probes at the door vent were placed in the upstream side. This might have 

some effect on the area integration procedures taken to deduce the mass flow rate. 

Also, there were uncertainties in the velocity measurements made by the velocity 

probes placed at the roof vent. This is because the velocity probes at the roof vent 

were subjected to a very high temperature gas stream, subsequently, the probe 

temperature was very high (seen glowing red during the experiments). This high 

temperature effect on the pressure differential measurements was unknown. 

Furthermore, the gas temperature measurements of the discharge gas stream were also 

questionable as these measurements were made by bare-bead wire thermocouples that 

could well be affected by the radiation from the hot velocity probes. Compounding 

the potential soot effect on the probe, the velocity measurement made under such 

harsh conditions was suspect. Therefore, the roof vent flow data was not used to 

evaluate the mass flow rate out of the roof vent. Instead, mout,roof was calculated using 

Equation (9 .1) with the measured mass flow rates across the door vent, min,door and 

mout,door' and the measured fuel mass loss rate, mp. 

9.1.6 Door 1 results summary 

The primary objective of the experimental study was to obtain the air inflow data 

through a door vent with different roof vent openings. The data is required for 

verifying the vent flow model derived in Chapter 7. Ideally, steady-state mass flow 

rates were preferred for these purposes. However, this was not achievable since soot 

build-up on the velocity probes at the roof vent affected the mass flow rate of air into 

the compartment as previously mentioned. From the mass flow rate data, it was found 

that typically over the period between 10 minutes to 20 minutes after ignition, the fire 

environment inside the compartment was well-established and the velocity probes 

were experiencing minimal soot build-up. As a compromise, the mass flow rates over 

this period were used as representative data for the tests. 
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Table 9.1 summarises the experimental results for the Door 1 experimental series. The 

results presented are the time average values over the 10-20 minutes period after 

ignition. Except for experiments DIR400a and D1R400b, both of which were run for 

less than 20 minutes (to avoid structural damage to the test compartment caused by 

the high temperatures generated), the results for these two tests are represented by the 

time average values over the 10-15 minutes period. Column 1 gives the test number 

for each specific test Column 2 gives the time average temperature over the 10-20 

minute period, which is represented by averaging the 30 thermocouple measurements 

from the three bare-bead wire thermocouple trees inside the compartment. Columns 3 

to 5 give the corresponding mass inflow and outflow rates at the door vent and the 

fuel mass loss rate respectively. Column 6 gives the mass flow rates through the roof 

calculated using the flow rates measured at the door vent and the fuel mass loss rate 

(Equation (9.1)). Column 7 gives the neutral plane height estimated by interpolating 

between the two velocity probes that registered opposite flow directions at the door 

opening, and Column 8 gives the calculated equivalence ratio, <I>, inside the 

compartment for each experiment. The equivalence ratio is evaluated as 

mp xr 
cp = --=---

min,door 

(9.2) 

where the stoichiometry air to fuel mass ratio, r, for heptane is 15.1. This equation 

provides an indication of the fire environment inside the compartment, where <I>> 1 

indicates the fire is fuel-rich, having more fuel available than can be burned with the 

ventilation available, and <1><1 indicates the fire is fuel-lean with sufficient 

ventilation. 

The plots in Figure 9.11 show the trends of vent flow behaviours for the Door 1 

experiments at various sizes of roof vent opening. It can be seen that increasing the 

roof vent opening area increases the rate of outflow through the roof opening, and as a 

consequence, the rate of airflow into the compartment increases. This raises the 

neutral-plane height and reduces the amount of the hot gases discharged through the 

door. 
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Figure 9.11 Summary data plot for the Door 1 experimental series. 
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Table 9.1 Data summary for the Door 1 experimental series. 

Test Tg 
rhin,door mout,door mP mout,roof=mln,door -mout,door +mp 

z, <I> 

I (OC) (kg/s) (kg/s) (kg/s) (kg/s) 
(m) (calculated) 

. D1RO 838 0.033 0.042 0.007 N/A 0.206 3.2 

D1R150 912 0.044 0.034 0.010 0.020 0.244 3.4 

(962}1 

D1R250 1031 0.070 0.022 0.012 0.060 0.307 2.6 

(1048)1 

D1R300 986 0.074 0.015 0.012 0.071 0.343 2.4 

(1 059) 1 

D1R400a" 1039 0.105 0.002 0.009" 0.112 0.424 1.3 

D1R400bL 1002 0.102 0.001 0.009J 0.110 0.432 1.3 

Note: 
1The temperature inside the bracket 0 is the averaged value over the last 10 minute of the fire state, i.e. approaching the steady state value. 
2D1R400a and b: data averaged over 10-15 minute period. Both of these fires did not reach steady state yet during the 10-15 minute period. 
3Fuel mass loss rate restricted by supply system. 
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9.2 ANALYSIS 

The primary objective of the experimental study was to obtain a set of vent flow data 

at different opening combinations to verify the mathematical vent flow model for a 

compartment with a roof vent opening. Two flow scenarios were targeted in the 

experimental investigation: the first involved the neutral-plane in the door vent 

(Figure 7.l(a)); and the second involved the neutral-plane above the soffit of the door 

vent (Figure 7.1(b)). The experimental results presented in Table 9.1 from the Door 1 

series are used to study the former scenario. 

9.2.1 Vent flow model with roof opening 

The mathematical vent flow formulations that involved the neutral-plane in the door 

vent (Figure 7.1(a)) are presented as Equations (7.3), (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6) in Chapter 

7. These formulations are used to calculate the vent flow rates and the neutral plane 

height for each Door 1 test. The gas temperature and the fuel mass loss rate for each 

Door 1 experiment as presented in Table 9.1 were used as inputs in the vent flow 

formulations. Typical flow coefficient values, Cd,door=0.68 for door opening (Prahl 

and Emmons, 1975) and Cd,roo]0.60 for circular roof vent opening (Zukoski, 1995) 

were used in the calculations; ambient air density was taken as 1.2kg/m3 and the hot 

gas density was evaluated as in Equation (9.3) assuming ideal gas behaviours. 

353 (9.3) 
p g = Tg (in Kelvin) 

Note that the Door 1 experimental setting had a door vent flush with the floor level, so 

the sill height is zero, 8=0, and the soffit height equals the door height, Hs=Hv. 

Figure 9.12 compares the Door 1 experimental measurements with the predictions 

from the vent flow formulations (Equations (7.3), (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6)). Comparisons 

were made between the mass flow rates via the door and roof vent openings, as well 

as the neutral-plane height at the door vent. From the comparative plots shown in 

Figure 9.12, the mass flow rates predictions made by the vent flow model compare 
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well with the experimental results. It can be seen that the neutral plane height 

measured during the experiment (estimated by interpolating between the two velocity 

probes that registered opposite flow direction at the door opening) is slightly higher 

compared to the model prediction. This discrepancy between model prediction and 

experimental measurement can be attributed to the fire environment inside the 

compartment. fu the model, it is assumed that the fire environment inside the 

compartment has a uniform temperature from floor to ceiling. However, inside the 

actual fire compartment, the environment is not perfectly uniform. The temperature 

close to the floor level would be slightly lower than the average temperature inside the 

compartment with a lower buoyancy head for the inflow across the door opening. To 

maintain the mass balance inside the compartment, the compartment as a system 

adjusted itself by allowing the inflow to flow through a greater portion of the door 

opening. As a consequence, the actual neutral plane height measured is higher than 

the model prediction. It is noted that for the D1R400 experiments, the model 

calculates a slightly greater mass flow rate of air into the compartment than the 

measurements. This discrepancy might be the result of having only two operational 

aspirated thermocouples at the locations of the 2nd and 6th probes during the D 1R400 

experiments. Since the velocity and temperature measurements at the door were 

deduced from interpolation between the two aspirated thermocouples, because of the 

large interpolation distance, the temperature in between might not be as 

representative. It was likely that the temperature in between was over-estimated that 

lead to slightly lower air inflow measurements. 
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(a) Mass inflow via door vent (b) Mass outflow via door vent 
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0, 0.1 ------------------------------------------------- -----------------------
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(c) Mass outflow via roof vent (d) Neutral plane ratio N=Zn/Hv 

Experiment measurement (kg/s) Experiment measurement 

Figure 9.12 Comparison between the experimental results and predictions made from 

vent flow model. 

The above results show that the vent flow model (described by Equations (7.3), (7.4), 

(7.5) and (7.6)) is adequate for predicting the vent flows for a compartment with both 

horizontal and vertical openings under the circumstance that the neutral-plane is in the 

door vent opening. 

9.2.2 Simplified equation 

Due to the nature of the equations (Equations (7.3), (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6)), solving the 

respective mass flow rates by hand is not straightforward. Often in compartment fires, 

the mass flow rate of air into the compartment is important as it provides an estimate 

for the maximum heat that can be released inside the compartment. It could also serve 

to estimate the mass loss rate of wood during the ventilation controlled burning 

regime. 
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For a compartment with a single vertical vent opening, the air inflow rate can be 

estimated using the following approximated equation. 

(9.4) 

The full expression for c(Av,roof=O} (no roof vent opening) has been presented in 

Equation (3.9) in Chapter 3. As shown in Chapter 3, the coefficient C (which is the air 

inflow rate per unit vent parameter, min I~ Jii:) is relatively constant over the post

flashover temperature ranges between 600°C and 1200°C having a value of 

approximately 0.45 for the fuel-air ratio s=0.2. Since the value C is approximately a 

constant, it provides a convenient way to estimate the air inflow through the given 

opening, such that 

(9.5) 

For a compartment having both vertical and horizontal vent openings, a simplified 

equation similar to Equation (9.5) is desirable as to provide a first estimation for the 

mass flow rate of air through the vertical wall opening for a given roof vent size. 

From the experimental results and the model calculations presented, it can be seen 

that for a compartment with a given vertical wall opening, provided the roof vent is 

not excessive large, increasing the roof vent opening area will increase the air inflow 

through the vertical wall opening, as seen in Figure 9.11(a). Therefore, the air inflow 

rate per unit vent parameter of the vertical wall vent, min/ A, ..Jii:, represented by C 

as in Equation (9.5), will increase with increasing roof vent opening area. 

There exists a limit where the neutral-plane height is at the soffit where the air 

flowing into the compartment through the entire wall opening and out through the 

roof opening. For a given vertical wall opening, the maximum roof vent opening, 

Av,roof,max, that will result in the neutral plane height being at the soffit level is given in 

Equation (9.6). 
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.d =~· cd,door. A,Jli: .~o ·(l+s) 
-"'-v,roof,max,(Zn=Hs) 3 C ~H _ (H o) 

d,roofv c v + Pg 

(9.6) 

The variables follow those depicted in Figure 7.2 and the fuel-air mass ratio IS 

denoted as s. Note that Equation (9.6) is the same as Equation (7.7) presented in a 

different form. This is the condition where air is flowing into the compartment 

through the entire vertical wall vent and out through the roof vent. 

Figure 9.13 shows the schematic representation of C varying with roof vent opening 

area. Starting from no roof vent opening, C has the same value as C(Av,roof=OJ given in 

Equation (3.9), increasing to a value up to C(Av,roof=max) at the maximum roof vent 

opening defined by Equation (9.6). The variation between C(Av,roof=O) and c(Av,roof=max) 

over the opening area is taken as linear as a first approximation (see Figure 9.11(a)). 

Figure 9.13 

C(Av,roof~O) 

Av,roof,max,(Zn~Hs) 
Av,roof 

Schematic representation for the relationship between coefficient C and 

roof vent opening area. 

The relationship between the coefficient C and the roof vent opening area, Av,roof, over 

the range from no roof vent opening to the maximum roof vent opening, is 

c =gradient X Av,roof + c(Av,roof=O) (9.7) 
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Substituting Equation (9.5) into Equation (9.7) to eliminate C, gives 

min I A,.[ii; =gradient X Av,roof + c(Av,roof=O) (9.8) 

For a linearly varying C, with increasing roof vent opening area, Av,roof, the gradient is 

d
. !J.C _ C(Av,roof=max) C(Av,roof=O) 

gra tent = ---
~.roof Av,roof;max,(Zn=Hs) 

(9.9) 

From Equation (7.3), the expression for C(Av,roof=max) at the maximum roof vent 

opening when the neutral-plane is levelled at the height of the soffit of the vertical 

. ( ~)3/2 vent, I.e. zll u H;12
, can be written as Equation (9.10). 

2 ~ng 
c(Av,roof=max) =3·Cd,door. Po ·-v2g. 1--

Po 

(9.10) 

By substituting Equation (3.9) for c(Av,rooj=O), Equation (9.6) for Av,rooj.max,(Zn=Hs), and 

Equation (9.10) for C(Av,roof=max) into Equation (9.9), and replacing the density tenns 

with temperature terms using the ideal gas law (Equation (9.3)), the gradient, i.e. the 

change of the C-value over the roofvent opening area, is given as follow. 

U. 
f Tg [ l

~ 
1 

1- 1 2 

1 + (rg jT0 F · (1 + s )3 

·(l+s) 

(9.11) 

The last term in Equation (9.11) is regarded as the temperature factor. It defines the 

temperature dependence of the gradient and is shown in Figure 9.14 for two fuel-air 

ratios. Over the temperature range of interest, from 800K to 1500K for post-flashover 
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fires, this temperature function is reasonably constant, giving 0.33±7% for s=O and 

0.285±7% for s=0.2. 
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Figure 9.14 Temperature factor of Equation (9.11). 

For Cd,roo.F0.6, po=l.2kglm3 and g=9.8lm/s2
, the gradient expression in Equation 

(9.11) can be expressed as follows: 

(for s=O) 
(9.12) 

and 

(for s=0.2) 
(9.13) 

For post-flashover fires, the fuel mass contribution to the vent flows is more 

significant than for pre-flashover fires. For fuel air mass ratio, s=0.2, by substituting 

the gradient expression (Equation (9.13)) and the C(Av,rooj=oy=0.45 (for s=0.2) into 

Equation (9.8), the simplified equation for the air inflow through the vertical vent 

opemng IS 
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(9.14) 

The first term in the simplified equation is the typical expression used to estimate the 

mass flow rate of air through a vertical wall vent opening. The later term adds the 

extra ventilation effect due to the existence of the roof vent opening. Note that the 

term (Hc-(Hv+r5)) represents the depth of the downstand, which is the portion of the 

wall between the soffit of the vertical wall opening and the ceiling. The square root of 

the downstand depth, i.e. .J He - (Hv + 8), is significant as it dictates the extra 

buoyancy head generated for the discharge through the roof vent opening. It should be 

noted that before applying Equation (9.14), one needs to ensure that the roof vent 

opening area is within the maximum value defined in Equation (9.6) and the 

temperature range is between 800K and 1500K. 

Figure 9.15 compares the mass inflow rate of air estimated using Equation (9.14) with 

the data from the Door 1 experimental series. It can be seen that the simplified 

equation provides satisfactory estimations for the air inflow rates over the various 

sizes of roof opening tested in the Door 1 series. 
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Figure 9.15 Comparison of mass flow rates of air estimated using the simplified 

Equations (9.14) to the experimental measurements. 

9.2.3 Simplified equation without downstand 

The above analysis has shown that the simplified Equation (9.14) based on the vent 

flow formulations (Equations (7.3), (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6)) is adequate for predicting 

the mass flow rate of air into the compartment with a roof vent opening. It has also 

identified the significance of the depth of the downstand over the resultant air inflow 

rate. It can be seen that Equation (9.14) is applicable only for wall openings with 

downstands, i.e. (Hc-(Hv+O))>O. For a wall opening having its soffit at the ceiling 

level, i.e. Hc=Hs=(Hv+8), there will be no downstand effect, and the air inflow is 

dependent only on the roofvent opening area. The following analysis investigates the 

scenario for wall openings without any downstand. It is an analytical study and no 

experimental verification is made as all the tests conducted were with a finite 

downstand depth. 

From Equations (7.3), (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6), for a wall opening having its soffit at the 

ceiling level, i.e. Hc=Hs=(Hv+5), the following equation can be deduced 
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3 I 

{£;_(l+s)=(~)2 +~ Cd,roofv Av,roof (1 ~)2 
V P g N 2 C d,door ~ N 

(9.15) 

where N is defined as (Zn-8J1Hv. N can be solved for a given density (or in terms of 

temperature assuming ideal gas behaviour, Equation (9.3)) and a vent opening ratio, 

Av,roo}Av. The corresponding air inflow rate through the vertical wall opening can be 

solved using Equation (7.3). Expressed in term of N, Equation (7.3) can be written as 

follows 

(9.16) 

Figure 9.16 plots the calculatedN and the corresponding Cover the temperature range 

from 300K to 1500K at various Av,roo/Av ratio with s=0.2. For illustrative purposes, 

Av,roo}Av ratios from 0 to 5 are plotted. It can be seen that an increase in Av,roo/Av ratio 

results in an increase in N, such that the neutral plane height approaches the roof 

height asymptotically. The increase inN increases the air inflow and hence C. 

1.8 

1.6 Av.toof/Av=3 . ~~ .............. ~ -- ........ ""' ............... .. 
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Temper.dura (K) 
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Av,roof!Av=O 

1500 1200 

Temperature (K) 

Figure 9.16 The effects of Av,rooiAv ratios to the N and C values for wall vent with no 

soffit. 

For a vertical wall vent without any downstand, the air inflow rate through the 

opening could be approximated using the C-value plot presented in Figure 9.16. The 

1500 
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C values for the Av,roa}Av ratios plotted are reasonably constant at high temperature. 

By representing the air inflow for each Av,roa}Av ratio using the respective C value 

averaged over the temperature range between 800K and 1500K, the relationship 

between C andAv,roa}Av ratio can be plotted, as shown in Figure 9.17. 
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Figure 9.17 Relationship between C and Av,rooiAv ratio for vertical wall vent without 

soffit. 

A curve fit to these point can be made to describe the relationship between C and 

Av,roo}Av ratio, such that 

c ~ -o.os(A,,roof I Av r + o.s(~,roof I A,)+ 0.5 (9.17) 

Substituting into Equation (9 .16) gives: 

(9.18) 

Equation (9.18) is an approximated equation derived to estimate the air inflow 

through the vertical wall opening that has no downstand. It shows that in such a case, 

the air inflow into the compartment can be characterised by the relative vent sizes 

using Av,raa} Av. 
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It should be noted that both Equations (9.14) and (9.18) are deduced from the natural 

convection flow model that assumes uniform temperature inside the compartment, 

and that the flow across the roof vent opening is unidirectionaL To fulfil these 

assumptions, the vent sizes for both openings should not be excessively large and the 

fire environment inside the compartment has to be well-mixed with a uniform 

temperature. In cases where these assumptions may be violated, such as excessive 

large openings, where bi-directional flow could occur at the roof opening, or 

entrainment dominates the inflow through the wall opening or in cases where the 

inside compartment temperature is not uniform, the vent flow model and its 

derivatives (Equations (9.14) and (9.18)) are not expected to produce adequate results. 

9.3 SUMMARY 

From the results of Door I experiments, it can be seen that increasing the roof vent 

opening area increases the rate of outflow through the roof opening; and the rate of air 

inflow into the compartment follows the increase as a consequence. This raises the 

neutral-plane height and reduces the amount of the hot gases discharged through the 

door. These behaviours are predicted in the vent flow model. The vent flow model is 

shown to produce favourable flow estimations to the experimental results. In the 

proposed CFIRE post-flashover fire model, Equations (7.3), (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6) are 

used to describe the vent flows that involve both horizontal and vertical vent 

openings. The simplified equations for estimating the mass flow rate of air into a 

compartment with both horizontal and vertical vent openings with and without 

downstand are developed. These simplified air inflow expressions (Equations (9.14) 

and (9 .18)) are used in the CFIRE model to estimate the mass loss rate of wood 

during the ventilation controlled burning regime under these ventilation conditions. 
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
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This chapter describes the experimental observations for the Door 2 and the Door 3 

experimental series. An unexpected pulsing phenomenon was observed during these 

tests. This phenomenon is analysed qualitatively and focus is on identifying the 

possible triggering and sustaining mechanisms that result in the pulsing. The results of 

these experiments are not used in the development of the proposed CFIRE post

flashover fire model, but are included here for reference purposes. Complete 

experimental data is available in a separate report by Yii (2002). 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Door 3 experimental series was designed to produce the flow scenario such that 

the neutral-plane was high above the door opening, with the ambient air flowing into 

the compartment through the entire door vent, and hot gases flowing out through the 

roof vent opening. The Door 2 experimental series was designed to produce the 

transitional condition where the neutral-plane height was close to the soffit of the door 

vent. It was initially envisaged that the Door 2 and the Door 3 setups could produce a 

stable quiescent thermal environment inside the test compartment, such that the vent 

flows were solely driven by the pressure difference from the temperature fields. 

However, an unexpected pulsing phenomenon was observed in all of the Door 2 and 

Door 3 experiments (except the D3R350 experiment). This phenomenon was a 

sustained pulsing action once started, and consisted of charging and discharging 

phases. During the charging phase, air entered the compartment via the door opening, 

followed by the discharging phase where hot gases puffed out through the door vent. 

The vent flow at the door vent followed the cycle of the pulsing action. This was a 

transient behaviour and therefore the vent flow formulations derived in Chapter 7, 
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which assumed that vent flows were driven solely by the hydrostatic pressure 

difference between two quiescent environments under steady conditions, were not 

applicable in this situation. To the author's present knowledge, this pulsing 

phenomenon has not been reported in the literature. In the following sections, the 

pulsing phenomenon observed is described, and qualitative discussion on the likely 

mechanism that causes the pulsing action is provided. 

10.2 EXPERIMENTAl OBSERVATIONS AND RESUlTS 

The experimental setup for the Door 2 and Door 3 experiments were the same as in 

the Door 1 experiments; only the door geometry was altered. During the Door 2 and 

Door 3 experimental series, each experiment was initiated by lighting the fuel pan; 

smoke was seen to flow out of the roof vent with all the air flowing into the 

compartment via the door vent. As the fire progressed, flame was seen occasionally at 

the roof vent opening with the hot layer deepening inside the compartment. For 

experiments D2Rl50 and D2R250, smoke was observed to spill out of the door vent, 

an indication of neutral-plane height in the door. The hot layer inside the compartment 

then dropped close to the floor level. Through the door vent opening, the layer close 

to the floor level was initially seen as a black sooty smoke layer. As the fire 

progressed, its colour changed from black to reddish black, accompanied with light 

puffing of the black smoke out of the door vent. When the layer colour got to orange 

red, flame puffed out of the door vent triggering a continuous pulsing action. The 

pulsing action consisted of charging and discharging phases. During the charging 

phase, air flowed into the compartment via the entire door vent area after the exit of 

the flame at the door; this airflow seemed to reach the fuel pan before igniting, as 

indicated by a flash observed at the fuel pan. This initiated the discharging phase with 

a flame front moving towards the door opening and ending with a fireball outside the 

door vent. Simultaneously, the ejection of the flame out of the roof vent flared when 

the flame puffed out of the door vent. The charging and discharging phases continue 

with a reasonable constant pulsing frequency during the course of the fire~ 
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Figure 10.1 shows the schematic charging and discharging action described above. 

Figure 10.2 shows the photographs of the fireball at the door opening and Figure 10.3 

is the sequential photo shots of the pulsing action taken during the experiment, 

showing the simultaneous flares at the flame jet out of the roof vent when flame puffs 

out of the door vent. 

Ejection of flame 

Charging phase Discharging phase 

Figure 10.1 Schematic representation of the pulsating action. 

(a) Discharging (b) Charging (c) Discharging 

Figure 10.2 Photos for the periodic charging and discharging action at the door 

vent. 
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(a) Charging phase (b) Discharging phase (c) Charging phase (d) Discharging phase 

Figure 10.3 Photos for the sequence of events during the charging and discharging action. 
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Similar observations were made for experiments D2R300, D3R250 and D3R300 

except that during the initial stage, there was no outflow of smoke at the door vent. A 

black smoke layer was seen to reach close to the floor level and, until it got to orange 

red colour, flame puffed out of the door vent triggering the pulsing action. For the 

D3R300 experiment, the pulsing was not as obvious with the discharge at the door 

mostly consisting of black smoke and occasional flame. For the D3R350 experiment, 

no pulsing was observed with air flowing into the compartment via the door opening 

and out through the roof opening. 

10.3 QUALITATIVE CONSIDERATIONS FOR PULSING 

10.3.1 Triggering mechanisms for pulsing 

Examining the video footage taken during the experiments revealed a consistent 

pattern in the sequence of event leading to the initiation of pulsing. From the 

observations through the door opening, the layer close to the floor level was initially 

black in colour. As the fire progressed, its colour changed from black to red and to 

orange red before flame exited the door vent, triggering the pulsing. 

The colour change in the layer close to the floor level observed just before the 

initiation of the discharge phase suggests that layer ignition could be the triggering 

mechanism for the pulsing. Table 10.1 presents the initial conditions just before the 

pulsing. Two temperature values just before the pulsing are presented in the table. The 

first is the average temperature inside the compartment obtained by averaging all the 

30 thermocouple-measurements inside the compartment. The second is the average 

temperature of the smoke layer close to the floor level. For the Door 2 opening, this 

temperature is represented by averaging the bottom three thermocouple-measurements 

of the second thermocouple tree. For the Door 3 opening, because of its lower 

opening height compared to Door 2, the average temperature measured from the 

bottom two thermocouples of the second thermocouple tree is taken to represent the 

layer temperature at the floor level. This temperature value is slightly lower than the 

average compartment temperature as the bottom thermocouples in the second 
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thermocouple-tree are located in the path of air inflow between the fuel pan and the 

door vent. It is noted that this temperature should be regarded as an indicative value 

because the bare-bead thermocouples could well experience radiation effects from the 

surroundings. The air mass inflow rate and the fuel mass loss rate just prior to the 

pulsing are also given in the table. The air mass flow rate given is the time-average 

value 30 seconds prior to the pulsing; and the fuel mass loss rate is the average value 

taken over the period from the start (time zero) up to the pulsing. The calculated 

equivalence ratio, <I>, inside the compartment for each test is presented with <D defined 

as: 

·r 

where r is the stoichiometric air to fuel mass ratio, and for heptane, r= 15.1. 

Table 10.1 Conditions prior to the pulsing. 

Conditions just before the pulsing action 

Test# Time to Averaged Layer Air mass Fuel mass Calculated 

pulse gas temp inflow rate loss rate equivalence 

temperature near floor ratio, <I> 

in room 

(min) (OC) (OC) (kg/s) (kg/s) 

D2R150 5.0 644 535 0.009 0.003 5.0 

D2R250 3.0 726 509 0.060 0.010 2.5 

D2R300 3.0 726 512 0.070 0.006 ' 1.3 

D3R250 3.0 802 713 0.040 0.006 2.3 

D3R300 4.5 780 575 0.060 0.007 1.8 

From Table 10.1, it can be seen that just before the initiation of the pulsing, the 

environment is fuel-rich with <D> 1, and the layer temperature is above 500°C. Beyler 

(1984) has deduced a model that identifies the ignition criterion for the burning of a 

layer of incomplete combustion products that are remote from the plume flame~ which 

acts as a pilot. The ignition criterion is represented by the ignition index, which is the 

left hand side term in Equation (1 0.1 ): 
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(10.1) 

where <P is the equivalence ratio, r is the stoichiometric air to fuel mass ratio, cp is the 

average heat capacity of the products of complete combustion, 11hcP2 is the average 

heat of reaction of oxygen, Y 02 is the oxygen mass fraction in the supply air, TsL is the 

adiabatic flame temperature (K) and Ttayer is the layer temperature (K). 

For heptane, C7H16, the stoichiometric air to fuel mass ratio, r, is 15.1. Using typical 

values suggested by Beyler (1984), cP .lkJ/kg-K, TsL =1700K (for total 

hydrocarbons), Y 02 =0.233 and 11hc,02 = 13400kJ/kg, the potential of the layer ignition 

can be estimated. 

Figure 10.4 plots the layer temperature versus the equivalence ratio required for 

igniting the layer according to Equation ( 10.1 ). The plot shows that, the lower the 

equivalence ratio, the greater the required temperature to ignite the layer. This 

behaviour matches well with the observation made during the experiment, where the 

layer close to the floor has to reach a higher temperature, as indicated by the change 

of colour from black to orange red, before the layer ignited, with flame appearing out 

of the door vent. The condition for each experiment just before pulsing presented in 

Table 10.1 is plotted on Figure 1 0.4. All the data points are all above the ignition 

index defined by Equation (10.1), except the D2R300 experiment which is slightly 

lower. The comparison between the data and the ignition index suggests that the layer 

involved was ignited prior to the pulsing. The data point for the D2R150 experiment 

is ignored in the plot as it has an estimated equivalence ratio of 5 which is considered 

too high. From Table 10.1, the air mass inflow rate for the D1R150 experiment seems 

to be too low. This suggests that the flow measurements at the door for this particular 

experiment could be in error. 
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The ignition of the layer by itself is not enough to initiate the pulsing. It has to take 

place in a compartment where the vent opening sizes are not excessive. In order to 

better understand the role of the layer ignition that leads to pulsing, it is useful to 

consider the whole compartment as a control volume. From the First Law of 

Thermodynamics, ignoring the kinetic and potential energy terms and the pressure 

work at the control surface, the conservation of energy can be expressed as follows: 

(10.2) 

where the net increase in the internal energy in the control volume is equal to the net 

heat added to the control volume, plus the net enthalpy flow into the control volume 

through the vent openings. 

Using the definition of the total internal energy per unit mass, u, which is the product 

of the specific heat at constant volume, Cv, and the gas temperature, T, in Kelvin, 
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and the ideal gas behaviour with 

where P is the pressure, Tis the temperature and R is the gas constant. 

For constant volume, V, that is independent of time, substituting the expressions for 

the total internal energy and the gas density in Equation (10.2), gives 

cv . v dP . L . h L . h ---=q+ m· .- m · R dt 1 1 e e 

(10.3) 

Equation (10.3) provides a useful platform to discuss the role of the layer ignition that 

leads to the pulsing. The ignition of the layer would result in a sudden increase in the 

q term. Whether this perturbation is significant enough to increase the pressure inside 

the compartment would depend on the relative magnitudes of the increase in the q 

term and the enthalpy outflow. In the case where the vent opening is large and 

therefore there is a large convective heat loss through the outflow, a slight increase in 

the q term from the layer ignition would not be enough to cause a significant increase 

in compartment pressure. On the other hand, for the case where the vent opening is 

small with a small heat loss in the outflow, a sudden increase in the energy release 

would lead to instability in the system by increasing the compartment pressure. Gases 

would be forced out through the available openings as the system tries to relieve the 

pressure, triggering the initiation of the pulsing action. 

10.3.2 Sustaining mechanism for pulsing 

The ignition of the layer in a volume with a small opening increases the pressure 

inside the compartment. This results in hot gases being pushed out of both the roof 

vent and the door vent. During the discharge, the compartment as a system loses mass 

due to the outflows, and the pressure inside decreases. This can be shown by 
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considering the compartment as a whole with m, P, T and p representing the mass, 

pressure, temperature and density respectively, of gas inside the compartment at any 

instant t. Let V represent the volume of the compartment and use the subscript 0 to 

indicate the initial condition at the beginning of the discharge, i.e. after the ignition of 

the layer, and assuming the expansion inside the compartment during the discharging 

process follows the isentropic pressure temperature relationship, such as that typically 

used in jet propulsion cycle analysis, (see Loh, 1968) gives: 

Mass inside the compartment 

m=Vp 

Isentropic relationship for ideal gas, where j3 =cplcv, 

p P, 
-=-0 =const=c 
pfJ p{ 

Then 

Substituting into the mass equation gives: 

or in differential form of time, using the chain rule gives: 

dm =~PCt)dP 
dt i dt 

j3c 

(10.4) 
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Equation (10.4) shows that, during the discharge period, the compartment is losing 

mass and subsequently the pressure inside the compartment decreases. When the 

inside pressure reduces to atmospheric pressure or even slightly below atmospheric 

pressure, fresh air inflow is sucked in via the entire door vent as the system tries to 

counter the mass losses. This starts the charging phase as air enters the compartment 

in the form of a gravity current. Experimental observations found that the air current 

entering the compartment punches through the fire environment creating mixing 

around its edges. The front of the current would also experience mixing. Because the 

fire environment at this stage is fuel-rich, the mixing at the front and around the edges 

of the air current can result in a flammable mixture. When the front of the air current 

reaches the fuel pan with a visible plume flame, it is ignited. This ignition is indicated 

by the flash observed at the edge of the fuel pan. A turbulent flame front propagating 

along the interface toward the opening follows after the ignition. The burning at the 

interface of the gravity current adds heat to the system, causing an increase in 

pressure inside the compartment. This initiates the discharge phase, with some of the 

unburned fuel being pushed out of the door opening and consumed in the form of 

fireball, and some extra unburned fuel being pushed out from the reservoir through 

the roof vent giving a longer flame jet. 

Figure 10.5 (a), (b) and (c) are a series of frontal photos shot at the door opening 

representing the sequence of events. Figure (a) is the stage where the air cun·ent 

reaches the fuel pan. Note that the air inflow current appears to have roughly a cross 

section of the door opening flowing towards the pan, with mixing occurring at the top 

and at the sides. Figure (b) shows the flame burning along the interface of the mixed 

region as shown in (a). Figure (c) shows the unburned pyrolysates being forced out of 

the vent and burning as a fireball. 
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consumed outside 

Mixing at the interface Flame at the interface Fireball 

Figure 10.5 Frontal sequential photo shots showing: (a) the entering of air current; 

(b) the burning at the interface; and (c) the fireball. 

After the discharge, the pressure in the compartment is expected to drop, and air 

flowing into the compartment through the door opening. This results in the charging 

phase. When the flammable mixture that rides on the air current reaches the fuel pan 

and is ignited, the burning along the interface of the gravity current initiates the 

discharge, completing the cycle. Once the pulsing starts, its frequency is reasonably 

constant throughout the entire test. 

Table 10.2 shows the maximum charging and discharging velocity at the openings, 

weighted over the opening area during the continuous pulsing at the period of 20 to 30 

minutes after ignition. The respective pulsing frequency for each test obtained from 

the video footage is also shown. The average compartment temperature (based on the 

measurements made by the three bare-bead wire thermocouple trees) and the average 

fuel mass loss rate overthis period are also given. 



Table 10.2 

Test# 

D2R150* 

D2R250 

D2R300 

D3R250 

D3R300 
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Velocities and frequency data for 02 and 03 experimental series 

averaged over 20 to 30 minute period. 

Velocities weighted over the door 

opening area (m/s) 

Tg (OC) mp (kg/s) Charging Phase Discharging Freq 

Phase Pulse/min 

880 0.0062 1.4 -2.4 46 

1031 0.0103 3.1 -2.4 54 

1064 0.0113 3.2 -2.6 55 

964 0.0089 3.3 -2.0 63 

1008 0.0103 2.4 -0.35 60 

*Note: The data given for the D2R150 experiment are averaged over 15 to 20 minute 

period as the test was stopped after 25 minutes. 

It is interesting to note that the pulsing frequency can be estimated by dividing the 

distance between the door opening and the edge of the pan (~ 1.2m) by the charging 

and discharging velocities at the door, such that 

Frequency per minute=(1.2rnlcharging velocity+ 12m/discharging velocityr1x60 

This may mean that the location of the fuel pan plays a part in determining the pulsing 

frequency. 

10.4 REMARKS 

The continuous pulsing phenomenon observed in both the Door 2 and Door 3 

experimental series was an unexpected event. The transient behaviour associated with 

the pulsing is likely to involve the change in compartment pressure due to small 

openings. The experiments showed that a steady but unstable state of pulsing could 

exist in a compartment having both horizontal and vertical openings. This finding 

therefore provides a new impetus for compartment system analysis in the future. It 

also exposes the limitations of the single zone fire model where the potential transient 
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dynamics have not been considered, subsequently leading to the prediction of erratic 

fire behaviours. 

The analysis presented in the above sections provides qualitative considerations to the 

pulsing actions observed in the Door 2 and the Door 3 experimental series. No 

quantitative analysis has been made to analyse this pulsing behaviour as this is outside 

the scope of the study. Further research on this phenomenon is needed to quantify the 

parameters that are influential to the pulsing action and the limits to prevent the 

occurrence of the pulsing. The result would be useful to provide a bound for single 

zone fire model applications. 
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This chapter describes the single zone fire model-CFIRE that has been developed 

utilising the results from the analysis performed in the previous chapters. Verification 

of the model is performed by comparing the simulated results with the experimental 

results. 

11.1 INTRODUCTION 

A fire in a building becomes a threat to a structure when it reaches flashover stage. 

For the purpose of structural fire designs, the post-flashover fire time-temperature 

history is required as a design input. Therefore it is highly desirable to have computer 

programs that calculate the expected fire gas temperature history inside the 

compartment. There are various post-flashover fire models which have been 

developed, and these were reviewed and described in Chapter 2. The review and 

analysis has shown that the current state of post-flashover fire models has the 

following limitations: 

• only one type of fuel, be it either wood or pool, is allowed for each fire 

simulation; 

• all the wood fuels involved inside the compartment are collectively described 

as plane (1-D), or stick or cylinder (2-D), or cube or sphere (3-D); 

• the theory used for vertical window vent flows is only suitable for small size 

openings; and 

• there is no allowance for roof vent opening. 
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The proposed computer program, CFIRE, has incorporated new advances to these 

limitations. These advances include: 

1. Allowing two types of fuel, namely wood and liquid pool, to coexist inside the 

same compartment, burning either successively or simultaneously. 

2. Creating a library of mass loss rate histories for typical furniture items using 

real furniture geometry. These mass loss rate profiles can be called upon if 

encountering furniture with a similar geometry instead of trying to describe all 

of the furniture items collectively as having a single geometry. 

3. Vent flow equations are modified using a correction factor deduced from the 

line-plume analogy to account for the less well-mixed fire environment in a 

compartment with a full frontal wall opening. 

4. Roof vent openings are accommodated in the model. 

5. Allowing up to six different types of enclosure boundaries each with different 

properties to be specified during the description of the compartment. Two of 

the six can used to describe a two-layer composite boundary. However, cavity 

walls are not included. 

Of course, CFIRE has not eliminated the many other limitations to existing post

flashover fire models including multiple openings, cross flow, wind effects and 

progressive burning behaviour. Future studies on these aspects are needed. 

11.2 THEORY 

The CFIRE model treats the entire fire compartment as a single zone and assumes that 

it behaves as a well-stirred reactor. The assumptions made are similar to COMPF2. 

These assumptions are given as follows: 

• the gas temperature inside the compartment is uniform, as the spatial 

temperature variation of the fire gases inside the compartment and the thermal 

discontinuity close to the floor level are ignored; 
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• the gas flows across a single vertical window/door opening with/without a 

horizontal roof vent opening are buoyancy driven due to the temperature 

difference between the inside compartment and outside ambient environment; 

• the reaction is infinitely fast, and the fire heat release rate inside the 

compartment is limited by the available ventilation rate or the fuel release rate; 

• the fire environment is quasi-steady. The time variations in the fuel release 

rate and the heat losses through the homogenous solid enclosure boundaries 

with finite thickness are included; and 

• the transient terms with regard to the rate of change in the gas phase mass and 

energy are dropped, as they are negligible under quasi-steady conditions. 

The two principal equations for the single zone model are the heat and mass balance 

equations. These equations are presented as follows: 

Heat balance equation 

(11.1) 

where QFIRE is the fire heat release rate inside the compartment, QL is the heat loss 

from the convective gas flow, QR is the radiative losses via the opening, Qw is the 

convective and radiative heat loss to the enclosing boundaries and QFB is the heat 

feedback vaporising the fuel. 

Mass balance equation 

(11.2) 

where min and mout are the mass flow rate of outside ambient air into the compartment 

and mass flow rate of hot gases out of the compartment via the vertical vent opening, 

respectively; mroof is the mass outflow from the roof opening (zero if there is no roof 

vent opening); mP is the mass loss rate of the fuel inside the compartment. 
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The mathematical expressions used to describe the individual terms in both the heat 

and mass balance equations are described in the following sections. 

11.3 VENTILATION 

For a fire compartment in which only natural convection conditions prevail, the flows 

between the compartment and its immediate ambient surrounding through a vent 

opening are driven by the pressure difference arising from the temperature or density 

difference between the two quiescent environments. Assuming the fire compartment 

is well-mixed with a uniform gas temperature (one of the assumptions made in the 

single zone compartment fire theory), the vent flow equations for a compartment 

with/without a roofvent opening are given as follows: 

11.3.1 No roof vent opening 

For a compartment with a vertical wall opening such as a door or a window, having 

no roof vent opening, the vent flows are described using the following equations (i.e. 

Equations (3.42) and (3.43) in Chapter 3). 

Inflow: 

m. =~·A·C ·W ·p · 2g(l PgJ ·(Z -o\Vz m 
3 

d v 0 n f"' 
Po 

(11.3) 

Outflow: 

m =~·A· C · W · p · 2g( Po -1) · (H - Z \Vz out 3 d v g s n r L. 

Pg 

(11.4) 

where the correction factor, A, of 0.6 deduced using the wall line-plume analogy is 

introduced to account for the less well-mixed environment encountered in a full wall 
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opening, Av!Aw =1, such that A=1 for Av!Aw <1, and A=0.6 for Av!Aw =1. Note that the 

transitional opening fraction, AviAw, is not given. As discussed in Chapter 3, further 

analysis with reference to experimental fires is necessary to deduce practical 

correction factors for the various opening geometries. 

11.3.2 With roof vent opening 

In the case where a compartment has a vertical wall vent and a horizontal roof vent 

openings, it has been shown that the mathematical vertical vent flow model described 

above can be extended to describe an additional horizontal roof vent opening. 

Provided the roof vent is not excessively large and the outflow is unidirectional, the 

vent flows across the vertical wall opening and the horizontal roof opening can be 

described using the following equations (Equations (7.3), (7.4) and (7.5) in Chapter 

7): 

Inflow through vertical wall opening: 

m = ~ . A . c . w . p . 2g(1 - P g J . (z - s)~ m 
3 

d v 0 n 
Po 

(11.5) 

Outflow through vertical wall opening: 

m = 
2 ·A·C ·W ·p · 2g(Po -1J ·(H -Z )% out 
3 

d v g s n 
Pg 

(11.6) 

Outflow through horizontal roof opening: 

(11.7) 

The mathematical model shows that, provided the gas temperature inside the 

compartment stays uniform, increasing the roof vent opening will increase the overall 
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mass outflow. To maintain the mass balance inside the compartment, the neutral

plane will rise allowing more air inflow through the vertical opening. It will reach a 

point where the neutral-plane is at the same height as the soffit of the vertical opening, 

and all the air flows into the compartment through the vertical vent and out through 

the horizontal vent. This condition is reached when 

(11.8) 

Mathematically, the neutral-plane rises beyond the soffit of the vertical opening when 

(11.9) 

In this case, the air inflow through the vertical vent is estimated as 

(11.10) 

It should be noted that Equation (11.1 0) has not been experimentally verified. Caution 

should be exercised when encountering the case where the neutral-plane height is 

above the soffit of the vertical vent. Such a scenario is likely to occur in a 

compartment having a roof vent and a small wall opening. 

The gas density in the vent flow equations is related to the compartment fire gas 

temperature using Equation ( 11.11) assuming ideal gas behaviour. 

p 353/T (inKelvin) (11.11) 

It has been noted in Chapter 7 that there exists a limit for which the assumption of 

unidirectional flow across the horizontal roof vent opening is applicable. This limit is 

characterised by the critical Froude number as shown in Equation (7 .11 ). Beyond this 
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limit, bi-directional flow across the roof vent opening can occur. However, neither 

this limit nor the bi-directional flow behaviour is imposed and accounted for in this 

program. This is because the critical Froude number given by Yamada (1997) is 

deduced from experiments with gas temperatures ( <300°C) much lower than the 

typical post-flashover fires. Extrapolation to high temperature is not warranted until 

further study is conducted. Note that the correction factor, A, has been included in 

conjunction with the roof vent flow calculation. For a compartment having a roof vent 

opening with a large wall opening, caution should be exercised, as this condition has 

not yet been thoroughly examined. 

11.4 FIRE HEAT RELEASE RATE 

The heat release rate from the fire inside the compartment depends on the mass loss 

rate of the fuel and the air inflow rate into the compartment. The fire environment 

inside the compartment could either be fuel-rich or fuel-lean, and the corresponding 

fire heat release rate would be ventilation limited or fuel limited respectively. The 

status of the fire inside a compartment is described using the global equivalence ratio, 

ci>, defined as 

r·m 
ci> =--p 

min 

(11.12) 

where r is the stoichiometric air to fuel mass ratio, m P is the fuel release rate, and min 

is the ventilating air inflow rate into the compartment. With this definition, the fuel

rich case is indicated by <I> greater than 1, where the amount of fuel being released is 

greater than the amount that can be completely combusted for the given ventilating air 

flow rate; for the fuel-lean case, ci> is less than 1, there is sufficient amount of air to 

completely combust the fuel. 

The heat release rate during the fuel lean case is limited by the fuel release rate, 

whereas during the fuel-rich case, it is limited by the ventilating air inflow rate into 
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the compartment. Since the combustion reaction inside the compartment is assumed to 

be infinitely fast, the expressions for the fire heat release rate inside the compartment 

are described as follows: 

For <1><1 (fuel-lean): 

(11.13) 

For <I>> 1 (fuel-rich): 

Q. b rhin Ah b 1 • A 7. 
fire = p X-; X Ll. c,net = p X Q> X m p X Ll.Itc,net 

(11.14) 

where the net calorific value of the fuel is b.hc,net and r is the stoichiometric air to fuel 

mass ratio. The factor bp (<1.0), is used to account for mixing inefficiency during 

combustion. This factor is difficult to quantify and generally has a value ranging 

between 0.5 and 0.9 (Babrauskas, 1981). 

11.5 CONVECTIVE HEAT LOSS 

The convective heat loss in the gases flowing out of the compartment window is 

calculated as the product of the mass flow rate and the enthalpy gained by the gas 

species due to the increased temperature. This is shown in Equation (11.15) where Y1 

is the species mass fraction per unit mass of the mass outflow and ht is the enthalpy 

gained by each species due to the temperature increase. 

QL = rhout X Ll'; · h; {11.15) 
i 

By definition, under constant pressure and ideal gas behaviour, the change of enthalpy 

for each species is given by Equation ( 11.16) where Cpt is the specific heat of the 
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individual gas species. The gas species are determined from the chemical equilibrium 

equation and the temperature dependence of specific heat for each species follows that 

given in Van Wylen et al (1994). 

h=JT c ·dT 
I To Pi 

(11.16) 

The species considered include carbon dioxide (C02), water vapour (H20), nitrogen 

gas (N2), and unburned fuel. The production of these gas species is estimated using 

chemical equilibrium equations (Equations (4.4) and (4.5)). The existence of other 

incomplete combustion species such as carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen (H2) and 

soot (C) are neglected for simplicity. 

11.6 RADIATIVE HEAT LOSS 

The radiative heat loss from the vent opening, QR, is simply represented by a 

blackbody radiation at gas temperature, Tg. According to the CIB data (Thomas and 

Heselden, 1972), such a treatment is a reasonable approximation to the radiation flux 

from the vent opening. The expression for this radiative heat loss term is given in 

Equation (11.17), 

(11.17) 

where Av is the vent opening area, cr is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Tg is the gas 

temperature and T0 is the temperature of the outside ambient air. 
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11.7 WALL HEAT LOSS 

The term "wall" refers to the enclosure boundaries that include ceiling, walls and 

floor. These enclosure boundaries are treated as homogeneous solids with constant 

thermal properties. The heat transfer across the wall is considered to be one

dimensional. For a finite thickness, assuming no internal heat generation, the transient 

conduction through walls is given by Equation (11.18), 

iiT 1 oT 
= (11.18) 

rp at 

where <p is the thermal diffusivity and is defined as 

k 
p·c 

P solid 

The convective and radiative heat transfer for both the inner and the outer wall 

surfaces are accounted for and the boundary conditions for each side of the wall are 

given in Equations (11.19) and (11.20) respectively. 

Fire side: 

(11.19) 

Ambient side: 

(11.20) 

where the convective heat transfer coefficient for the fire side, hfire, is taken as 

25W/m2-K and 10W/m2-K for the ambient side, hamb; and &res is the resultant 

emissivity between the hot gases and the wall surfaces defined as 
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(11.21) 

The transient heat transfer across the wall is solved using the finite difference method. 

In the CFIRE model, each wall is divided into 10 layers of equal thickness giving 9 

internal nodal points and 2 external boundary nodal points. The nodal heat transfer 

expression can be obtained by applying the heat balance method on each node, which 

consists of the temperature term of the two adjacent nodes, with the exception of the 

expressions for the two boundary nodes that are subjected to both the convective and 

the radiative boundary conditions. The Crank-Nicolson method is used instead of the 

implicit or the explicit method, because it has the advantage of numerical stability for 

all of the Fourier numbers or 11t and the least accumulated truncation error for the 

numerical system (Croft and Lilley (1977)). These nodal expressions can be arranged 

in the form of a matrix and solved simultaneously at each time interval. For a two

layer composite wall, with each having different thermal properties, the treatment is 

similar to the single homogeneous solid wall, such that each layer is divided into 10 

slices of equal thickness. The interface node is modified to account for the different 

thickness and thermal properties between the two adjacent slices. Details of the nodal 

equations expressed using the Crank-Nicolson method are presented in Appendix E. 

The heat transfer and hence the temperature profile across the wall is solved at 

successive time-step as the fire progresses. The CFIRE model allows the specification 

of up to six different types of enclosure boundaries. The total heat losses from these 

enclosing walls are estimated as: 

Qw = L 4,j -hfire • (rg- Twi,J+ A,,j. a. &res. (rg4 
- Tw~J 

j 

(11.22) 

where A 1J and TwiJ are the area (m2
) and the inside wall surface temperature (K) of the 

j-th wall of the compartment respectively. 
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11.8 FEEDBACK TERM 

This is the heat required to vaponse the unburned fuel. The feedback term IS 

evaluated as 

(11.23) 

The bracketed term refers to the amount of fuel that has not been burned. By 

definition, the energy feedback required to vaporise the liquid or solid fuel has been 

included in the value of net heat of combustion, llhc,net· Therefore, the feedback term 

is to account for the fuel that has been released but is not participating in the 

combustion. 

11.9 FUEL MASS LOSS RATE MODELS 

Two general types of fuel are considered: (1) cellulosic or wood-based fuel; and (2) 

non~charring pool-like fuel. Both of these fuels exhibit very different burning 

behaviours. The mass loss rate models for each fuel type are presented as follows. 

11.9.1 Wood 

For wood fuels burning inside a post-flashover compartment, there exist three 

possible burning regimes, namely fuel surface controlled, porosity controlled and 

ventilation controlled. In each regime, the fuel mass loss rate is estimated using a 

characteristic parameter. These three regimes are briefly described as follows. 

11.9.1.1 Fuel surface controlled 

During the fuel surface controlled regime, the fuel mass loss rate is determined by the 

exposed fuel surface area and a prescribed regression rate. Odeen's method (as 

Equation (6.5)) has been used to describe the fuel mass loss rate at this regime. 
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(11.24) 

This method describes the mass loss rate based on the change in surface area of a 

simple geometrical shape with a characteristic dimension, D, over time, at a constant 

regression rate. Alternatively, Equation (11.24) can be expressed as 

mp = v p X Pwood X Aexposed (t) (11.25) 

where the mass loss rate is the product of the regression rate, vp, the density of the 

fuel, Pwood and the remaining exposed surface area of the fuel at time t, Aexposed(t). The 

total exposed surface area depends on the initial shape of the fuel as well as the total 

amount of fuel. As the burning progresses, as described by the regression rate, vp, the 

remaining fuel surface area will decrease with time due to the burning away of the 

fuel items. 

In the CFIRE model, a catalogue of individual mass loss history of furniture items is 

stored in the program. The mass loss rate history for each furniture item is deduced 

from Equation (11.25) using detailed geometrical measurement made on each 

furniture item with a constant regression rate of O.Ollmm/s (Yii, 2000). 

User can select the furniture items by their code name as the fuel load for fire 

simulation purposes. The geometries of the furniture items, their respective code 

names and their mass loss histories are presented in Appendix B. 

11.9.1.2 Porosity controlled 

For fuel that is densely packed together, such as in the form of densely packed wood 

cribs, the mass loss rate is dependent on the vertical shaft area inside the fuel. This is 

known as a porosity controlled burning regime. The mass loss rate is characterised by 

the stick clear spacing to crib height ratio, Slhcrib, such that, 
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(11.26) 

It should be noted that the above equation is deduced from densely packed wood 

cribs. For this reason, its application is restricted to modelling wood cribs. With 

regard to wooden furniture, this regime is not considered. 

11.9.1.3 Ventilation controlled 

Ventilation controlled burning regime occurs when there is not enough oxygen to 

bum all the exposed fuel surfaces. This is the maximum mass loss rate for wood fuels, 

such that an increase in fuel surface area would not result in an increase in the mass 

loss rate. The ventilation controlled mass loss rate has been estimated by using the 

equivalence ratio expression (Equation (11.12)) which links the mass loss rate with 

the ventilation. 

From the ventilation analysis presented in Chapter 9, for a compartment with both 

horizontal and vertical openings, provided the neutral-plane height is at or below the 

vertical wall vent opening, the air inflow into the compartment via the wall vent 

opening can be approximated as follows (i.e. Equation (9.14) in Chapter 9): 

(11.27} 

And in the case where the wall opening has no downstand, i.e. soffit at the roof level, 

the air inflow into the compartment via the wall vent opening is approximated as (i.e. 

Equation (9.18) in Chapter 9): 

(11.28) 

Babrauskas (1995) suggested that wood crib fires inside a compartment can burn in a 

slightly fuel-rich environment but no greater than 35% fuel-rich, i.e. a maximum of 

<ll=l.35. This is a useful upper limit for describing the ventilation controlled burning 

regime. Given that the stoichiometric air to fuel mass ratio for wood, r, 
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( CH 1.4ss0o.64s•O .18Hz0) is 5.3, setting <l>= 1. 3 5 and substituting the appropriate 

expressions for the air inflow rate (Equations (11.27) and (11.28)) into the 

equivalence ratio equation (Equation (11.12)), the respective ventilation controlled 

mass loss rate expressions are deduced: 

For wall opening having a finite downstand depth, (Hc-(Hv+O)) >0, 

(11.29) 

For wall opening having no downstand, (Hc-(Hv+O)) =0, 

(11.30) 

The full frontal wall opening effect is only considered when no roof vent opening is 

involved. As shown in Equation (6.14b), the ventilation controlled mass loss rate in a 

compartment with a full frontal opening is estimated as: 

(11.31) 

Note that for a compartment without a roof vent opemng, the mass loss rate 

expressions given in Equations (11.29) and (11.30) are the same as given by 

Babrauskas (1981 and 1995). 

11.9.1.4 Application and actual mass Joss rate 

In the CFIRE program, the user can select relevant furniture items, with their 

individual mass loss rate histories catalogued in the program. Odeen's model, 

Equation (11.24), and the crib porosity model, Equation (11.26) are also provided to 

model the burning of wood crib. The mass loss rate history for the specified wood crib 

is sorted by using the minimum rate calculated between these two equations over 

time. After specifying the fuels, the individual mass loss rates from these items are 

summed to give the overall fuel controlled mass loss rate. If the overall fuel controlled 
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mass loss rate is greater than the ventilation controlled rate, the actual mass loss rate 

will be at the rate controlled by the ventilation (Equations (11.29), (11.30) or (11.31)), 

until the fuel surface area diminishes to a level that gives a mass loss rate less than the 

ventilation controlled rate. After that, the fire is fuel controlled. However, in the case 

where the overall fuel mass loss rate is less than the ventilation controlled rate, the fire 

will be fuel controlled over the entire duration. This has been schematically shown in 

Figure 6.13 in Chapter 6. The essence of this treatment is to allow the burning of fuel 

to switch from ventilation controlled to fuel controlled burning over the fire duration. 

A t-squared growth fire (Buchanan, 2002) as given in Equation (11.32) at a user 

specified rate is added at the front of the actual mass loss rate history to include the 

growth phase. 

(MW) (11.32) 

or 

mp = v/kgrowth r I />;hc,net (kg Is) 

where Qgrowth is the t-squared heat release rate (MW), tis the time (s), and kgrowth is the 

growth constant ( s 1-J MW ), with kgrowth =600 for slow growth rate, 300 for medium 

growth rate, 150 for fast growth rate and 75 for ultra-fast growth rate. Note that 

converting the t-squared heat release rate, Qgrowth (MW), to fuel mass loss rate, rhP 

(kg/s ), would require the division by the fuel heat of combustion, Ahc,net, in the form 

ofMJ/kg. 

The t-squared fire grows until the mass loss rate reaches the onset of the actual mass 

loss rate history. The t-squared growth and the actual mass loss rate curve inside the 

compartment are then used in the fire gas temperature calculation. 

11.9.2 Pool 

The pool fire analysis performed in Chapter 5, showed that in a fuel-rich environment, 

CD> 1, the fuel vaporisation rate is dominated by the radiation from the surrounding hot 

environment. Assuming that the pool burning inside a compartment is receiving 
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radiation directly from the hot gases and the view factor between the pool and the 

room is 1.0, the mass loss rate of the pool is given as follows: 

(11.33) 

where A pool is the area of the pool, &g is the gas emissivity, cr is the Stefan-Boltzmann 

constant, Tg is the compartment gas temperature, Tv is the fuel boiling temperature, 

and Lg is the heat of gasification of the liquid fuel. The term, a, is the attenuation 

factor, having a value less than or equal to unity. A value of 0.65 is taken as typical 

from the heptane fire analysis performed in Chapter 5. Note that if a is set as 1.0, it 

assumes there is no attenuation by the fire plume and the vaporising fuel above the 

pool and the radiation heat flux from the surrounding hot gases is fully imposed on 

the fuel surface. 

11.9.2.1 Fire growth phase 

Since the fire model has been developed to investigate a post-flashover fire, the pool 

burning behaviour before flashover is not explicitly modelled. The growth stage is 

simply modelled using a t-squared fire growth at a user specified rate given in 

Equation (11.32). The "switch-over" from the t-squared mass loss rate to that of a 

radiation driven mass loss rate (Equation (11.33)) is determined by the gas 

temperature inside the compartment, such that a high enough gas temperature has to 

be reached before producing a fuel-rich environment (i.e. <I>> 1 ). This "switch-over" 

temperature is given in Equation (11.34) by substituting Equation (11.33) into the 

expression for equivalence ratio, Equation (11.12), with <I> set to be greater than 1. 

(11.34) 

Note that during the growth phase, should the t-square mass loss rate exceed the 

stoichiometric mass loss rate (min I r) for the given ventilation, the stoichiometric 

mass loss rate is used until the gas temperature inside the compartment has reached 
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the "switch-over" temperature defined by Equation (11.34). After the "switch-over" 

temperature has been reached, the pool mass loss rate is described using Equation 

(11.33). 

11.10 BURNING OPTIONS FOR MIXED FUEl TYPES 

One of the advancements made in the CFIRE program is that of allowing the 

coexistence of wood and pool fuels inside a single compartment. For compartments 

consisting of both wood-based fuels and liquid/thermoplastics fuels, two burning 

options are available for modelling. Option ( 1) is the successive burning option that 

assumes the pool fuel to burn first, followed by the wood. This option allows the pool 

fire to bum at a mass loss rate prescribed by Equation (11.33) until close to 

exhaustion, defined by the remaining fuel mass in the pool specified by the user. This 

is followed by the burning of the wood fuels with the mass loss rate subjected to 

either fuel surface or ventilation controL Option (2) is the simultaneous burning 

option that assumes the pool and the wood burn together after flashover. This option 

sets the wood fuel to ignite and burn first with at-squared growth rate, then after the 

inside compartment gas temperature reaches the "flashover" temperature (set as 

500°C in the model), the mass loss rate of the pool (evaluated using Equation (1 1.33)) 

is added on top of the mass loss rate of wood. Note that in the simultaneous burning 

option, the effective stoichiometric air to fuel mass ratio and the combined heat 

release rate from the two sources, both in term of unit mass of total fuel released, are 

calculated over time. Depending on the ventilation conditions, the eventual fire heat 

release rate inside the compartment is evaluated using Equations (11.13) or (11.14). 
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11.11 CALCULATING FIRE GAS TEMPERATURE 

The fire gas temperature calculation involves estimating an initial fire gas 

temperature, followed by the calculation of the equivalence ratio from the mass loss 

rate of the fuel and the air inflow rate. The equivalence ratio is used to determine the 

fire heat release rate, the combustion species production and hence the convective 

heat loss. Together with the heat loss terms for vent radiation and wall heat losses, the 

fire heat release rate is compared with the total heat loss, i.e. the heat balance 

equation. If the equation is not in balance, a new temperature is tried until it is 

balanced. The calculated fire gas temperature is stored and the wall temperature 

profile is updated over the single time step. The operation then moves to the next time 

step until the duration specified by the user is reached. 
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11.12 OPERATING ALGORITHM 

The computer program called the CFIRE IS written m MATLAB. The operating 

algorithm is presented as follow. 

Guess new Tg 

NO 

Next time step 
t+At 

INPUTS 
Fuel descriptions and properties 
Ventilation opening geometry 
Wall properties and initial condition 

• Burning option 
Simulation time 

Calculate the ventilation flow rates 

Calculate the equivalence ratio, <I> 

Update and store wall surface temperature and 
remaining fuel mass after time interval At 

Creates summary plots and output files 

The solving process 
involves ultilising the ftero 
solver in MA TLAB 

Figure 11.1 Operating algorithm for the CFIRE computer program. 
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11.13 VERIFICATION OF FIRE MODEL 

The objective of a mathematical fire model is to predict the outcome of real fires. Its 

adequacy for predicting the expected fire is determined by comparing the simulated 

results against experimental results. There are numerous post-flashover compartment 

fire experiments being reported around the world. The type of fuel used in these 

experiments range from wood cribs, to thermoplastics or liquid pool, to real furniture 

items. The instrumentation and hence measurements made between experiments also 

varies. The measurements range from simply measuring the gas temperature inside 

the compartment with the overall fuel mass loss history, to including vent flow 

measurements. Subjected to the availability of data, only a selection of experiments 

were used to verify the CFIRE program. These fires are described below. 

11.13.1 NFSC Fires 

Numerous compartment fire tests were carried out at the Centre Technique Industriel 

de la Construction Metallique (CTICM) in France as part of the NFSC (Natural Safety 

Fire Concept) programme in Europe. These tests are reported in considerable detail by 

Amault et al (1973 and 1974) and Roy (1993a, 1993b, 1993c). The test data IS 

available in the form of electronic spreadsheet files. 

Most of these tests involved wood fires, but some involved a fuel load consisting of 

combinations of real furniture, paper and wood. The measurements provided include 

the fuel mass loss history. Also recorded are the mean temperature, and maximum and 

minimum temperatures histories inside the compartment. Feasey (1999) indicated that 

these temperatures were taken by ten thermocouple recordings inside the 

compartment, with five located 700mm below ceiling level and five 1050mm above 

the floor level. The maximum and minimum temperature histories presented in the 

data are actually the maximum and minimum temperature measured respectively at 

any thermocouple at the particular time step. 

The fuel mass loss rate data and the fire gas temperature history from these tests 

present an opportunity to test the adequacy of the CFIRE program. The 
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experimentally measured fuel mass loss rate history is used as the input in the 

following verification exercise. This would reveal the adequacy of applying the single 

zone theory to describe the fire temperature history inside a post-flashover 

compartment. In this verification exercise, only a selection of wood fire tests is 

presented for illustrative purposes. These tests are selected to represent a wide range 

of vent opening geometries. The attributes of these tests are summarised in Table 

11.1. 

Table 11.1 NFSC experimental fires. 

NFSC Room Room Room Vent Vent Av"'i'Hv Av!Aw Compartment 

No. height width depth height width lining 

(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (mz.s) (-) 

19 3.13 3.38 3.68 2.18 1.18 3.8 0.24 N/A 

33 3.13 3.38 3.68 2.18 1.18 3.8 0.24 INSULATED 

47 3.13 3.38 3.68 2.18 1.18 3.8 0.24 INSULATED 

40 3.13 3.38 3.68 2.18 1.95 6.3 0.40 INSULATED 

41 3.13 3.38 3.68 2.18 1.95 6.3 0.40 INSULATED 

142 3.13 3.38 3.68 2.18 1.95 6.3 0.40 INSULATED 

79 3.13 3.10 3.60 2.00 3.00 8.5 0.62 N/A 

80 3.13 3.10 3.60 2.00 3.00 8.5 0.62 N/A 

I s1 3.13 3.10 3.60 2.00 3.00 8.5 0.62 N/A 

44 3.13 3.38 3.68 2.92 2.18 . 10.9 0.60 INSULATED 

45 3.13 3.38 3.68 2.92 2.18 10.9 0.60 INSULATED 

46 3.13 3.38 3.68 2.92 2.18 10.9 0.60 INSULATED 

The test compartment walls were constructed of 16cm of hard brick (fire side) and 

1 l.Scm of normal brick (ambient side); the ceiling and the wall that contained the 

vent were constructed of 17 .5cm of lightweight concrete. The floor was constructed of 

refractory concrete. In the cases indicated as INSULATED in the table, the ceiling 

and the walls were insulated using 2.5cm vermiculite insulation. The material 

properties used in the simulation for these boundaries are listed in Table 11.2. In the 

cases with vermiculite insulation, the walls were modelled using the two-layer 

composite wall with the vermiculite layer at the fire side and the combined hard and 

normal brick on the adjacent layer at ambient side using the mean weighted 

properties. In the cases without vermiculite insulation, the hard brick and normal brick 
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were separate entries modelled as a two-layer composite wall. It should be noted that 

in these simulations, the heat loss from the floor was not accounted for, as it was 

assumed that the floor was covered by the fuel inside the compartment. 

Table 11.2 Wall properties used in fire modelling for NFSC fires. 

Material Thickness k p Cp Ew 

(m) (WI m K) (kg I m3
) (J I kg K) 

1 Vermiculite 1 o.o25 11850 

Light weight 0.175 0.75 1800 840 0.9 

concrete 

Hard brick 0.160 1.32 2000 840 0.9 

Normal brick 0.115 0.69 1600 840 0.9 

Mean 0.275 1.06 1833 840 0.9 

weighted 

normal and 

hard brick 

The cellulosic fuel properties used for the simulations are listed in Table 11.3. 

Table 11.3 Fuel properties and modelling parameters used in fire modelling for 

NFSC fires. 

Fuel composition CH1.4ss0o.s4s • 0.18 H20 

Net heat of combustion, L'1hc,net 15100 kJikg 

Heat of gasification, L9 4000 kJikg 

Stoichiometric air to fuel mass ratio, r 5.3 

Modelling Parameters 

Combustion mixing factor, bp 0.95 

Emissivity of fire gas, s9 0.9 

Note: The emissivity of fire gas from wood fuel is taken as 0.9 for full-stze 

compartments with sizes greater than 2-3m (Babrauskas and Williamson, 1978). 

Figure 11.2 presents the simulation results for the above fires compared with the 

respective mean fire temperature measured during the experiments. It can be seen that 

the simulations compare favourably with the experimental fire temperature. 
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It is noted that the model predicts a slightly lower gas temperature at large openings, 

and a faster decay rate compared to the experiments. Because the temperature is 

evaluated using the fire heat release rate inside the compartment, which is the product 

between the fuel mass loss rate and the fuel heat of combustion, given the fuel mass 

loss rate history is an input, the low heat release rate is due to the low heat of 

combustion value being used in the model. In the model, the heat of combustion for 

wood is taken as 15.1MJ/kg, which accounts for 12% moisture content by weight (c.f. 

~ 18.8MJ!kg for dry wood). For wood having lower moisture contents than 12% will 

have heat of combustion values greater than 15.1 MJ/kg. It should be noted that since 

the model used a single heat of combustion value for the entire burning duration for 

wood, this treatment does not accommodate the oxidation of char. The heat of 

combustion for char is approximately 33MJ/kg (Harmathy, 1972), about two times the 

heat of combustion value of wood used in the model. When the burning of char 

dominates, particularly at the later stage of the burning, the resulting heat release rate 

inside the compartment could be larger than predicted. Since the CFIRE model uses a 

single constant heat of combustion of wood to model the entire duration of the 

burning, such a treatment is one of the limitations associated with the model. 
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Figure 11.2 Comparison between simulated and experimental temperature results for 

NFSC wood fires. 

From the comparisons between the simulated and the experimentally measured 

temperature results, it can be seen that the CFIRE program is adequate for modelling 

the post-flashover compartment fires . However, the fuel mass loss rate history inside 

the compartment needs to be known. 
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This is echoed in the post-flashover fires study by Feasey (1999) and Feasey and 

Buchanan (2002) who provided a method to describe the fuel mass loss rate history 

utilising the mass loss rate routines in COMPF2. It is to produce a representative mass 

loss rate history that describes the burning of wood for the particular fuel load and 

ventilation opening, thereby producing a representative fire gas time-temperature 

history. 

With regard to the furniture mass loss rate models in the CFIRE program, no 

verification was made, as no corresponding data is available. 

11.13.2 Parkes (1996) compartment pool fires 

Parkes (1996) conducted a series of small-scale post-flashover compartment fires 

using liquid heptane in the form of pool. His experiments have been described in 

Chapter 5. The measurements made include the temperature inside the compartment 

and the fuel mass loss rate. His data is used to test the pool fire model (Equation 

(1 L33)) in the CFIRE program. Table 11.4 tabulates the experiments performed by 

Parkes (1996). 

Table 11.4 Summary of the test matrix from Parkes (1996) fire experiments. 

Experiment Test Hv Wv Av AvHvu.o 

# (m) (m) (m2) (m2.s) 

1 0.5 0.125 0.0625 0.0442 

2 0.5 0.0625 0.0163 0.0221 

3 0.5 0.03125 0.0156 0.0110 

4 0.375 0.125 0.0469 0.0287 

5 0.375 0.0625 0.0234 0.0144 

7 0.25 0.125 0.0313 0.0156 

8 0.25 0.0625 0.0156 0.0078 

11 0.25 0.125 0.0313 0.0156 

12 0.5 0.03125 0.0156 0.0110 

13 0.375 0.03125 0.0117 0.0072 

14 0.5 0.125 0.0625 0.0442 

Note: Tests 9 and 10 not included as fire self extinguished. Test 6 is not included as 

the data were not recorded. 
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The walls of the test compartment were composite, lined with layers of different 

materials, including calcium silicate and gypsum plaster boards. The wall properties 

used in the fire modelling are tabulated in Table 11.5. The total area for ceiling, side

walls and back-wall is 5.2m2
, the area for the floor is 1.37m2 (neglecting the pool 

area) and the area for the wall that contains the vent is 0.926m2 minus the vent 

opemng area. 

Note that since the CFIRE program could only model the wall up to two layers of 

composite, these walls are modelled as kaowool layer on top of a combined layer 

defined by the mean weight average of the calcium silicate and gypsum plaster 

boards. 

Table 11.5 Wall properties used in fire modelling for Parkes (1996) experiments. 

Wall Type Thickness Conductivity Density Heat Emissivity 

(m) (WI m K) (kg I m3
) capacity 

(J I kg K) 

Ceiling, Kaowool 0.075 0.04 160 1000 0.9 

side-walls blanket 

and back- Calcium silicate 0.020 0.23 900 1293 0.9 

wall Gypsum plaster 0.020 0.48 1440 840 0.9 
--------------------- ------------- ---------------- ------------- ------------- -------- .. -----
Weighted 0.040 0.36 1170 1067 0.9 

average 

gypsum + 

calcium silicate 

Floor Kaowool 0.025 0.04 160 1000 0.9 

blanket 

Calcium silicate 0.040 0.23 900 1293 0.9 

Gypsum plaster 0.020 0.48 1440 840 0.9 
--------------------- ------------- ---------------- ------------- ------------- --------------
Weighted 0.060 0.31 1080 1142 0.9 

average 

gypsum + 

calcium silicate 

Vent wall Calcium silicate 0.020 0.23 900 1293 0.9 

The fuel properties and modelling parameters used are presented in the Table 11.6. 
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Table 11.6 Fuel properties and modelling parameters used in the fire modelling for 

Parkes (1996) experiments. 

Fuel composition C1H1a 

Net heat of combustion, ~hc,net 44500 kJ/kg 

Heat of gasification, L9 500 kJ/kg 

Stoichiometric air to fuel mass ratio, r 15.1 

Modelling Parameters 

Combustion mixing factor, bp 0.7 

Emissivity of fire gas, s9 
0.7 

Attenuation factor, a 0.65 

1 Pool area 0.031m" 

Note: Because the absmption coefficient for heptane fire is unknown, the emissivity 

of heptane fire gas is estimated as 0.7 due to the small size of the compartment 

involved (see Chapter 5). 

In the modelling exercises performed, the fuel mass loss rate for each test was not an 

input but was calculated using the pool model in the CFIRE program. 

Figure 11.3 compares the time-average temperature history measured from the two 

thermocouple-trees inside the compartment during the experiment with the 

temperature history calculated from the CFIRE program for each test. The agreement 

between the simulations results from the CFIRE program and the experimental 

measurements is good. 

Figure 11.4 compares the simulated mass loss rate of fuel from the model to that 

measured during the experiment. It can be seen that the pool model produces 

satisfactory mass loss rate results compared to the measurements made during the 

experiments. 
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Figure 11.3 Comparison between the simulated and experimental temperature results 

for heptane pool fires from Parkes (1996) experiments. 
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Figure 11.4 Comparison between the simulated and experimental fuel mass loss rate 

results for heptane pool fires from Parkes (1996) experiments. 

11.13.3 Vii (author) compartment pool fires 

The author conducted a series of small-scale compartment fire experiments with roof 

and door vent openings. The compartment had an internal dimension of lm high by 

lm wide by l .Sm deep lined with kaowool ceramic fibre insulating boards. A heptane 
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pool of 0.3m in diameter was used as the fire source. Details of the experiments have 

been reported in Chapter 8. In the experimental series, apart from measuring the gas 

temperature inside the compartment and the fuel mass loss rate, the gas flow rates 

across the door opening were also measured. Therefore this provides an opportunity 

to verify the vent flow models used in the CFIRE program. Table 11.7 provides the 

summary of the test matrix for the Door 1 experimental series. 

The wall properties and fuel properties used in the fire modelling for the author's 

experiments are presented in Table 11.8 and Table 11.9 respectively. In these 

modelling exercises, the fuel mass loss rate for each test was not an input but was 

calculated using the pool model in the CFIRE program. 

Table 11.7 Summary test matrix for the Door 1 experimental series. 

Test Sill Hv Wv Av--iHv He Av,roof Av,roof--J(Hc-Hv) 

(m) (m) (m) (m2.5) (m) (m2) 

D1RO 0 0.45 0.25 0.075 1.0 0 0 

01 R150 0 0.45 0.25 0.075 1.0 0.018 0.013 

01 R250 0 0.45 0.25 0.075 1.0 0.049 0.036 

D1R300 0 0.45 0.25 0.075 1.0 0.071 0.053 

Table 11.8 Wall properties used in the fire modelling for Vii's experiments. 

Wall Type Thickness Conductivity Density Heat Emissivity 

(m) (WI m K) (kg I m3
) capacity 

(J I kg K) 

Ceiling, Kaowool 0.025 0.15 250 1000 0.9 

side-walls vacuum board 

and back- Kaowool 0.050 0.04 160 1000 0.9 

wall blanket 

Floor and Kaowool 0.050 0.15 250 1000 0.9 

front wall vacuum board 
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Table 11.9 Fuel properties and modelling parameters used in the fire modelling for 

Vii's experiments. 

Fuel composition CrH16 

Net heat of combustion, L'lhc,net 44500 kJ/kg 

Heat of vaporisation, L9 500 kJ/kg 

Stoichiometric air to fuel mass ratio, r 15.1 

Modelling Parameters 

Combustion mixing factor, bP 0.7 

Emissivity of fire gas, s9 
0.7 

Attenuation factor, a 0.65 

Pool area 0.071m" 
.. 

Note: Because the absorption coefficient for heptane fire ts unknown, the emissivity 

of heptane fire gas is estimated as 0.7 due to the small size of the compartment 

involved (see Chapter 5). 

Figure 1 1.5 to Figure 11.8 present the compansons between the experimentally 

measured results and the simulation results from CFIRE. The results compared are: 

(a) the average gas temperature inside the compartment; (b) the mass flow rates across 

the door vent, (c) the fuel mass loss rate; and (d) the neutral-plane height at the door. 

It can be seen that overall CFIRE produced satisfactory predictions to these attributes. 

The vent flow predictions compare well with the experimental measurements. Note 

that the decrease in the experimentally measured mass flow rate of air and the neutral 

plane height over time observed in the plot is due to the effect of soot build-up on the 

velocity probes as discussed in Chapter 9. The satisfactory comparison made between 

the experimental and simulation results suggested that CFIRE can be used to model 

post-flashover fires inside a compartment with both horizontal and vertical openings. 

However, it should be noted that the vent flow model has not been tested under the 

condition at which the neutral-plane height is above the soffit height of the door 

opening. This is because the tests designed to investigate this condition, i.e. the Door 

2 and Door 3 series, had produced an unexpected pulsing behaviours as described in 

Chapter 9. The pulsing phenomenon observed in both the Door 2 and Door 3 series 

also highlights the inadequacy of the CFIRE model as it fails to describe these 

transient dynamic behaviours. 
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11.14 REMARKS 

The verification exercises performed have shown that the CFIRE computer program 

can produce satisfactory estimations compared to experimental results. However, it 

should be mentioned that not all the features provided in the CFIRE program have 

been tested. These not yet verified features include: 

• The furniture mass loss rate model; 

• The vent flow model for a very large door opening such as a full wall opening 

with/without roof vent opening; 

• The vent flow model for the condition at which the neutral-plane is above the 

soffit of the door; 

• The fuel mass loss rate in a compartment with a wood fuel load with both 

horizontal and vertical openings during the ventilation controlled burning 

regime (Equations (11.29) and (11.30)). 

Caution should be exercised when the above scenanos are encountered. Further 

research and study are required of these areas. The pulsing phenomenon observed in 

the Door 2 and Door 3 experiments by the author also exposed a limitation of the 

CFIRE program. Future research is necessary to perform in-depth study of the cause 

of this pulsing dynamic and to establish bounds for applying the CFIRE program. 
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Chapter 12 FIRE SIMULATION STUDIES 

This chapter uses the CFIRE computer program to simulate the fire time-temperature 

curves inside a compartment with different types of fuel at different ventilation 

openings. A steady-state analysis is also performed. The studies highlight the 

importance of identifying the types of fuel involved, whether the fuel is wood or 

thermoplastic/liquid pool, and the respective fuel surface area. It is shown that fuel 

with different physical and burning characteristics result in very different fires in 

terms of the temperature and duration, even with the same total amount of fuel load. 

12.1 INTRODUCTION 

Experimental test fires usually use wood cribs as the fuel. The fuel load is often 

reported as the fuel mass per unit floor area, and the surface area of the fuel is seldom 

reported. In such cases, if only one form of fuel is involved, the fuel mass indirectly 

represents the available fuel surface. According to Odeen's model (Equation (6.5)), 

wood fuel with a greater surface area would release a greater amount of fuel than 

similar wood fuel with less surface area, with the same regression rate. The increase 

in the release rate of available fuel would in tum increase the heat release rate of the 

fire inside the compartment. Hence, for a single form of fuel such as wood cribs, 

increasing the fuel load would inevitably increase the total available fuel surface and 

result in a more severe fire than the lower fuel load case. Design fires such as that 

proposed by Magnusson and Thelandersson (1970) are largely based upon wood crib 

test fires. For the aforementioned reason, these fires are characterised using the fire 

load per unit area. The use of the fire load per unit area as a characteristic parameter 

has perhaps resulted in fuel load surveys which only report the fuel mass or heat 

content per unit floor area, without any useful descriptions being given about the 

characteristics of the fuels involved. 
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Fire loads in typical residential and commercial occupancies are likely to include 

wooden items such as bookshelves, desks, tables and chairs. Each of these wooden 

furniture items has a different exposed surface area and mass; furniture can be 

considered "thick" when its exposed surface area is small compared to its overall 

mass, e.g. a fully packed bookshelf, or "thin" with a large surface area compared to its 

mass, e.g. desk, table. Apart from wooden furniture, realistic occupancies also consist 

of thermoplastic materials such as mattresses and upholstered furniture that have 

pool-like burning behaviour. These vastly different fuel characteristics will produce 

different fires inside a compartment. 

In this chapter, simulation studies are performed usmg the CFIRE program to 

investigate the possibilities of different fire time-temperature histories resulting from 

different types of fuel, even with the same fuel load. The importance of fuel surface 

area on the potential resulting fire temperature is also highlighted. 

12.2 SCENARIOS 

In order to study the effects of fuel types on the resultant fires, six fuel scenarios are 

considered. These fuel scenarios are: 

1. 100% thick wood-based furniture; 

2. 100% thin wood-based furniture; 

3. 100% thermoplastic fuel; 

4. 50% thick wood-based furniture and 50% thin wood-based furniture; 

5. 50% thick wood-based furniture and 50% thermoplastic fuel; 

6. 50% thin wood-based furniture and 50% thermoplastic fuel. 

The "thick" wood based furniture refers to a selection of furniture items with a small 

surface area to mass ratio; whereas the "thin" furniture refers to a selection of items 

with a large surface area to mass ratio. The furniture items involved are given in 

Appendix B. In this study, the thick fuels are represented by using a mixture of 
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bookshelves completely full and bookshelves 50% full of books, and the thin fuels are 

represented using a mixture of desks, tables and chairs. Thermoplastic fuel is 

represented by a large slab of polyurethane foam with an area equal to the floor area 

of the compartment. 

For all scenarios, a fire load density of 800MJ/m2 (floor area) is used, to represent a 

typical office fire hazard (BIA, 1992). The compartment considered is 3m high by 5m 

wide by 5m deep, lined with gypsum plasterboard 38mm thick. This is schematically 

shown in Figure 12.1. Four different ventilation openings are considered, as shown in 

Table 12.1. The fuel properties are given in Table 12.2. At-squared fire given in 

Equation (11.32) with a fast growth rate, i.e. kgrowth = 150 ( s I .J MW ) is used to 

represent the growth phase of the aforementioned fire scenarios. 

Wv 
)I 

I 
I 

Figure 12.1 Schematic representation of the compartment used in the analysis. 
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Table 12.1 Compartment specifications used in the fire simulations. 

Compartment size S.Om x 5.0m x 3.0m high 

Internal bounding surface area, AT 110mL 

Ventilation opening height, Hv 2.0m 

Ventilation opening width, Wv 0.76m, 1.56m, 3.11m, 4.67m 

Ventilation parameter, AvHv u.o 2.15, 4.40, 8.80, 13.20 m"·" 

Ventilation factor, Fv= AvHv0 ·"tAT 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.12 mu.o 

Enclosing boundary Density, p = 720 kg/m3 

Specific heat, cP = 1130 J/kg K 

Thermal conductivity, k = 0.2 W/m K 

Thickness, L = 0.038 m 

Emissivity, Sw = 0.9 

Modelling Parameters used 

Exposed wall area for heat transfer, At 85 m" minus the vent opening area 

Combustion mixing factor, bp 0.9 

Gas emissivity, a9 0.9 

Table 12.2 Fuel properties used in the fire simulations. 

Wood Polyurethane foam 

Fuel composition CH1.4550o.s4s • 0.18 H20 CH1.91 Oo.2s3No.os5 

Net heat of combustion, Llhc 15,100 kJ/kg 28,700 kJ/kg 

Heat of gasification, L9 4,000 kJ/kg 2,700 kJ/kg 

Vaporisation temperature, Tv N/A 600 K 

Stoichiometric air to fuel mass ratio, r 5.3 9.8 

Attenuation factor, a N/A 0.65 

Note: The chemical formula for polyurethane foam (CH1.910o.263No.055) used in this 

analysis is the same as used by Takeda and Yung (I 992) in their modelling of 

polyurethane fires inside a compartment. 

For fuel load scenarios that consist of both wood-based products and thermoplastic 

fuels (scenarios 5 and 6), there are two burning options available in the CFIRE 

computer program. These options are: (1) a successive burning option that assumes 

the pool to burn first and the wood t1re to continue after the pool burns off; and (2) a 

simultaneous burning option that assumes pool and wood burn together after 

flashover (set as 500°C). In the comparative study between different fuel scenarios, 
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the successive burning option was chosen to simulate the fire for scenarios 5 and 6. In 

doing so, these scenarios are conditional on the assumption that the thermoplastic fuel 

bums first, followed by the wood fuel. This assumption is not necessarily an 

indication of what will actually happen in a real fire, but it is used as a first 

approximation to show the capability of the CFIRE computer program. 

12.3 FIRE SIMULATION RESULTS 

12.3.1 Effects of fuel types 

Figure 12.2 shows the simulated fire gas time-temperature histories inside the 

compartment for the six fuel scenarios at different ventilation openings. Note that 

each scenario has the same fire load (800MJ/m2 floor area). The simulation results 

show that the gas temperatures inside the compartment are dependent on the type of 

fuel involved. 
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Figure 12.2 Simulation results giving fire gas temperatures for different types of 

fuel and different sizes of window opening, compared with Eurocode 

parametric fire curves (Fuel load of 800MJ/m2 floor area). 
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Considering the left hand graphs of Figure 12.2, the results show that thin wood-based 

fuel items give higher fire gas temperatures than thick fuel items. This is because thin 

fuel has more surface area than thick fuel for a given mass, therefore a higher mass 

loss rate. At small openings, Fv=0.02 and 0.04, there is generally enough fuel surface 

area for thin fuel to produce a mass loss rate at the ventilation limit 0.12~..Jif: 

(Equation (11.29)). This results in a ventilation controlled fire where the heat release 

rate is close to the maximum for the given vent opening, i.e. combustion using nearly 

all the available incoming air from the opening, producing a high gas temperature. 

Note that for small opening (Fv=0.02), the temperature in the room with thick fuel 

climbs faster than that with thin fuel. Reviewing the mass loss rate history for thick 

fuel, its mass loss rate is found to be lower than the thin fuel counterpart that bums at 

the maximum rate of 0.12 Av Jii:. This lower mass loss rate is due to thick fuel 

having less surface area compared to thin fuel. Since the maximum mass loss rate, 

0.12~Jif:, corresponds to a slightly fuel-rich burning with an equivalence ratio of 

approximately 1.35, by burning at a rate slightly less than the maximum rate, the 

burning of thick fuel will be closer to stoichiometry, resulting a hotter gas temperature 

due to lower convective heat loss. 

For larger openings, Fv=0.08 and 0.12, there is not enough fuel surface available, even 

for thin fuel to produce a ventilation controlled fire. The fire environment inside the 

compartment is therefore fuel-lean and the heat release rate depends on the mass loss 

rate controlled by the fuel surface. The resulting temperatures are less than for the 

small openings because the mass loss rate is low compared with the available air 

supply. The decay rate for the thin wood is faster than for the thick wood. The fire 

continues until all fuels are exhausted. For combined thick and thin wood-based fuel, 

the fire gas temperature is between the thick case and thin case as expected. For thick 

fuel and large openings, the calculated temperatures using the assumed fuel mass loss 

rate are unrealistically low for post-flashover fires, but they have been included to 

show the full range of output from the model. Note that at large openings with Fv= 

0.12, the thick fuel and thin fuel scenarios are seen to have decay periods starting at 

the same time. This rather unexpected result happens because at this large opening, 

the burning is fuel-surface controlled from the beginning. The thick fuel items such as 
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50% filled bookshelves also consist of some thin components the same thickness as in 

the thin fuel items, and the decay phase starts when the thin components in the 

furniture items are exhausted. For example, for plane components 25mm thick, with a 

constant regression rate of O.Ollmm/s from both sides, it takes approximately 20 

minutes to bum away these thin components, at which time the decay phase starts. For 

thick fuel, the entire decay period is much longer and the fire heat release rate is much 

lower compared to thin fuel, due to the thick components involved. 

Fuel load consisting of polyurethane foam is represented by a pool fire with an area 

equal to the floor area of the compartment of 25m2
• This fire could also represent a 

fire where thermoplastic items melt and form a pool over the whole floor area. The 

relative size of the ventilation opening to the pool area has an important effect on the 

temperature generated inside the compartment, shown by the heavy lines on the right 

hand graphs of Figure 12.2. For a small opening, Fv=0.02, although the fire condition 

is fuel-rich and consuming nearly all the incoming oxygen, the fire gas temperature 

inside the room is not as high as that in the thin wood scenario. This is due to far more 

fuel being vaporised from the pool than can be burned with the available air. The 

unburned fuel is discharged from the compartment along with the hot gases. With this 

large extra mass in the discharge, the convective heat loss is greatly increased. This 

reduces the fire gas temperature generated inside the compartment. As the ventilation 

increases, the pool bums more efficiently therefore producing higher temperatures. 

The results for the coexistence of both pool and wood fuels (scenarios 5 and 6) are 

very interesting. Note that the successive burning option has been used in the 

modelling which assumed that all the liquid fuel is burned before the wood begins to 

bum. For small openings, Fv=0.02, the fuel-rich pool fire produces very low 

temperatures. Once the pool has burned away, the wood fuel fire depends on the 

available surface area of wood. The thin wood fuel has sufficient area to produce a 

ventilation controlled fire, and since the convective heat loss is not as large as that 

cause by the pool, this produces an increasing temperature. For the thick fuel, 

however, due to less surface area being available, the fire becomes fuel surface 

controlled with slowly dropping temperature. 
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As the window size is increased, it can be seen that the pool fire becomes hotter, but 

once the pool has burned away, the temperatures drop rapidly because the wood items 

have insufficient area to achieve ventilation controlled burning, regardless of whether 

they are thick or thin. For all opening sizes, the mass of wood fuel in the right hand 

graphs is only half of that in the left hand graphs, so the wood surface area is also 

only half, leading to the fire being severely fuel controlled when the openings are 

large. 

The corresponding Eurocode parametric fire curves for a fuel load of 800MJ/m2 floor 

area (or 182MJ/m2 total area) with enclosing boundaries properties of .j(kpc) =400 

Ws0
·
5/m2-K are superimposed on the individual plots in Figure 12.2. The formula for 

Eurocode parametric fire curves are shown as follows (ECl, 1994) 

The Eurocode equation for temperature T (°C) is 

T = 1325(1- 0.324e-0
·
21*- 0.204e-1.7t*- 0.472e-191*) 

where t* is the fictitious time (in hours) given by 

t* =rt 

and t is the time (in hours) and 

r _ (Fvfo.o4Y 
- (.J kpc /1160 r 

and Fv is the ventilation factor defined as 

(12.1) 

(12.2) 

(12.3) 

(12.4) 

where Ar is the total internal bounding surface area (including opening) (m2
). 
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The equation for the duration of the burning period, ta (in hours), IS gtven as 

(Buchanan, 2002) 

where et is the fuel load (MJ/m2 total surface area), and 

the fuel (MJ). 

(12.5) 

is the total energy content of 

The Eurocode uses a reference decay rate (dT/dt)refequal to 625°C per hour for a fire 

burning duration less than 30 minutes and decreasing linearly to 250°C per hour for a 

fire burning duration greater than 2 hours. The actual decay rate is given by 

dT I dt = (dT I dt tel r {12.6) 

It· can be seen that in general, in term of maximum temperature, the Eurocode 

parametric fires compare well with thin wood scenarios at small openings, at Fv=0.02 

and 0.04. At large openings, where Fv=0.08 and 0.12, the parametric fires have a 

maximum temperature much greater than all the wood fires simulated. This is 

expected because the parametric fires are deduced from Magnusson and 

Thelandersson's (1970) design fire curves. These design fires are based on wood fires 

with the assumption that the fire is ventilation controlled at every opening condition 

regardless of fuel load (Magnusson and Thelandersson, 1974). The close similarity 

between the parametric fires and the simulated thin wood furniture fires at small 

openings is due to the fact that the thin wood furniture has sufficient fuel surface area 

to achieve ventilation controlled burning. This corresponds to the underlying 

assumption made during the generation of Magnusson and Thelandersson's design 

fires, and hence the parametric fires. However, at large openings, the fuels involved in 

the simulations do not have sufficient surface area to achieve ventilation controlled 

burning. Therefore, the simulated temperatures are lower than the parametric fires. 

Comparing the parametric fires with the thermoplastic pool fire simulations, the 

parametric fire has a longer fully developed phase, i.e. the period between flashover to 

the onset of decay. This is because the thermoplastic pool fires bum in a fuel-rich 
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environment with the excess vaporised fuel burning outside the compartment. 

However, it is noted that the Eurocode parametric fires have fast decay rates 

compared to the simulated fires for large openings in particular. Such behaviour has 

been reported by Feasey and Buchanan (2002), where they found that the Eurocode 

equations often predict temperatures which are too low and give extremely fast decay 

rates for large openings in poorly insulated compartments and extremely slow decay 

rates for small openings in well insulated compartment. They suggested a modified 

modification factor, l DESIGN, for the fully developed phase to obtain a higher 

temperature; a separate modification factor for the decay phase, l DECAY, to produce a 

more realistic decay rates. These modification factors are given as follows 

1 
_ (Fvfo.o4Y 

DESIGN - (~ 
11900 

r 

~Fv 10.04 
lDECAY = J~ 

11900 

The fictitious time, t*, and the decay rate, dT/dt, are given as 

dT I dt = (dT I dt)refrDECAY 

(12.7) 

(12.8) 

(12.9) 

(12.10) 

Figure 12.3 shows the modified parametric fire curves plotted on top of the same 

simulation results as presented in Figure 12.2. It can be seen that in general, the 

modified parametric fires provide envelopes for the simulated fire curves, with more 

realistic decay rates than in Figure 12.2. Therefore, they represents a family of 

conservative fire curves for the given fuel load, ventilation opening and the type of 

enclosure. The comparison made between the parametric fires and the simulation 

results shows that these parametric fires can be seen as a family of useful fire curves 

for the purpose of structural fire designs. They do not in any way describe the fire 

behaviour of realistic furnishing inside an occupancy. 
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Figure 12.3 Comparison of modified parametric fires with the simulation results for 

different types of fuel and different sizes of window opening with a total 

fuel load of 800MJ/m2 floor area. 
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The simulation results presented in Figure 12.2 have indicated that both the fuel types 

("wood" and "pool") and their surface area strongly affect the resultant fire 

characteristics at various opening geometries. As noted in the previous chapters 

(Chapters 5 and 6) these two fuel types each has different burning behaviour to each 

other. The "wood" refers to wood fuels where the mass loss rate is restricted by either 

the ventilation or the fuel surface area. In the case of fuel surface controlled, the mass 

loss rate is prescribed by a constant regression-burning rate from the surface. This is 

the burning model used to model wooden furniture in the previous section, which 

assumes that the fuel mass loss rate is not affected by the imposed radiation. The 

"pool" refers to thermoplastic or liquid fuels where the mass loss rate is driven by the 

imposed radiation from the surrounding hot environment. 

The analysis performed in this study is to investigate the important parameters that 

affect the fire temperature and the fuel mass lass rate for these two fuel types each 

with different burning behaviour. 

This analysis is based on the single zone compartment fire theory as used in the 

CFIRE program, with some simplifications. The simplifications are made on the air 

inflow rate term by using the approximated equation (min :::::! C · _A. .jii; (Equation 

(3.8)), and the use of a mean specific heat for the hot gases, cp, to estimate the 

convective heat loss. This will facilitate a presentation on all the important parameters 

on the heat balance equation, which will be the focus of the analysis. In the analysis, 

fuel with a fixed surface area is considered and the resultant fire gas temperature and 

the fuel mass flux inside the compartment are evaluated at the steady-state condition. 

The formulations used in this analysis are given in the following section. 
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12.4.1 Formulations 

For a compartment having only a vertical wall opening, assuming the compartment 

behaves as a single zone well-stirred reactor with infinitely fast reactions, the 

conservation of energy and mass equations give 

(12.11) 

(12.12) 

The expression for each individual heat term in the energy balance equation is given 

as follows. 

Convective heat loss term 

Taking the mean specific heat of the out going hot gases, cp, as 1150Jikg-K (Janssens, 

1992), and approximating the air inflow into the compartment as in Equation (3.8), 

the convective heat loss term can be written in the following form: 

QL =cp(rg T0)·(mp +m;J (12.13) 

~ cP(Tg -T0 )· (AFm; +C ·Avfii:) 

where the fuel rate, m P (kg/s ), is expressed as the product between the fuel surface 

area, AF (m2
), and the fuel mass flux per unit fuel surface area, m; (kg s-lm-2

). 

Radiation heat loss from vent opening 

The radiation heat flux from the vent opemng is represented as a blackbody at 

temperature Tg, with the expression given as 

(12.14) 

where Av is the vent opening area, cr is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Tg is the gas 

temperature and T0 is taken as the temperature of the outside ambient air. 
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Heat loss through the enclosing boundaries 

In this analysis, only the steady-state solution is considered. The general form of wall 

heat loss term is given as follows 

(12.15) 

where q: is the heat loss per unit area of the enclosing boundaries. Note that A1 is the 

surface area of the enclosing boundaries subjected to heat transfer. This will have a 

value lower than the total internal surface area, Ar, as the floor area is generally not 

included in the heat transfer calculation assuming that the fuel packages cover all of 

the floor area. At steady-state, q: is expressed as follows, 

(12.16) 

where L is the wall thickness and k is its conductivity. The terms h~re and h~mb are the 

"lumped" convective heat transfer coefficient at the hot fire side and the cold ambient 

side of the wall respectively. These coefficients include both convective and radiative 

heat loss components such that 

(12.17) 

and 

(12.18) 

The convective heat transfer coefficients, hfire and hamb, are taken as 25W/m2-K and 

10W/m2-K respectively. Both the inside and outside wall surface temperature, Tw; and 
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Twa, are solved for the giVen Vk and the convective and radiative boundary 

conditions. 

Feedback term 

This is the heat required to vaponse the unburned fuel. The feedback term IS 

evaluated as 

{12.19) 

where Lg is the heat of gasification. 

Fire heat release rate 

The fire heat release rate depends on whether the fire environment is fuel rich or fuel 

lean. For simplicity, the mixing between fuel and air is assumed to be perfect, i.e. 

bp= 1, such that 

For fuel-rich condition 

QFIRE = rhin . Ahc,net I r (12.20) 

~C. Av-Jif:. Ahc,net jr 

For fuel-lean condition 

QFJRE = rh p • Ahc,net (12.21) 

= AFm; · Mzc,net 

By substituting these individual heat terms into the conservation of energy equation 

(Equation (12.11 )), the expressions for both the fuel-rich and the fuel-lean conditions 

are obtained. Following Quintiere's (2002) treatment, the term, k, is expressed 
Av 

A A 
as the product between }H: and _E_ • 

Av H, A1 
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Fuel-rich 

(12.22) 

( 4 J · 11 ( At AF · 11 CJ L + ·q + ·-·m -- . A.,JH: w Av.Jli: 4 P r g 

where m; the fuel mass loss rate per unit fuel area is 

"Pool" (12.23) 

"Wood" (12.24) 

Fuel-lean 

(12.25) 

where m; is taken as the free burning mass flux. 

The switch from the fuel-rich to the fuel lean condition is determined using the 

equivalence ratio, <I>, defined as 
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(12.26) 

min 
r·A ·m" F p 

The stoichiometric condition occurs when <I>= 1. By substituting the mass loss rate 

expressions for "pool" given in Equations (12.24) into Equation (12.26) with 

equivalence ratio set as greater than unity, i.e. <l>> 1, the conditions necessary to 

achieve fuel-rich condition is given as follows: 

For "pool": 

(12.27) 

or in other word, the fire gas temperature, Tg, must be high enough to 1mpose 

sufficient heat flux on the pool to create a fuel-rich environment, such that 

l 

{[
Lg CAvfii: 4 ] fr }4 

Tg > -;: · -- AF --- + crTv / (ae gcr) 

(12.28) 

For "wood", the m; involved simply has to be 

c (12.29) 

r 

If these conditions are not met, the fire becomes fuel-lean. 

Two dominant geometrical parameters can be seen in both Equations (12.22) and 

(12.25). These parameters are A1 I A. Jii: and ApIA. Jii: . The former relates to the 

heat losses through the enclosing boundaries, whereas the later relates to the fuel mass 

loss rate. Note that these two parameters are not totally independent as they are 
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related by AF I 4 . Apart from these two parameters, it is apparent that for the "pool" 

type of fuel, the (1:1hc,netlr)!Lg ratio would be influential over the fuel mass loss rate, 

where (1:1hc,netlr) is the heat of combustion of air for the fueL It can be seen from 

Equation (12.22) that high (1:1hc,netlr) will result in a greater fire heat release rate, 

hence high resulting gas temperature and fuel mass loss rate; and a low Lg represents a 

fuel that is easily vaporised. 

12.4.2 Analysis 

In order to study these parameters, a compartment 5m wide by 5m deep by 3m high as 

used in the previous analysis (shown in Figure 12.1) is considered. It has a wall 

opening with a height of 2m at one end of the compartment, and the opening width 

will be varied from W/Wc=0.02 up to 1.0, thereby varying the vent parameter, 

Av -Jii: . The properties of the enclosing boundaries used in the analysis are given in 

Table 12.1. 

The two mam fuel types, i.e. "wood" and "pool", each with different burning 

characteristics are analysed. Of the "pool" fuels, three fuels with different 

(11hc,netlr)/Lg ratios are tested to investigate the effect of the (!1hc,netlr)!Lg ratio on the 

resultant fire gas temperature and fuel mass loss rate. The properties of the fuel 

involved are presented in Table 12.3. The fuel surface area is described using the 

parameter, AFIA1• The value of AFIA1 for each fuel is chosen such that it gives the 

entire burning spectrum from fuel-rich to fuel-lean over the geometry of the vent 

openings considered. 
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Table 12.3 Fuel properties. 

'Wood" "Pool" 

Fuel Wood Heptane Polyethylene l!:_olyurethane 

Composition CH1.45s0o.s4s • 0.18H20 C1H1e (C2H4)n CHu, Oo.2e3No.oss 

r 5.3 15.1 14.76 9.8 

Ahc,net (kJ/kg) 15,100 44,500 43,300 28,700 

L9 (kJ/kg) N/A 500 2,400 2,700 

(Ahc,netfr)/L9 
N/A 5.89 1.22 1.08 

~ N/A 371 663 600 

• II 0.005* 0.065 0.026 0.021 
mp.Jreebum 

(kg s-1 m"2
) 

a. N/A 0.65 0.65 0.65 

AF/At 0.6 0.005 0.025 0.05 

*Note: The free burning mass flux for wood is taken as 0.005kg s·1m-2 corresponding 

to a regression rate ofO.Ollmm/s and a wood density of 450kg/m3
. 

12.4.3 Results 

The steady-state solutions are calculated using the equations given in Section 12.4.1. 

Figure 12.4 plots m P I AF versus ~ fiJ: I AF for the fuel types considered. The 

"wood" model produces the ventilation controlled and fuel surface controlled burning 

regimes as shown by Hannathy (1972). The slope of the "wood" model in the 

ventilation controlled burning regime is Clr, approximately 0.09, i.e. the Kawagoe 

correlation. The point of transition from ventilation controlled to fuel surface 

controlled is when the free burn mass flux, m;Jreebum, equals C · ~fiJ: I r I AF. For 

m;,freebum less than c . Av fii: I r I AF ' the fire becomes fuel surface controlled. 
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Figure 12.4 Fuel mass flux versus Av.Jfi: I AF for different types of fuel. 

For "pool" fires, it can be seen that the fuel mass flux, mP I AF, increases with the 

ventilation term, A,.Jil: I AF, indicating a fuel-rich burning where the fire heat 

release rate is limited by the available ventilation. An increase in A, .Jii: I AF will 

mean a greater ventilation, resulting a greater heat release rate and hence temperature, 

leading to an increase in the pool fuel mass flux. From the plots, it can also be seen 

that for "pool" fires, the relationship between the fuel mass loss rate, m P , and the vent 

parameter, A,.Jil:, is not constant with a large deviation occurring especially at large 

openings. This is consistent with the study by Bullen (1976). 

The increase of the fuel mass flux from a "pool" fire ceases at a point where the 

ventilation opening is too large with respect to the fuel surface area, such that the heat 

losses are too great for the compartment to sustain a high enough temperature to 

vaporise enough fuel from the available fuel surface to achieve fuel-rich burning. In 
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such a condition, the pool fire would be a localised fuel-lean fire with a low 

compartment temperature. Such behaviour has been noticed by Babrauskas and 

Wickstrom (1979) in their study of pool fires inside a compartment. In reality, the 

switch from fuel-rich to fuel-lean may not be as abrupt as shown in Figure 12.4. 

Quintiere (2002) has performed a similar analysis, but includes both the vitiation and 

the radiation effects in the modelling of the "pool" mass loss rate in the fuel-lean 

condition (c.f. the use of the free burning rate for fuel-lean condition in this analysis). 

His results have shown a gradual decrease in the mass flux when switching from the 

ventilation controlled to the fuel controlled regime. From the plot of Figure 12.4, it 

can be seen that the critical threshold of A, Jii: I AF , between the fuel-rich and the 

fuel-lean condition, increases for a pool with a lower heat of gasification. This is 

understandable because a pool with a low heat of gasification can be readily 

vaporised, so less fuel surface area is required to achieve a fuel-rich burning for a 

given ventilation opening compared to fuels with higher heat of gasification. 

Comparing the fuel mass loss behaviours between the "pool" fire and the "wood" fire, 

it is clear that the "pool" fire could achieve a fuel-rich condition, i.e. a ventilation 

limited fire heat release rate, at a much smaller fuel surface area for a given 

ventilation opening than a "wood" fire. This is consistent with the findings by Bullen 

and Thomas (1978) and Bohm and Hadvig (1982). The required pool surface area to 

achieve fuel-rich burning decreases for pools with a high (Jj,hc,netlr)ILg ratio. 

Figure 12.5 presents the corresponding compartment fire temperature versus 

A, Jii: I AF for the fuels considered. The very low temperatures associated with 

localised pool fires and wood fires burning at a free burning rate at large openings are 

presented for completeness. It can be seen that at small Av Jii: I AF ratio, the pool 

fires, especially those with high (Jj,hc,netlr)ILg ratios, produce a lower compartment 

temperature than wood fires. This is expected because the wood fire bums closer to 

stoichiometry according to Equation (12.24), whereas the pool fire bums in a highly 

fuel-rich environment releasing more fuel than could be burned with the available air. 

These unburned fuels are discharged outside the compartment, which in tum increases 

the convective heat loss term. This results in lower temperatures inside the 
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compartment but would mcrease the hazard due to external flaming. At large 

~ .Jii: I AF ratio, pool fires could produce temperatures much higher than wood fires 

as the wood fuel does not have a sufficient fuel surface area to produce ventilation 

controlled burning. 
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Figure 12.5 Compartment fire gas temperature versus Av.fii: I AF for different types 

of fuel. 

It should be noted that the above plots for the thermoplastic pool fires (Figures 12.4 

and 12.5) are specific to the modelling parameters used, notably the enclosure surface 

area, AIAF, the enclosure properties, Uk, and the vent opening height, Hv. As shown 

in Equation (12.22), both the AIAF and Uk terms are associated with the enclosure 

boundaries heat loss; where the Hv term is associated with the radiative heat loss 

through opening. Because these terms are involved in the energy balance equation, 

they are influential over the resulting gas temperature and hence the fuel mass flux . 

For a given ~.Jii: I AF, the enclosure boundary heat loss increases with a large 
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enclosure area, AIAF, as well as a large heat loss per unit area of the enclosing 

boundaries, q; , which is a function of L/k during steady-state heat transfer (Equation 

(12.16)); whereas the radiative heat loss through the opening increases with a low 

opening height, Hv, as a low Hv means a large opening area, Av, for a given ~ Jii:. 
High heat loss terms would mean a low gas temperature and hence a low fuel mass 

flux. The transition point, Av Jii: I AF , between fuel-rich burning and fuel-lean 

burning, depends on both the fuel heat of gasification, Lg, and the temperature inside 

the compartment, as shown in Equation (12.27). The compartment needs to sustain a 

high enough gas temperature given the losses to vaporise enough fuel from the 

available fuel surface to achieve fuel-rich burning. By having greater heat losses, such 

as compartment boundaries with high thermal inertia, hence large q~~, the transition 

point is expect to be at a lower Av Jii: I AF than those with a low thermal inertia 

having the same heat transfer surface area and opening geometry. 

12.5 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

The above study has shown that different types of fuel can result in markedly different 

fires due to the different burning characteristics. Wooden furniture items are modelled 

so as to have the burning characteristics of "wood" such that the fuel mass loss rate is 

either controlled by the available ventilation or by the fuel surface area. According to 

Odeen's model, a single large cube would have a lower mass loss rate than multiple 

smaller cubes with the same total mass at the same regression rate. This is simply 

because the large cube has a small surface area for the given mass. The single large 

cube and multiple small cubes could be used to resemble "thick" and "thin" furniture 

scenarios respectively. The thick furniture would have a smaller fuel surface area than 

the thin furniture for the same mass or fuel load. This means that the mass loss rate 

and hence the fire heat release rate for thick furniture would be lower compared to 

thin furniture, resulting in a less severe fire even with the same fuel load. This effect 

can be seen in the fire time-temperature histories presented in Figure 12.2. The 

available fuel surfaces and the ventilation opening size are important in determining 
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whether the fire will be ventilation controlled. This is characterised usmg the 

~ Jii: I AF ratio and the requirement for ventilation controlled burning as given in 

Equation (12.29). From the simulation results for large openings with Fv=0.08 and 

0.12, even thin furniture with a large exposed surface area does not produce a 

ventilation controlled fire. The temperature is therefore lower than predicted by the 

Eurocode parametric fires, derived by assuming ventilation controlled burning. Note 

that a typical office might have a large amount of loose paper which would act like 

"very thin" fuel, leading to hotter ventilation controlled burning in the early stages of 

a post-flashover fire. 

With regard to the decay phase, since thin furniture usually consists of thin panels 

with a large surface area and small thickness, once these surfaces have burned off, the 

remaining total fuel surface is reduced significantly. This results in an abrupt 

increment in the ~Ji-i: I AF ratio. As shown in Figure 12.5, this would result in a 

rapid drop in the temperature constituting a fast decay rate. For thick furniture, the 

change of the ~ Jii: I AF ratio over the fire duration is not as large as that of thin 

furniture. Therefore, the change in temperature is more gradual hence giving a slower 

decay rate. 

It has been conceived that the existence of thermoplastic fuel inside a compartment 

can be beneficial for the structures inside the fire compartment, on the assumption that 

thermoplastics are vaporised easily under the radiation and discharged outside the 

compartment (Harmathy, 1979). However, through the present analysis, this is only 

partially true. As shown in Figure 12.4 and Figure 12.5, at small Avfii: I AF ratios, 

the pool fire has a greater mass loss rate per unit area and a lower fire gas temperature 

compared to the wood fire. In such conditions, the existence of pool could be 

beneficial to the fire compartment itself as a large amount of fuel is discharged 

outside the compartment, at the same time lowering the inside compartment 

temperature. This effect could be seen in the simulation results for small openings 

such as Fv=0.02 in Figure 12.2. However, at a large opening, the pool requires less 

fuel surface area to achieve a ventilation limited fire than wood fuel as shown in 

Figure 12.4. In this case, the thermoplastic fuel acts to increase the maximum fire gas 
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temperature, which would otherwise not be achievable if wood fuels were the sole 

fuel load inside the compartment. This can be seen in the simulated results for 

Fv=0.08 and 0.12. For a compartment having both thermoplastics and woods as fuels, 

the maximum fire gas temperature can be much higher than for a compartment with 

only wood fuels. 

The above analyses highlight the importance of identifying the types of fuel and the 

fuel surface area, i.e. Av Jii: I AF and AF I 4 terms, involved in a fire compartment. 

Often these parameters are ignored and substituted by a single parameter, the total 

fuel load per floor area of the compartment. There exist a lot of possibilities to 

achieve the same fuel load per square metre with different combinations of fuels that 

could result in vastly different fires. Therefore, it is important that future fire load 

surveys include not only the mass of fuel, but also the fuel type and the exposed fuel 

surface area and thickness. This will allow the development of design fires for 

different categories of occupancies based on the fuel types, characteristics and 

properties involved. 

It is acknowledged that the analyses performed ignore the preferential burning 

behaviours observed in a long deep compartment by Thomas and Bennetts (1999) and 

Kirby et al (1999). In such scenarios, the temperature inside the compartment is not 

uniform and the fuel surface area involved in the vaporising process might not be the 

same as the total available fuel surface area inside the compartment. The CFIRE 

computer program is not expected to produce an adequate simulation for such 

conditions. More research is needed on the topic of preferential burning, in particular 

the ignition and burning criteria for individual fuels at the back of the compartment. 

This would assist future model development for describing preferential burning 

behaviour. 
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This chapter concludes the thesis and summanses the maJor findings. 

Recommendations for future research on the area of post-flashover fires studies are 

giVen. 

13.1 Existing fire models 

The following points describe the characteristics of most existing post-flashover fire 

models: 

• The post-flashover compartment is modelled usmg the single zone 

compartment fire theory, such that the entire compartment is treated as a well

stirred reactor. 

• The associated vent flow theory applied in the models is based upon the 

orifice analogy that is only applicable for small wall openings. 

• Combustion inside the compartment is assumed to be infinitely fast. The 

existence of incomplete combustion products, hence the combustion 

efficiency, is crudely estimated or ignored. 

• In the case of modelling the mass loss rate of cellulosic fuels, fuel 

characteristics such as surface area and thickness are either not considered or 

collectively described as plane (one-dimensional), or stick or cylinder (two

dimensional), or cube or sphere (three-dimensional). Two burning regimes are 

generally used, namely the ventilation controlled regime and the fuel surface 

controlled regime. The mass loss rate during the ventilation controlled regime 

is assumed to be a result of a gas phase reaction whereas the mass loss rate 

during the fuel surface controlled is modelled using a prescribed regression 
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rate on the available fuel surface. For densely packed wood cribs, there is 

another burning regime known as the crib porosity controlled regime, which is 

accounted for in some models. 

• The existing single zone fire models are restricted to modelling a single fuel 

type, either a cellulosic fire or a pool fire, but cannot model the coexistence of 

both fuel types inside the same compartment. 

• Neither roof vent openings nor wind effects are considered. 

13.2 FINDINGS 

13.2.1 Compartment with large wall vent openings 

Based on the analytical vent flow studies using the line-plume analogy, the following 

findings have been made in this study: 

• The orifice analogy typically used to describe compartment vent flow should 

be restricted to small wall opening applications. 

• For large wall openings such as a full wall opening, the fire environment 

inside a compartment is going to be less uniform than with a small wall 

opening; in such a case, the mass flow rate of air into the compartment is 

dictated by the plume entrainment. 

• Depending on the plume entrainment constant, the flow rate . due to 

entrainment could be as low as --60% of the flow rate estimated from the 

orifice theory (the Kawagoe method). 
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13.2.2 Compartment with both horizontal and vertical vent openings 

Based on the experimental vent flow studies on a compartment with a horizontal roof 

opening and a vertical door opening, it is found that: 

• For a compartment with a small roof vent, and a large door opening with a 

small downstand, stable vent flows across the openings was observed. The 

neutral-plane was below the soffit of the door opening with inflow and 

outflow through the door and outflow through the roof opening. 

• For a compartment with a small roof vent, and a small door opening with a 

large downstand, a sustained pulsing phenomenon was observed. The pulsing 

consists of charging and discharging phases; with air being sucked into the 

compartment via the entire door vent during the charging phase, and hot gases 

and unburned fuel being pushed out of the roof and door vents during the 

discharging phase. 

From the analytical study, for a compartment with a small roof vent, and a large wall 

opening with a small downstand, where the neutral-plane is below the soffit of the 

wall opening: 

• The flows can be described using an extended form of vent flow formulation 

that includes the roof vent opening. 

• It is shown that in such circumstances, the area of the roof vent and the depth 

of the downstand between the ceiling and the soffit of the wall opening are 

significant in determining the extra air inflow due to the existence of the roof 

vent opening. These effects can be described using a single parameter, 

Av,roof~Hc -(Hv +o) · 
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13.2.3 Analytical study of different fuels 

• From the steady-state analytical studies of cellulosic and pool fires burning 

inside a compartment, the ventilation to the fuel surface ratio, Av..fii: I AF, the 

fuel surface to enclosure area ratio, AF I~ , and in the case for pool fires, the 

ratio between the heat of combustion of air for the fuel and the heat of 

gasification of the fuel, (11hc,net I r) I Lg, are found to be influential in 

determining the resulting compartment fire temperature and fuel mass loss 

rate. 

• It is shown that the pool fires, with low heat of gasification, Lg, generally 

require less fuel surface area to achieve fuel-rich (ventilation controlled) 

burning than the wood fires. 

13.3 CFIRE 

The proposed post-flashover fire computer program, CFIRE, has incorporated these 

findings. The improvements of CFIRE compared with earlier models include the 

following: 

• The vent flow formulations are modified to account for a full-wall stze 

opening and to include a roof vent opening; 

• Two types of fuel, wood and liquid pool, may be considered to coexist inside 

the same compartment, burning either successively or simultaneously; 

• A library of mass loss rate histories for typical furniture items has been 

derived using real furniture geometry. This library can be called upon if 

encountering furniture with similar geometry instead of trying to describe all 

of the furniture items collectively as having a single geometry. 

These represent the new advances of the modelling capabilities compared to existing 

fire models. The modelling capabilities of the CFIRE program have been verified in 

part with available test fire data and shown to produce satisfactory results. 
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13.4 SIMULATION STUDIES 

Based on the simulation studies using the CFIRE program, the following findings are 

made: 

• For wood fires, the fire time-temperature histories are highly dependent on the 

remaining fuel surface area at various times during the fire. 

• Thin wood tends to result in a shorter and hotter fire as it has a greater surface 

area than thick wood, even with the same fuel load. 

• For a small ventilation opening, a pool fire inside a fire compartment is less 

severe than a wood fire because the thermoplastic fuel is vaporised easily 

under the radiation, resulting in a large amount of excess fuel been discharged 

outside the compartment. 

• In the case of large openings, pool fires are more likely to produce a hotter fire 

in the compartment than wood fires, because wood fuel would not have 

sufficient fuel surface area to achieve ventilation controlled burning. 

• Comparing these simulated fires with the Eurocode parametric fires, the 

Eurocode parametric fires do not provide realistic decay rates. The modified 

parametric fires are conservative as they provide envelopes for the simulated 

fire curves, including the decay phase. However, parametric fires do not 

clearly describe the fire behaviour of realistic furnishing inside the fire 

compartment. 

13.5 FUTURE RESEARCH 

This thesis has covered a wide scope of topics involving compartment fire modelling. 

There are areas that require further research in order to improve the understanding of 

post-flashover compartment fires. Filling the gaps in knowledge of these currently 

unknown fire behaviours could lead to a fire model capable of modelling a wider 

range of practical scenarios. The areas that need further research are: 
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13.5.1 Vent flows 

• Vent flows in compartments with high ceilings; 

• The unstable bi-directional flow across large roof openings; 

• Vent flows in compartments with large wall openings and roof vent openings; 

• Effects of wind on vent flows. 

13.5.2 Deep compartments 

• The progressive burning behaviour of discrete fuel packages from the vent 

opening towards the inside of deep compartments, notably the conditions 

necessary to ignite and burn those fuel packages at the back of the 

compartment. 

13.5.3 Fuels 

• Verification and calibration of the wooden furniture model; 

• Estimation of the equivalent pool area of upholstered furniture inside a post

flashover compartment; 

• The burning behaviour of fuels during the aforementioned (§13.5.1) vent 

opening conditions; and 

• Details of fuel load surveys in real occupancies that differentiate between the 

fuel types, and including the respective exposed fuel surface area and 

thickness. 

13.5.4 Unstable conditions 

• Identify the parameters and conditions that cause pulsing to occur m 

compartments with both horizontal and vertical vent openings. 
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13.5.5 Experimental technique 

• An improved experimental technique for measuring the velocity and mass 

flow through vent openings is needed to obtain accurate data for analytical 

studies. 
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Appendix A Vitiation and radiation effects on 

pool fires 

A-1 

Appendix A presents the small-scale mass loss rate data obtained from the literature 

and compares it with the calculations made using Quintiere's model. 

A.1 SMALL-SCALE MASS LOSS RATE DATA UNDER 

VITIATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS 

The data presented here are the test data from Tewarson et al (1981), Santo and 

Tamanini (1981) and Mulholland et al (1992). These data have been published in the 

respective literature. For the tests by Tewarson et al (1981) and Santo and Tamanini 

(1981), no external irradiance heat flux was imposed upon the burning fuels, only the 

oxygen concentration in the supply air stream was changed. For the tests by 

Mulholland et al (1992), both oxygen concentration and irradiance heat flux were 

varied. 

These data sets are to be compared with the prediction made by the Quintiere's 

model, given as follows. 

( 
y ) "" "" "" ox qrad m -m -- +-

P - freeburn 0_233 Lg 
(A.1) 

Table A.1 presents the data for Tewarson et al (1981) and Santo and Tamanini (1981) 

tests. Both the testing oxygen concentration and the respective mass loss rate per unit 

area of fuel measured are presented. The calculated mass loss rates presented are 
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evaluated using Equation (A.l) with the radiation term, q;aa I Lg, set to zero, as there 

was no external irradiance heat flux imposed on the burning samples during the tests. 

TableA.1 

Source 

Tewarson et 

al (1981) 

Santo and 

Tamanini 

(1981) 

Summary of experimental mass loss data sets under the influence of 

oxygen vitiated conditions found in literature. 

Experimental measurements Model calculation 

Fuel 02 (by wt) • If 

mp,exp 
. " 

mp,calc 

PMMA (~=0.1 m) 0.233 0.0115 Free-burn 

0.207 0.0077 0.0102 

0.195 0.0076 0.0096 

0.183 0.0059 0.0090 

PMMA (~=0.3m) 0.233 0.0129 Free-burn 

0.223 0.0121 0.0123 

0.212 0.0106 0.0117 

0.200 0.0092 0.0111 

Heptane(<j>=0.1 m) 0.233 I o.o356 Free-burn 

0.223 0.0291 0.0341 

0.212 0.0253 0.0324 

0.190 0.0183 0.0290 

0.178 0.0174 0.0272 

0.173 0.0170 0.0264 

· PP (~=0.1m) 0.233 0.0065 Free-bum 

0.208 0.0053 0.0058 

0.196 0.0022 0.0055 

PMMA (~=0.3m) 0.233 0.0129 Free-burn 

0.221 0.0123 0.0122 

0.211 0.0108 0.0117 

0.201 0.0092 0.0111 

In the tests by Mulholland et al (1992), both oxygen concentration and irradiance heat 

flux were varied. However, no free-bum case has been reported, as irradiance heating 

was involved in all their tests, so a base case scenari& for each material (PMMA and 
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PE) has to be chosen. The base case chosen are presented in the Table A.2. They 

represent the value closest to the free-bum case. 

TableA.2 Base case scenarios for Mulholland et al (1992) PMMA and PE data sets. 

Material Oxygen lrradiance heat Mass loss rate Heat of 

concentration flux (kW /m2
} (kg/m2 s) gasification 

(by weight) (kJ/kg) 

PMMA 0.233 15 0.021 2200 

PE 0.233 25 0.008 2700 

In order to calculate the mass loss rate of fuel under vitiated conditions and irradiance 

heat flux, both the vitiation and radiation terms are calculated relative to the base case 

scenario. For example, for PMMA fuel under an oxygen concentration (by weight) of 

0.169 and an irradiance heat flux of 30 kW/m2
, the vitiation term is calculated as 

follow with m;reebum = 0.021 (kg/m2 s) as in the base case where 

m" ( J:x )=0021x(
0

.1
69

) 
freeburn 0.233 . 0.233 

=0.015 kg/m 2s 

As for the radiation term, since the irradiation flux is 15 kW 1m2 different to the base 

case, i.e. 30 kW/m2 c.f. 15 kW/m2 in the base case, using the heat of gasification 

property for PMMA (2200 kJ/kg), it is calculated as 

11q" 15 
--=--
Lg 2200 

= 0.007 kg I m2s 

Hence the mass loss rate of the fuel under these conditions is evaluated as: 

m -m -- +-. " . " ( J:x ) f1ij" 
P - freeburn 0.233 Lg 

= 0.015 + 0.007 

=0.022 kg/m 2s 
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The experiment data from Mulliolland et al (1992) tests and the corresponding mass 

loss rate calculated are presented in the Table A.3. 

TableA.3 Summary of Mulholland et al (1992) PMMA and PE data sets. 

Experimental measurements Model calculation 

Material 02 (bywt) •II 

qirrd 
•II 

mp,exp 
• II 

mp,calc 

(kW/m2
) (kg/m2s) (kg/m2s) 

PMMA 0.191 15 0.015 0.017 

PMMA 0.179 15 0.013 0.016 

PMMA 0.169 15 0.011 0.015 

PMMA 0.233 30 0.025 0.028 

PMMA 0.191 30 0.021 0.024 

PMMA 0.169 30 0.019 0.022 

PMMA 0.155 30 0.015 0.021 

PE 0.190 25 0.006 0.007 

PE 0.170 25 0.004 0.006 

PE 0.233 40 0.010 0.014 

PE 0.190 40 0.008 0.012 

PE 0.157 40 0.007 0.011 

These values presented Table A.l and Table A.3 were use to plot Figure 5.3 m 

ChapterS. 
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Appendix B Mass loss rate histories of furniture 

Appendix B reproduces the mass loss rate histories of the wooden furniture surveyed 

by Yii (2000). These plots are presented for the completeness of this thesis. 

8.1 OVERVIEW 

Yii (2000) surveyed and measured the geometry of typical furniture items including 

bookshelves, cupboards, desks, tables and chairs. Each furniture item was divided into 

individual components of different geometrical shapes. Applying a regression rate of 

O.Ollmm/s on all the exposed surface areas, the change of the remaining surface area 

of the furniture over time is manually evaluated by summing the remaining surface 

area of each component over time. The mass loss rate history of the furniture item 

over time due to surface regression is therefore obtained via Equation (6.6), i.e. by 

multiplying the regression rate (O.Ollmm/s), the density of wood (450 kg/m3
) and the 

remaining fuel surface area, AF{t). 

It is found that there are different behaviours between different types of wooden 

furniture items, and so they are classified into two categories, namely (1) "thick" and 

(2) "thin". This classification is arbitrary and is based upon the furniture respective 

mass loss rate curve. Wood-based furniture items that present a rapid drop in mass 

loss rate during the first 30 minutes, and bum away completely in less than three 

hours, are classified as "thin". Wood-based furniture items that do not exhibit any 

rapid drop in the mass loss rate, or burn for three hours or more are classified as 

"thick". 

Table B.l categorised the furniture items surveyed and measured by Yii (2000). The 

estimated mass of each furniture item is also given. 
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Table B.1 Groupings for typical furniture. 

Classification Furniture item 

Group 1- "Thick" Bookshelf (I) 50% (51 kg) 

furniture Bookshelf (I) 75% (70kg) 

Bookshelf {I) 1 00% (86kg) 

Bookshelf (II) 50% (144kg) 

Bookshelf (II) 75% (197kg) 

Bookshelf (II) 100% (243kg) 

Bookshelf {Ill) 100% filled (444kg) 

Cupboard (I) 100% filled (149kg) 

Small cabinet 100% filled (29kg) 

Group 2- "Thin" Bookshelf (I) 25% filled (31 kg) 

furniture Bookshelf (II) 25% filled (92kg) 

Cupboard (I) empty (65kg) 

Small cabinet empty (15kg) 

Desk (I) (48kg) 

Desk (II) (12.5kg) 

Desk (Ill) (67kg) 

Table (I) (18kg) 

Table (II) (25kg) 

Stool (1kg) 

Chair (I) (10kg) 

Chair (II) (4.5kg) 
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8.2 MASS LOSS RATE HISTORIES OF FURNITURE 
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Appendix C Velocity probe for reduced scale 

fire experiment 

C-1 

Appendix C presents the calibration results for the Type-S pitot tube tested using the 

wind tunnel facility. 

C.1 INTRODUCTION 

Vent flow is an important aspect in compartment fire dynamics. To measure vent flow 

experimentally, the bi-directional probe developed by McCaffrey and Heskestad 

(1976) is often used. The probe consists of a short piece of stainless steel tube with a 

diaphragm in the middle. Two pressure taps are drilled on either side of the 

diaphragm where the support tubes are attached. The probe itself has a diameter of 

22.2mm (or 7/8"); its fabrication details are shown in Figure C.l. 

Figure C.1 

~ 7.26mm 
; ,-To 266"\ 

I 

o t.63mm 
1 tb.07t'l 

___t____±: . . 
Ll ! 
,.,-.___L=20~ 
i ~~ . 
ii'iO 
og 

Vl<fiiASLf. LENi;TH SUPPORT iu8ES 
\TO up INSTRUMENT) 

Fabrication details of McCaffrey and Heskestad bi-directional probe. 
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For the purpose of measuring the vent flows in the scaled down fire compartment, the 

standard McCaffrey and Heskestad (1976) bi-directional probe was considered too big 

and could interfere with the actual flow when multiple probes are positioned at the 

vent openings. Scaling down the standard bi-directional probe would involve labour 

intensive work in manufacturing, such as welding the joint between the supporting 

tubes and the pressure taps on the sensing tubes. The joint would also have to be 

reasonably clean of burr to ensure minimal disturbance in the pressure differential 

measurements. 

The type-S pitot tube is a type of velocity probe that has been used in stack gas 

velocity measurement in duct system. It consists of two stainless steel tubes with 

impact or sensing holes orientated at 180° angles to one another. Its basic operating 

principal is similar to the bi-directional probe, having a sensing hole facing upstream 

measuring the stagnation pressure and a sensing hole facing downstream measuring 

the static pressure. However, the manufacturing of the type-S pitot tube is more 

straightforward than the bi-directional probe, as the type-S pitot tube does not require 

wielding between the support tubes and the sensing tube. Rather, the end edges of 

support tubes are bent such that they form pressure taps themselves. The 

manufacturing specifications for the type-S pitot tube allow a minimum external tube 

diameter down to 3/16 inch or 4.8mm which is much smaller than the standard bi

directional probe. With these attributes, the type-S pitot tube presents an attractive 

alternative for reduced-scale compartment fire applications. 

In this appendix, the calibration results for the type-S pitot are reported. The 

calibration was carried out using the wind tunnel facility in the Mechanical 

Engineering Department at the University of Canterbury. 
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C.2 APPARATUS 

C.2.1 Type-S pitot tube 

The type-S pitot tube used in this experiment was fabricated using a 1/4 inch or 

6.35mm external diameter stainless steel tube as shown in Figure C.2. The distance 

between the tips of the two opposite outward facing impact holes was cut and ground 

to 18.5mm. 

Figure C.2 A type-S pitot tube. 

The manufacturing specification for the type-S pitot tube can be found from the 

Emission Measurement Center- Codes of Federal Regulations (EMC-CFR) 

promulgated test methods for type-S pitot tube on the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency (USEPA) website: http:/ /www.epa.gov/ttnlemc/tmethods.html, and 

is shown in Figure C.3. 
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I ·!'a 

I ~·---i' ·~· 
1 

Figure C.3 Recommendation for properly constructed Type-S pitot tube (USEPA). 

Two thermocouples were mounted on the probe by tacking 3mm diameter hollow 

tubes between the upper and lower sides of the two support tubes, which 

thermocouple wires were run through and correctly located at the sensing point This 

is schematically presented in Figure C.4 showing the cross section ofthe probe. 

Support tubes for probe 

Figure C.4 Schematic representation of the cross section of a type-S pitot tube. 
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C.2.2 Wind tunnels 

High-speed and low-speed wind tunnels were used to test the type-S pitot tube under a 

wide range of air speeds. 

The high-speed wind tunnel was a fan-driven sub-sonic wind tunnel. It had a test 

section of 1.5m by 1.5m cross section and 2m in length where the velocity of airflow 

was uniform. The velocity of the wind tunnel in the test section was monitored using a 

standard pitot-static tube connected to a water manometer with reading accuracy 

within O.lmm H20, and a digital thermometer was used to monitor the airflow 

temperature inside the wind tunnel. The ambient atmospheric pressure was also 

monitored. The velocity of airflow in the high-speed wind tunnel was evaluated as: 

V aiiflow = 

where 

Vairjlow 

Tairjlow 

Patm 

Rair 

(C.1) 

-Air flow velocity (m/s) 

-Pressure differential of the pitot-static tube (Pa) measured using a 

water manometer (pwghw) 

-Air flow temperature (K) 

-Ambient atmospheric pressure (Pa) 

-Specific gas constant for air 287 J/kgK 

-Pitot-static tube instrument calibration coefficient (0.997) 

The low-speed wind tunnel was driven by compressed air. The compressed air was 

directed to enter the high-speed end of the tunnel via a flowmeter. The flowmeter is 

attached to a water manometer for monitoring the entering flow. It is then passed 

through a gradual expanded chute of 1.5m in length to smooth out the turbulence and 

slow down the air speed. The diameter of the exit opening is 99mm. It operates at a 

velocity range lower than 1.5m/s. The air speed at the exit was evaluated as: 
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1 C Pw h 
V aiJjlow = A flowmeter • -- • w flowmeter 

exit Pair 

where 

A exit 

Cjlowmeter 

Pw 

-Opening area at the exit of the wind tunnel (m2
) 

In this particular wind tunnel, =7 .698x 1 0"3 m2 

-Calibration constant for the flowmeter, 480.85x1 o-12 

-Density of water in the manometer, 1000kg/m3 

(C.2) 

Pair -Density of air in the airflow, calculated using the Ideal Gas Law 

(p=PIRT) (kg/m3
) 

-Water head measured in the water manometer off the flowmeter 

(mm) 

C.3 CALIBRATION 

C.3.1 Background 

The type-S pi tot tube has the "total head" tube facing in the direction of the flow and 

the "static" tube facing backward into the wake behind the instrument. Based upon the 

Bernoulli equation: 

1 
P + - pv2 + pgz = const 

2 
{C.3) 

At the stagnation point, i.e. at the tube facing into the flow direction, the flow along 

the streamline is brought to a standstilL From the Bernoulli equation (Equation (C.3)), 

the pressure has to increase from P to (P + pv2/2). The quantity (P + pv212) is known 

as the stagnation pressure of that streamline (Massey, 1989). Knowing the static 

pressure, the velocity of the flow can be calculated. For an instrument such as the 

type-S pitot tube, because the static tube is in the wake region, it will be measuring a 
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pressure slightly less than the undisturbed static pressure. A correction factor Cca/ib, 

obtained from calibration is required to correct for this difference such that 

pv2 
M =Ccalib x2 (C.4) 

where I1P is the pressure differential measured between the stagnation and static 

pressure measured by the probe, and p and v are the density and velocity of the flow. 

C.3.2 Testing programme 

The type-S pitot tube was subjected to two test programmes. The first test programme 

involved testing at different flow velocities. Given the wind tunnel facility available, 

the type-S pitot tube was tested in the range between 0.5 and 4.0 m!s under ambient 

conditions. Both the forward and reversed positions of the probe were tested, to check 

the bi-directional capability. The second test programme involved testing at different 

flow angles. This was to investigate the probe responses to flows at various angles. In 

the angle-testing programme, the velocity probes were tested with flow angles ranging 

between ±40° in the plane normal to the axes of the support tubes, at an increment of 

10°. Figure C.5 shows the definition ofthe flow angles. 

·················)·····:·;····· 
.... 

Figure C.5 Definition of the flow angle. 

Four type-S pi tot tubes were tested to gauge the consistency in the manufacturing. 
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C.3.3 Method 

The high-speed wind tunnel was used to calibrate the type-S pitot tube over the 

velocity range of 2m/s to 4m/s. The type-S pi tot tube was held from outside the tunnel 

test section on a test platform, and placed some distance (-150mm) below the 

standard pitot-static tube used for monitoring the velocity inside the wind tunnel. The 

type-S pitot tube was connected to a MKS Baratron Type 223B bi-directional pressure 

transducer and the signal was logged via a data logger. An averaged pressure 

transducer reading over a one-minute duration was taken at each flow velocity. The 

temperature of the wind tunnel airflow was measured using a digital thermometer. 

The atmospheric pressure was measured using a barometer. Similar procedures were 

performed in the low-speed wind tunnel where the type-S pitot tube was placed in the 

centre at the exit of the wind tunnel. Four type-S pitot tubes were tested. 

The angle-testing programme was carried out in the high-speed wind tunnel at a flow 

velocity of 2.8m/s. Four wooden wedges of 10°, 20°, 30° and 40° inclinations on the 

test platform were used in tum to position the probe at each desirable angle. While 

maintaining the same flow velocity inside the wind tunnel, an averaged pressure 

transducer signal over a one-minute duration was taken at each inclination. 

C.4 RESULTS 

C.4.1 Velocity testing 

From the velocity testing, the calibration factor, Cca/ib, for the type-S pitot tube was 

found by plotting the term, pv212, against the pressure differential measured at the 

probe, AP. Figure C.6 presents the calibration plot at the low speed regime where the 

Reynolds number (based on the probe diameter) is less than 700. The expression for 

the Reynolds number is given in Equation (C.5). 

Re 
puD uD 

= {C.S) 
JL v 
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where D is the diameter of the probe, p is the density (kglm\ p is the dynamic 

viscosity (kg m-1 s-1
) and vis the kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 

By fitting a linear regression line through the origin, the calibration factor, Ccalib, for 

the type-S pitot tube is approximately 1.59. 

Low speed 

3 ······-····-···r···-··-···-·-·--r·-··--········--·-:--··--········ ·:···--··----··--:··-···· ······--·,·---··- ······--;-····--·-··--·····! 

2.5 ··················[·················[······· . ·! 

~ 2 ················:···············-+·················i····· 

" -:;::: 
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.l 

····j 

1.6 

Figure C.6 Calibration plot at the low speed regime (Re<700). 

Figure C.7 presents the calibration plot at the high-speed regime where the Reynolds 

number (based on the probe diameter) is greater than 900. The calibration factor, 

Ccalib, is found to be approximately 1.90. 
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Calibration plot at the high speed regime (Re>900). 

12 

Figure C.8 plots the square-root of the calibration factor, c:~~6 (defined in Equation 

(C.6)) against the Reynolds number (defined in Equation (C.5)), for the four type-S 

pitot tubes tested. 

(C.G) 
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Probe response over Re Number 
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From Figure C.8, the results show that the four probes tested were reasonably 

consistence with one another. This indicates the type-S pitot tubes can be 

manufactured consistently. It also shows that the calibration factor is not constant 

over the entire range of the Reynolds number tested. Hence, separate calibration 

constants should be used for different regimes, such that for Re<700, Ccalib=l.59, and 

for Re>900, Ccalib=l.90. 

C.4.2 Angle testing 

Figure C.9 shows the probe responses for the four type-S pitot tubes tested in both 

directions, forward and reversed, at different flow angles. The response was 

represented using the velocity ratio defined as the ratio of velocity measured at test 

angle to the velocity at zero angle, i.e. v(8)/v(8=0). These angle tests were performed 

at a flow velocity of 2.85m/s, by setting the pressure differential of the pitot-static 

tube that monitored the tunnel flow to 0.5mm H20. However, the exact flow velocity 

in each test session for each probe varied slightly subjected to the atmospheric 
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pressure and temperature change between days of testing. The test velocity for probes 

AI and A4 was 2.84m/s; and for probes A2 and A3, the test velocity was 2.85mls. 

Probe-A1 Probe..J\2 
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Figure C.9 Angle-test results for type-S pitot tube. 
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From the Figure C.9, it can be seen that the type-S pitot tubes exhibit a symmetric 

behaviour. Again, all the four probes tested show consistence responses. The type-S 

pitot tubes are found to underestimate the flow velocity as the flow angle increased. 

Within a ±30° flow angle range; the probe underestimates the velocity by 

approximately 10%. At 40°, the probe could underestimate the flow velocity by up to 

20%. 

60 
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C.5 CONCLUSION 

The testing programmes showed that the type-S pitot tube can be manufactured 

consistently. The type-S pitot tubes were found to have a different response at the low 

speed regime (Re<700) compared to the high speed regime (Re>900). The calibration 

factor, Cca!ib, is approximately 1.59 for Re<700 and 1.90 for Re>900. From the angle 

tests, it was found that, for flow angle ranging from +30° to -30° in the plane normal 

to the axes of the support tubes, the type-S pi tot tube could underestimate the velocity 

by 10%. However, at a 40° flow angle, the accuracy of the type-S pitot tube 

deteriorated and it could underestimate the flow velocity by up to 20%. 
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Appendix D Measuring probe placement 

Appendix D presents the locations of the velocity probes at the openings for during 

the experimental series. 

0.1 DOOR VENT 

0.1.1 Door 1 

Door 1 is a vertical door opening of 450mm high by 250mm wide flush with the floor 
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0.1.2 Door 2 

Door 2 is a vertical door opening of 250mm high by 250mm wide flush with the floor 
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0.1.3 Door 3 

Door 3 is a vertical door opening of 125mm high by 250mm wide flush with the floor 

level. 
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0.2 ROOF VENT 

0.2.1 Roof 150mm in diameter 
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0.2.3 Roof 300mm in diameter 
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Appendix E Wall heat transfer calculations 

Appendix E details the finite difference method used in the CFIRE program for 

calculating the heat transfer across the enclosure wall. 

E.1 INTRODUCTION 

The term "wall" refers to the enclosure boundaries that include ceiling, walls and 

floor. These enclosure boundaries are treated as homogeneous solids with constant 

thermal properties. The heat transfer across the wall is considered to be one

dimensional. For a finite thickness, assuming no internal heat generation, the transient 

conduction through the walls is given by Equation (E.l ), 

-=-·-

where <p is the thermal diffusivity and is defined as 

k 
rp=--

p·c 
P solid 

(E.1) 

where k is the thermal conductivity, p is the density and Cp is the specific heat of the 

solid. 

The second derivative, 
82~, can be written in weighted average form (Croft and 
ax 

Lilley, 1977), as 
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{E.2) 

where} is the time interval, and A.. is the weighting parameter. 

Hence Equation (E.l) becomes 

(E.3) 

E.2 FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD 

The finite difference method is a numerical technique. It has the advantage of 

implementing complicated boundary conditions that have precluded the use of 

analytical techniques. The finite difference method solves the temperature at discrete 

points in the medium of interest. These points are term as :zodes and the aggregate of 

nodes is termed as a nodal network. The heat transfer through the enclosing 

boundaries during a fire is considered as one-dimensional. A series of nodes is 

assigned along the wall thickness forming a nodal network as shown in Figure E.l. 

Node i-1 

< 

Wall thickness 

Figure E.1 One-dimensional conduction nodal network 
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In order to apply the finite difference method to solve the heat transfer through the 

wall, the derivative terms in the differential equation are replaced by their "finite 

difference" equivalents. The Central Difference Scheme is used, as it is likely to be 

the most accurate, being the average of the forward and the backward difference 

versions (Griffiths and Smith, 1991 ). The finite difference equations (FDE) for the 

derivative terms are as follows: 

and 
ar ~,j+l - Y;,j = __:::_ __ :::._ 
at f'!..t 

Substituting these FDEs into Equation (E.3), the governing equation for transient 

conduction through a solid in finite difference form is given in Equation (E.4). 

- Fo.A · ~-I,j+I + (1 + 2Fo.A)· ~,j+l ___:_ FoA, · ~+l,j+I (E.4) 

= Fo(1- A-)· ~-I,j + [1- 2Fo(1- Jr.,)]· ~.j + Fo(1- -1)· ~+I,j 

Where Fo is the Fourier number, given as 

L' rp . /).{ k /).{ 
rO=--=-·--

(& y fX p (fu: y 

and the A is the weighting parameter. Setting -1=0, 1, 0.5 retrieves the explicit, fully 

implicit and the Crank-Nicolson mid-difference schemes respectively (Croft and 

Lilley, 1977). In the CFIRE program, the Crank-Nicolson method is used as it has the 

advantage of numerical stability for all Fourier number or f'!..t and the least 

accumulated truncation error for the system. Hence substituting -1=0.5 into Equation 

(E.4) gives the finite difference equation based on the Crank-Nicolson method. 

Fo ( ) Fo 
--~-I 1.+1 + 1 + Fo 'I; 1.+1 -- 'I;+1 1.+1 2 ' ' 2 ' 

(E.5) 

Fo ( ) Fo = 2 'I;_1,j + 1 - Fo ~.j + 2 'I;+I,j 
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In the CFIRE program, each wall is divided into 10 slices of equal thickness giving 9 

internal nodal points and 2 external boundary nodal points. This is shown in Figure 

E.2. These nodal points describe the temperature profile of the wall across its 

thickness. The hot fire gas with temperature Tgas (>Tamb) on the fire side is the source 

that initiates the heat transfer across the walL 

Fireside Ambient side 

Node2 Node8 Node9 

Figure E.2 Temperature nodes along the wall thickness. 

E.2.1 Boundary conditions 

Equation (E.5) is only applicable for the internal nodes (Node 1 to 9). At the 

boundaries, the two external nodes (Node 0 and 10) are subjected to both convective 

and radiative heat transfer. The boundary conditions at these two nodes are given in 

Equations (E.6) and (E.7) respectively 

Fire side (Node 0): 

-k( oT) ::::: h fire • (rgas - TO,j+1) + a . c res • (rg~s - To~j+l ) 
ox 0,}+1 

(E.6) 

Ambient side (Node 10): 

k(oT) = hamb · {J;O,J+1 - Tamb )+ (J' • &w • (7;~,}+1 Ta~•h) 
ox 10,}+1 

(E.7) 
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where the convective heat transfer coefficient for the fire side, hfire, is taken as 

25W/m2K and 10W/m2K for the ambient side, hamb; and &res is the resultant emissivity 

between the hot gases and the wall surfaces defined as 

1 (E.8) 

Since the solution involves solving for the wall temperature at time interval j+ 1, i.e. 

Toj+I, where it is raised to the fourth power to account for radiation effect, it needs to 

be linearised before the calculation can proceed. Using the method suggested by Croft 

and Lilley (1977), taking <j>==T4 will generate the approximation 

a¢1 ¢ ~ ¢o + aT o • !1T 

so that 

TO~j+] ~ TO~j + 4r;Ar0,j+]- ro.J 

= 4T;j. TO,j+] - 3TO~j 

(E.9) 

which is linear in Toj+I and uses the "old" value at node 0, Toj, as a coefficient 

together with a constant. 

The boundary conditions could be accounted by the PDE (Partial Differential 

Equation) replacement method. Consider the boundary node, 0, and assume there is a 

fictitious node, F, in front of node 0 spaced !1x apart. The derivative term, (aT) in 
Ox O,j+l 

Equation (E.6) could be expressed as 

(aT) = Tr,J+I -TF,J+l 

Ox 0,}+1 2Lix 

(E.10) 
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Substituting Equations (E.9) and (E.lO) into the boundary condition (Equation (E.6)) 

gives a temperature expression for the fictitious node F, i.e. TFj+t· This expression is 

substituted into Equation (E.S) applied on Node 0. This gives the expression for Toj+h 

subjected to the convective and radiative boundary conditions shown in Equation 

(E.ll). 

T . [ Fo. Ax. h fire + _4R_o_· Ax_· _cr_· -'-""-
O,J+l k k 

Fo·Ax· ( ) = Fo · ~,j + ----'--• 2Tgas - T0,1 k 

Similarly, for the boundary node, I 0, at ambient side 

T . ·[-Fo]+T. . ·[Fo·Ax·hamb + 4Fo·Ax·cr·s 
9,]+1 10,;+1 k k 

Fo·Ax· ( ) = Fo. T9,J + k . 2Tamb -J;O,J 

Fo·Ax·cr·c ( 4 4 ) ( ) + k · 2Tamb + 21;0,1 + 1 Fo ·1;0,1 

(E.11) 

(E.12) 

By applying Equation (E.S) to each individual internal node (Node 1 to 9), together 

with Equations (EJ 1) and (E.l2), the temperature of the eleven nodes at the time 

interval)+ 1 are solved simultaneously in the form of matrix. 

E.2.2 Composite wall 

For a composite wall made of two different homogeneous solid materials with a 

perfect contact at the interface, a finite difference equation at the interface node, I, is 

needed. Figure E.3 shows schematically the interface node between two slices of 

different materials with different thickness. 
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Material B (Ps, cp,B) 

1-E-< -~>1< >I 
L1x s.L1x 

Figure E.3 Interface node T1 

The transient finite difference equation (FDE) at the interface could be obtained by 

applying energy balance to a control volume about the interface node I, where the 

energy balance equation is given in Equation (E.13). 

(E.13) 

By assuming heat flow is into the node, and there is no internal heat generation, 

E =0 g 

. &( )11~ Estore =A- PA ·CpA +s· Ps ·CpB --
2 ' ' 11t 

where A is the area of the wall into the page. Substituting the above expressions into 

Equation (E.13), gives 

(E.14) 
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where 

G = 0.5 x (pA. cp,A + s· PB. cp,B)·(L1xf 
M 

The choice of time-level at which the left-hand side in Equation (E.l4) is evaluated is 

such that (Croft and Lilley, 1977) 

A-(value at t + L\t )+ (1 A-)(value at t) 

To be consistence with the Crank-Nicolson scheme used before, putting A-=0.5 gives 

0.5kA(TWJ+l-TIJ+l)+0.5~~ (TE,J+l-Tl,J+J 

+0.5kA(rw.1 -T1,J+o.s; (rE,j -~.1 G(~,j+l -~) 

or in the form consistent with Equation (E.5), Equation (E.15) is rewritten as 

0.5kATW,J•I [ 0.5 { kA + ~ )+G }r,J .. + 0.5 k: TR.J•I 

=-0.5kATw+[o.s{kA+k; )-a}I; o.sk;rE 

(E.15) 

(E.16) 

In the CFIRE program, each of the two composite layers is divided into 10 slices. The 

solving method is the same as in a single homogeneous solid wall except Equation 

(E.16) is used for the interface node. The temperatures of the nodes at time interval 

j+ 1 are solved simultaneously in the form of matrix. 
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